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FOREWORD
This investigation was performed for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center 's
Structures and Mechanics Division. Dr. Donald M. Curry was the technical monitor,
and Dr. Kenton D. Whitehead was the project manager. The study was conducted by a
project team consisting of Drs. K. T. Shih, A. Gay, and O. Brevig, and Mr. R. C
Day - Thermodynamics, Messrs. R. S. Wilson and P. T. Thorndyke - Stress,
S. T. Hitchcock - Weights, and T. C. Johnson - Costs. Programming and computer
coordination was performed by Ms. E. R. Neuharth. All work was done at the San
Diego Operation of the Convair Aerospace division of General Dynamics. Results
of the study are published in two volumes: the Final Report (Volume I) and the User's
Manual (Volume II).
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A study was performed to continue the development of the computational tech-
niques for the design optimization of thermal protection systems for the space
shuttle vehicle. The resulting computer program was then used to perform initial
optimization and sensitivity studies on a typical thermal protection system (TPS)
to demonstrate its application to the space shuttle TPS design. The program was
developed in Fortran IV for Convair Aerospace's CDC 6400, but it was subsequently
converted to the Fortran V language to be used on the MSC Univac 1108. Document-
ation for the study is reported in two volumes - the Final Report and the User's
Manual. The latter contains input instructions and sample problems to illustrate
use of the program.
The efforts of the investigation involved continued development of theoretical models
describing performance of the TPS and the programming of the subsequent method-
ology. The program itself was effected in a modular fashion to allow continuing up-
dating of the methods. The logic of the computer code involves subroutines which
handle the following basic functions: (1) A driver link which establishes communi-
cation between the overlays of the program, (2) an overlay which handles the
thermodynamic analysis (including aerodynamic heating and the temperature res-
ponse of the TPS cover panel and underlying insulation) and the discrete element
stress analysis of the panel, (3) an overlay which performs the finite element stress
analysis for the RSI configuration, and (4) a link which predicts the weight and cost
of the TPS panel and supporting structure. For metallic panels, the system weight
and manufacturing cost is determined by identifying and evaluating these parameters
for each of the TPS's component parts. The RSI and ablator systems are evaluated
as a honeycomb panel with an additional external insulation. In addition, a system
total cost is predicted based on system weight and historical cost data of similar
systems.
Each of the major components of the program described above is complemented by
other subroutines which provide specialized calculations for the analyses.
Two basic types of input are provided, both of which are based on trajectory data.
In the first, vehicle attitude (altitude, velocity, and angles of attack and sideslip) is
input and external heat and pressure loads are calculated. In the second, heating
rates and pressure loads are provided to the program as a function of time. Stan-
dard program output includes heating rates, temperature, and stresses for the
discrete elements of the TPS analyzed as well as dynamic stresses and the number
of stress reversals for the panel and its weight and cost. A panel redesign technique
is included to increase the panel thickness to transfer mechanical loads and to in-
crease insulation thickness to protect the underlying load-bearing structure. Sub-
sequent investigations have shown, however, that the most efficient and economical
method of sizing the TPS is performed by manual iteration by the program user.
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Preliminary optimization and sensitivity runs have been performed to demon-
strate the sizing procedure in terms of varying panel size, material properties,
and configuration. Six different metallic panel cross-section geometries are pro-
vided along with an ablative system, and reusable surface insulation (RSI), the last
with or without a phase change material (PCM) embedded in the substrate.
An optimum design is then identified as the one giving either minimum weight or
cost as a function of the parameters being varied for the investigation. Sensitivity
studies are performed by noting the change in system weight or cost due to the
variation in some independent variable such as trajectory or heating prediction




This manual describes the computer program P5490 developed for use in opti-
mizing the design of the thermal protection, system for manned spacecraft in terms
of weight and cost. A brief description is given of the capabilities and limitations
of the program followed by operation instructions and sample problems. Source
listings, descriptive paragraphs of all subroutines, and a flow chart of the program
are given in the appendices.
The program starts by calling subroutine INPUT1 to read in portions of the data
necessary to perform the thermal protection system (TPS) sizing. Computations
are performed for four types of cover panel: (1) metallic, (2) ablator, (3) reusable
surface insulation (RSI), and (4) a carbon-carbon leading edge. Flat plate, carbon-
carbon cover panels may also be simulated by simply inputting proper material
properties while using the metallic cover panel option. For the case of ablative
and RSI systems, a second input subroutine, INPUT2, is called to read in the
thermodynamic properties of the cover panel, underlying insulation, backup structure,
and backface environment. The second input routine was employed to permit use
of the formats already existing in the charring ablator program which is the back-
bone of the ablator and RSI analyses. In this manner, the two programs were kept
consistent. Program control was then returned to INPUT1 to allow input of para-
meters need to perform stress and acoustic fatigue analyses.
For a given trajectory, location on the spacecraft, and computational time incre-
ment, the subroutine THERMO computes local pressure and aerodynamic heating
rate. The temperature response of the panels and underlying structure are com-
puted either by subroutine CONDTN (for the metallic and carbon-carbon configur-
ations) or by subroutine ABLATE for the ablator and RSI. Provisions are also
made in the latter routine for using either cold or hot wall heat fluxes. Of course,
all these routines have many auxiliaries which perform subordinate computations.
Subroutine STRESS performs a discrete element stress analysis on all configurations
but the carbon-carbon leading edge. For the case of the RSI panels, an additional
finite element stress analysis is performed by subroutine MAIN at the trajectory
design point identified by STRESS. (MAIN is the CDC 6400 version of a two-
dimensional stress analysis initally developed at Convair as the independent com-
puter program P2354.) Once the thermodynamic and structural performance of the
TPS have been assessed, the acoustic fatigue analysis subroutine FATIG computes
the dynamic response of the system and compares it to the lifetime requirements of
the vehicle. Next, weight and cost data are read into the computer via the sub-
routine DRVTPS, and weight of the system is computed by subroutine WTTPS.
Manufacturing costs of the system are developed from standard hour predictions
by subroutine COST for a wide variety of materials, and total systems costs for
a wide variety of materials, and total systems costs (again, per unit area) are
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determined from subroutine COSTOT. In this, the second version of the TPS sizing
program, all automatic sizing procedures have been removed from the program. Ex-
perience gained in running the computer program during its development demonstrated
that such procedures were both expensive and time consuming when compared with
those effected by an experienced program user.
The computer program was developed simultaneously in Fortran IV for the CDC 6400
and in Fortran V for the Univac 1108 by the Convair Aerospace Division of General
Dynamics. The complexity of the program required several overlays; the resulting




The program has been written in modular fashion. This will provide ease of
modification. The following subsections describe the capabilities and limitations of
the program.
2.1 COORDINATE SYSTEMS
In this program, a rectangular coordinate system was adopted. The plane of symmetry
of the spacecraft (the pitch plane) is specified as the xz-plane of the coordinate system
(Figure 2-1). The location on the spacecraft is described in the program by a charac-
teristic length which is either the distance from the leading edge to the point of
interest or the diameter of the
-
swept cylinder configuration.
The local body orientation is
defined by the effect angle of
attack i//which is computed by
the program as a function of
body geometry (Q and 0 in Fig.
2-1) and angle of attack a and
sideslip ft , a being measured
in the x, z plane and /3 in the
x, y plane.
Figure 2-1. Body Orientation
2 .2 AERODYNAMIC HEATING ; , . - . ,
Two methods are employed to specify the aerothermodynamic environment of the local
TPS of interest. The first is to input the vehicle trajectory as a function of time (i.e.,
altitude, velocity, angle of attack, yaw angle). These points are tabulated data and
the trajectory at a specific time is established by linear interpolation. Freestream
properties of temperature, pressure, density, speed of sound, and viscosity are
determined from the 1963 Patrick AFB Atmosphere (subroutine PRA63). The second
technique is to input the local pressure and heat transfer rate (either steady state or
as a function of time). This input provision can take two alternative forms, cold or
hot wall heat fluxes. The cold wall values are input with the RSI or ablator configur-
ations and can be corrected to hot wall values as a function of computed hot wall
enthalpy and an input fictional total enthalpy. ,
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Prediction of aerodynamic heating is performed by seven different options: (1)
conical flow field with detached shock at high angle of attack, (2) laminar or turbulent
swept cylinder, (3) cone, (4) wedge, (5) sphere, (6) laminar cylinder, and (7) 'urbulent
cylinder. The first option is the technique which will be used most frequently since it
embodies the techniques recommended by the NASA Thermal Panel for windward sur-
face heating. At low angles of attack, flow field properties are predicted from a num-
ber of curve fits developed for real gases, and at high angles at which the shock
detaches, the real gas flow field properties are determined by a series of calculations
considering the specified shock wave angle, changes in properties across the shock,
and expansion to local Newtonian. The equation of state is a curve-fitted Mollier chart
for equilibrium air. From the known flow field properties, laminar heating rates are
computed from the Blasius equation evaluated at the Eckert reference enthalp^ and
the Colburn statement of Reynolds analogy. For turbulent flow, two heating prediction
techniques are available: the first is the Schultz-Grunow equation with the Eckert
reference enthalpy and Colburn's Reynold analogy, and the second is the Spalding-Chi
method with the von Karman statement of Reynolds analogy. Transition between
laminar and turbulent flow is specified by Masek's transition criterion. The end of
transition region is determined by a value of Reynolds number equal to twice the initial
value. Transitional heating between the laminar and turbulent boundary layers is
calculated as a linear interpolation of laminar and turbulent heating values, the degree
of turbulence depending on the turbulent fraction exhibited by the boundary layer with
respect to values of Reynolds number for transition onset and end. Cross flow effects
are also included to modify heating rates for the effects of three dimensionality. For
the cone and wedge flowfields of options (3) and (4), curve fits predict flow field pro-
perties for the attached shock flow field. No provision is made for shock detachment.
The second option of the program, laminar and turbulent swept cylinders, is valid for
only high angles of attack and is applicable to geometries such as swept leading edges.
The laminar swept cylinder heating rates are predicted by Fay-Riddell and the tur-
bulent rates by the Beekwith-Gallagher method. In both techniques, flow field pro-
perties are computed for real gas shock waves. The transition criterion, suggested
by the NASA Thermal Panel, starts transition at a freestream Reynolds number based
on body diameter of 105 and ends it at a value of 2 x 105. The computer codes aero-
heating options of (6) and (7) are simply the laminar and turbulent swept cylinder tech-
niques independent of boundary layer transition. Spherical heating, is simply the
method originally posed by Fay and Riddell as applied to a sphere.
2.3 STRUCTURAL TEMPERATURE RESPONSE
Two methods are now available for determining the structural temperature re-
sponse of the TPS. The first, an explicit statement of the energy equation, is used in
conjunction with the metallic configurations and the carbon-carbon leading edge. The
second, an implicit solution technique, is used for predicting performance of the
ablator and RSI structures, the latter with and without an underlying phase change
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material. The implicit scheme is limited to one-dimensional heat transfer. For
both heat transfer prediction methods property values for heat conduction analysis
(density, emissivity, heat capacity, and thermal conductivity) are fed into the pro-
gram as constants or as functions of temperature. For the ablative and RSI systems,
the thermal conductivity can be input as a function of both temperature and pressure,
the latter dependency being especially significatnt for the RSI. These points are
tabulated data, and the properties at a specific temperature are established by linear
interpolation.
For the case of the explicit solution, structural temperature response is evaluated
by either a one- or two-dimensional conduction program with internal radiation. The
structure is divided into an arbitrary number (maximum of 9 columns x 9 segments),
of nodes (Figure 2-2).
The CONDTN subroutine accommodates simulation of radiation heat exchange between





!-(!-€.) (1-C) A F
4 4(T - T )j i ' 2-1
describes radiation heat exchange, Qn, between two parallel plates i and j, where
0is the Boltzmann's constant, € is the emissivity, A is the area, F is the view factor
and T is the temperature. Equation 2-1 is an approximate form. For rigorous cal-
culations the "overall interchange factor, " ?. .should be computed and supplied as
part of the problem input.
have
. 
By substituting 6. -€.=1 and F-- =
Q.. = a A. 7.. ( T 4 - T 4 )i] i i] j i










































Figure 2-2. Structure Segmentation
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The implicit, one-dimensional heat transfer routine is used to predict charring
ablator performance or the temperature prediction of the RSI either with or without
a phase change material embedded in the substrate. The RSI is simulated simply by
suppressing the chemical reaction of the outermost material. The ablator or RSI
material can have up to ten nodes, and up to 5 backup materials with 4 nodes each
used to simulate the backup structure. A schematic of the nodal breakdown for the
implicit routine is shown in Figure 2-3.
2.4 STRESS ANALYSIS
The stress analysis (subroutine STRESS) is performed for any of the six simply-
supported metallic panels (Figure 2-4 and 2-5) and for the RSI system (Figure 2-8).
Figure 2-4 gives overall geometrical dimensions for the panel, and geometries for
individual panel configurations are given in Figure 2-5. The loadings considered are
bending due to aerodynamic pressure and the internal forces induced by temperature
gradients within the panel cross section.
The panels are segmented for the stress analysis; Figure 2-6 shows the panel segmen-
tation together with the conduction matrices and Figure 2-7 gives the segmentation
for the RSI system. It is essential that the conduction input obeys the matrix given in
these figures.
The following property values of panel material are needed for stress analysis; they
are input as tabulated data.
a. Young's modulus vs. temperature.
b. Coefficient of thermal expansion vs. temperature.
c. Yield strength vs. temperature.
d. Ultimate tensile strength vs. temperature.
e. Larson-Miller parameter for strain 1 vs. stress.
f. Larson-Miller parameter for strain 2 vs. stress.
g. Ultimate compressive strength,
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5. OPEN CORRUGATION 6. OPEN CORRUGATION
(CIRCULAR ARC CORRUGATION)
Figure 2-5. Panel Geometries
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PANEL CONFIGURATION CONDUCTION MATRIX
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 r
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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METAL INSULATION I J OPEN SPACE
Figure 2-6. Configurations for Stress Analysis
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NOTE: The honeycomb substrate
is analyzed as a slab of
equivalent properties. It
is bonded to the RSI with
a simple adhesive






Figure 2-8 Sonic Fatigue Analysis Configurations
FLYBACK ENGINE PARAMETERS


















Figure 2-9. Sonic Fatigue Input Nomenclature
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2. 5 ACOUSTIC FATIGUE AND PANEL FLUTTER
The acoustic fatigue analysis (subroutine FATIG) computes the fundamental frequency
of each of four different panel configurations (Figure 2-8). Noise computations are
performed for each of four different sources (turbulent boundary layer, boost engines,
jet flyback engine, or scrubbing by the exhaust of the jet flyback engines). Each sound
pressure level is a function of local geometry (e. g., the distance between the source
and the point of interest for the case if engine induced noise, or the run length dis-
tance for the turbulent boundary layer, Figure 2-9). The panel moment of inertia may
be computed in either of two ways. In the first case, the moment of inertia may be
input as part of the standard format. However, if this value is input as zero, the
value will be computed for the metallic configuration, or for the honeycomb substrate
used in conjunction with the RSI and the ablator. Dynamic stresses are computed for
each sound pressure level; these are adjusted to account for a dynamic magnification
factor due to resonance and for a local stress raiser due to edge conditions. Critical
stress levels for each noise source are determined by equating the randomly applied
excitation energy to the allowed levels of stress as a function of number of stress
reversals determined by test. (The latter information is calculated external to the
program from data of the final report and is input as a third-degree least-squares
curve fit of stress in kips per square inch as a function of stress reversals.) The
composite critical stress is determined as the square root of the sum of the squares,
and the corresponding equivalent number of stress reversals is determined by equating
the total energy absorbed by the system at the composite critical stress to the sum of
all the energies absorbed by the application of random noises due to each of the four
possible noise sources. The resulting critical stress and number of stress reversals
are compared to the allowable values to see if they have been exceeded.
2.6 WEIGHT AND COST ANALYSIS
The weight and cost analysis predicts unit area weight and cost for six different
metallic panel configurations and both ablative and RSI systems attached to a honey-
comb panel. Three different concepts of heat post supports (Figure 2-10) are also
considered. The type of panel and support structure are input to the program by
appropriate option parameters along with the panel and supporting structure geometry
(Figures 2-11 through 2-15). The total system weight per panel is computed as the
summation of weights of the various components, and weight per unit area is deter-
mined by dividing panel weight by panel area. Costs per unit area are determined
by calculating the material and manufacturing processes for each panel configuration
and then dividing by panel size. Each individual cost is calculated by identifying the
type of material purchased, the form in which it is purchased, and the operations
needed to manufacture~the part (clamping, drilling, inspecting, etc.) as well as the
manhours required for supporting activities (sustaining engineering, tooling, and the




























Figure 2-10. Schematic of Supporting Structures
Costs are computed by two different techniques. The first predicts the costs of man-
ufacturing the TPS per unit area and includes materials and manufacturing costs.
This is performed by summing the manufacturing costs of the systems individual
component parts. Materials considered along with their complexity factors are given
in Table 2-1.
The program total cost prediction techniques are based on methodologies developed
for the space shuttle booster and orbiter as well as other cost models of the aerospace
industry. All costs are based on a TPS area of 10000 square feet and then normalized
to unit area. The total cost model is outlined in Table 2-2, and the embedded constants
of the routine are given in Table 2-3. The user may override the embedded values,
however, simply by supplying the proper input values to subroutine DRTPS. (See the
next chapter for details.)
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Figure 2-15. Support Post (Concept C)
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Table 2-2. Total Cost Model
Theoretical first unit cost (TFU)
ATTFU = CF-j^ K! (W)
Engineering Design and Developments Costs (EDD)
EDD - K2 (W)BT
Tooling Costs (TOOL)
TOOL = K3 (W)CT
Hardware requirements
Ground test hardware (GTH)
GTH = EGH TFU
Flight test articles (FTA)
FTA = FTH TFU
Flight test spares and replenishment parts (FTSRP)




PA = NPA TFU
Test article conversion (TAG)





The total program cost (TPC) is obtained by a summation of non-recurring
DDT&E(NR), recurring production (RP), and recurring operations (RO) costs.
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This section presents the information required for effective use of the program. The
instructions for correct program input are given in Section 3.1, a description of the
program output is given in Section 3.2, and error statements are shown in Section 3.3.
3.1 INPUT
The input system has been designed to allow multiple cases with the complete input
data deck consisting of input packages for each case. The first case generally requires
specification of all necessary parameters whereas, in subsequent cases, a namelist
DATANU can be used to make changes of parameters. A complete input package is
composed of 30 records; a record is simply a convenient gathering of similar terms
or groups of terms. The input symbols are defined in Table 3-1, and the format
records are given in Table 3-2 and illustrated in Figure 3-1.
The formats of data input are of the form nEw. o. Thus, a decimal point may appear
anywhere in the field. However, if the exponential notation E xx is used, it must be
right-hand justified. Any field may be left blank. The blank is interpreted as a 0
(integer) or 0.0 (floating point).
The definitions of the input symbols are given in Table 3-1.
Data for the weights and cost analyses are also read in using conventional formats, but
they are read into the subroutine DRVTPS. Results of this analysis are output from
this portion of the program also. The weights/cost input variables are indicated also
in Table 3-1 starting with record 52.
3.2 OUTPUT
The program output consists of three distinct sections. They are illustrated in Section
4. The first includes the case identification and printout of the input data. The last
line of print is the phase END OF INPUT. This section of the output is accomplished by
the subroutine MPUT1.
The second section of the output consists of results. Numerical values are printed on
the line below each heading. Output symbols are defined in Table 3-3.
The third section of the output is the debug results output. This section presents the
values of parameters which are not normally required but which may be helpful in
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tracking down the source of errors. This is especially helpful when a new subroutine
is added or an existing subroutine is modified. The debug output is not printed unless
it is specially requested by means of input a 1 of NPRT in the input data.
3.3 ERROR STATEMENTS
a. ALTITUDE LT 0 OR GT 700000 FT - Trajectory corresponds to an altitude out of
range of PRA63 subroutine.
b. LOCAL VELOCITY SQUARE IS NEGATIVE - This comment is printed when a
calculated local velocity square becomes negative in subroutine THERMO.
c. ERROR IN OBSPL COMPUTATION - Function Curve F out of range.
d. SEGMENT NUMBER IJ TEMPERATURE CHANGE IS GREATER THAN 500 DEG -
Conduction solution is unstable; however, the program normally readjusts the
computation true interval. The computation will be stopped for a readjusted
true interval less than 0.1 sec (subroutine CONDTN).
e. NO. OF TITLE CARD IS GREATER THAN 10 - Subroutine DSfPUTl limits title
cards to 10.
f. NO. OF TRAJECTORY IS GREATER THAN 99 - Subroutine INPUT1 limits
trajectory cards to 99.
g. OX ARGUMENT ERROR IN TABLE - Error in Function Table.
3-2







Case identification and comments, maximum 10 cards.
Indicator marking the last title card which specifies
the input data form, input a non-zero value.
Integer ICONF Specifies body configuration, input a 1 through 7.
1. Conical flowfield with detached shock




, 6. Laminar cylinder . , , .
7. Turbulent cylinder
IQCON Specifies variation of input heat transfer multipliers,
laminar and turbulent input a 1, 2, or 3
1. QCONL(I) = QCONT(I) = 1 (no input required)
2. Input QCONL(I). QCONT(I) = QCONL(I)
3. Input both Q CONL(I) and QCONT (I)
IQENP Specifies variation of trajectory cards, input a 1,2,or 4
1. Input trajectory
2. Input local hot wall heat flux and pressure
4. Input local cold wall heat flux and pressure
ITURB Specifies turbulent prediction method^ input a 1 or 2
1. Eckert reference enthalpy
2. Spalding-Chi
IWALT Specifies conditions of wall temperature, input a 1 or 2
1. Uniform
2. Nonuniform
NANG Specified variation of input angle of attack, input a 1 or 2
1. a, /3 are function of trajectory
2.
 Q' = ALPHA(1), /3 =BETA(1)
NCOLM Number of Columns s 9
1. One-dimensional heat conduction
2-9. Two-dimensional heat conditions :
NSEG Number of segments ^9
Integer NMAT Number of materials ^ 9
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One-dimensional case (NCOLM=1) number of internal
radiation gaps
Two-dimensional case (NCOLM>1) number of internal
radiation segments, for segments which have more than
one face radiation interchange, count each face as one
.segment ^ 18 . . . _ ... _ .. _ _
Specifies coordinate systems used for conduction analysis,
input a 1
NSECT Panel configurations (see Figure 2-5) input a 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6 or (see Figure 2-7) 7, 8 or 9
1. Convair trapezodial
2. Flat corrugation with skin
3. Rib stiffened panel
4. Skin stringer
5. Open corrugation
6. Circular arc corrugation
7. Reusable surface insulation (RSI)
8. Ablator
9. Carbon-carbon leading edge
NINS Specifies input material number of the insulation (limited to
one material) to be sized. If insulation sizing option is not
used, leave blank.
NF Number of flights.
NPRT Specifies output form, input a 1 if "long" print out option
is used. Leave blank for "short" print out
ISTRES Specifies whether or not to conduct stress analysis, input
0 or 1
0. Omit stress analysis
1. Call stress analysis
IFATIG Specifies whether or not to conduct fatigue analysis, input
0 or 1
0. Omit fatigue analysis
1. Call fatigue analysis
IWTCST Specifies whether or not to conduct weight/cost analysis,
input 0 or 1
0. Omit weight/cost analysis
Integer 1. Call weight/cost analysis
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Specifies equation of state, input 1 or 2
1. Real gas
2. Perfect gas
Specifies location of virtual origin, input 1 or 2
1. Leading edge
2 . Beginning of transition
Direction angles
(see Figure 2-1)
Distance from the leading edge, ft
Diameter of a sphere or cylinder,- ft
Ratio of shoulder radius to body diameter
Outer surface emissivity
Factor to increase insulation thickness
Time to start computation, sec
Computation interval, sec
Print interval, sec
Time to stop computation, sec
Pitch of corrugation or ribs, inches (see Figure 2-5)
Radius of corrugations, inches (see Figure 2-5)
Depth of section, inches (see Figure 2-5)
Skin thickness, inches (see Figure 2-5) or facesheet
thickness of honeycomb substrate (see Figure 2-7)
Corrugation thickness, inches (see Figure 2-5)
Overall width of panel, inches (see Figure 2-4)
Overall length of panel, inches (see Figure 2-4)
Distance of reaction from panel edge, inches (see
Figure 2-5)
Secant yield stress FQ. 7 (Ramberg-Osgood) lb/in2 (Ref 2)
Ultimate factor
Difference between two values of creep strain used for
Lawson-Miller data, inches/inches
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Allowable creep strain, inches/inches
Shape parameter for stress strain curve (Ramberg-Osgood)
(Ref. 2 )
Width of flange or flat segment (Conf. 2) inches (see
Figure 2-6 ) or bond thickness in RSI (see Figure 2-7)
Width of inner flange (Conf. 4) in. (see Figure 2-6 ) or
Thickness of RSI (see Figure 2-7)
Width of lip on inner flange (Conf. 4) in. (see Figure 2-6 )
or RSI coating thickness (see Figure 2-7)
Exponent of Arhennius equation describing pyrolysis gas
generation
Coefficient of Arhennius equation describing pyrolysis
gas generation
Activation temperature of Arhennius equation describing
pryolysis gas generation
Specific heat of pyrolysis gas, Btu/lb
Molecular weight of char
Molecular weight of pyrolysis gas
Title card to ablation input
Temperature at which ablator starts, °R
Temperature at which ablator stops, °R
Temperature at which char removal starts, °R
Density of virgin ablation material, lb/ft3
Density of charred ablation material, lb/ft3
Time of transition between laminar and turbulent blowing
Emissivity of virgin ablation material
Emissivity of charred ablation material
Enthalpy of air at 300K, 129.06 BtuAbm
Initial thickness of virgin ablation material, inches
3-6























Heat of degradation of virgin material, Btu/lbm
View factor for external environment
Sink temperature of external environment, °R
Thermal conductivity of material at TCHAR, Btu/ft-hr-°R
Specific heat of material at TCHAR, Btu/lbm-°R
Thermal conductivity of material at TABL, Btu/ft-hr-°R
Specific heat of material at TABL, Btu/lbm-°R
Number of node points in ablation material
Number of points in char thermal conductivity - tempera-
ture table
Number of points in char specific heat - temperature
table
Number of points in virgin thermal conductivity -
temperature table. If zero, program reads record 13B
instead of Record ISA.
Number of points in virgin specific heat - temperature
table
Number of points in surface recession - temperature
table
Specifies use of heating reduction due to blowing, input
O or 1.
t • -" ;
0. No blowing heat transfer reduction
1. Heat transfer reduction due to blowing
Temperature values in char thermal conductivity -
temperature table, °R
Thermal conductivity values in char thermal conductivity
- temperature table, Btu/ft-hr-°R
Temperature values in char specific heat - temperature
table, °R
Specific heat values in char specific heat - temperature
table, Btu/lbm- °R
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16 B Integer NPC
Integer NFIL
Definition
Temperature values in virgin thermal conductivity -
temperature table, °R
Thermal conductivity values in virgin thermal con-
ductivity - temperature table, Btu/ft-hr-°R
Number of points in virgin thermal conductivity -
temperature table
Number of different pressures in virgin thermal -
conductivity table
Values of pressure in virgin thermal conductivity -
temperature table, psf
Temperature values in virgin thermal conductivity -
temperature table, °R
Pressure dependent thermal conductivity values in
virgin thermal conductivity - temperature table,
Btu/ft-hr-°R
Temperature values in virgin specific heat - temperature
table, °R
Specific heat values in virgin specific heat temperature
table, Btu/lbm-°R
Temperature values in the surface recession table, °R
Surface recession values in the surface recession -
temperature or time table, in. /sec
Number of materials in backup structure
Total number of node points in backup structure
Total thickness of backup structure, in.
Specifies whether PCM is to be used or not, input 0 or 1
0. No PCM
1. PCM used
Material number for phase - change material (PCM) in
backup structure
Test to determine if filler material (honeycomb material)
is used in PCM
3-8


















Melting temperature of PCM or temperature at which
solid-solid transition takes place ~°R
Latent heat of fusion of PCM or heat of transition for
solid-solid transition ~Btu/lb
o
Density of filler (honeycomb) material ~ Ib/ft
Filler (honeycomb material) fraction in PCM
Number of nodes in each individual material in backup
structure
Number of points in each individual backup structure
material thermal conductivity - temperature table
Number of points in each individual backup structure
material specific heat - temperature table
Any 72 alphanumeric characterers used to describe
each individual material in the backup structure
Temperature values in backup material thermal con-
ductivity - temperature table, °R
Thermal conductivity values in backup material thermal
conductivity - temperature table, Btu/ft-hr-°R
Temperature values in backup material specific heat —
temperature tables, ° R
Specific heat values in backup material specific heat —
temperature tables, Btu/lbm-0 R
Density of individual materials in backup, Ib/ft3
Thickness of individual materials in backup, in.
Emissivity of front surface of each material in backup
Emissivity of back surface of each material in backup
Film coefficient between adjacent materials in backup,
Btu/ft2-hr-°R


















Test to determine the mode of heat transfer between
materials for the front and backface of each material
respectively
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Conduction only between materials
Convective heat transfer only
Radiation only or radiation and convection heat transfer
Any 72 alphanumeric characters used to describe
properties of the environment
Temperature of interior cabin environment, °R
Film coefficient to interior cabin environment,
Btu/ft2-hr-°R
View factor and emissivity product for radiative heat
transfer to cabin interior
Boundary condition between last node of the backup
structure and cabin environment
Adiabatic surfaces
Radiation and/or convective loss
Any 72 alphanumeric characters used to describe the
initial temperature distribution
Determines the proper heat shield initial temperature
distribution
Constant, uniform initial temperature distribution
Arbitrary initial temperature distribution
Temperature to be used when constant temperature
distribution option is used, ° R
Arbitrary temperature distribution values, to be used
only if TEST2 is negative, °R
Number of points in enthalpy — temperature curve fit
Enthalpy values in enthalpy — temperature table,
Btu/lbm
Corresponding temperature values in enthalpy — tem-
perature table, °R
Specifies output form of RSI stress analysis, input a
1 if "long" print out option is used. Leave blank for
"short" print out
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Number of constraints, NC = 8
Number of vertical bars, 16 £ NH s 40
Axial load Ib/in
Poisson's ratio for bond
Allowable temperature of the material, °R
Emissivity of the material
Density of the material, Ib/ft
Specifies input of material property tables input a 1 or
2 or leave blank to skip input
1. Read AY only (AX same as before)
2. Read both AX and AY




J= 1. Heat capacity (C )
P
2. Thermal conductivity (k)
3. Young's modulus (E)
4. Coefficient of thermal expansion (a)
5. Yield strength (F )
6. Ultimate tensile strength (F )
7. Larson Miller parameter for strain 1 (E )
8. Larson Miller parameter for strain 2 (E )
Lt
9. Ultimate compressive strength (F )
cu
10. Ultimate shear strength (F )
su
11. Shear modulus (G)
K = 1, 2 ..., MPT(I,J)
Width of the Ith Column, ft
3-11













Laminar heat transfer multiplier of the Ith column,
omit if IQCON=1 or NCOLM=1
Turbulent heat transfer multiplier for the Ith column,
omit if IQCON ^3 or NCOLM=1
Thickness of the Jth segment, ft
Specifies materials of column I, segment J
A zero denotes a void
1-9, material number negative. The segment will be
grouped together with the right-hand side segment for
condition computations
TAMP(I, J) Specifies initial temperature of column I, segment J, °R









Specifies nodes with internal radiation exchange
Example: 18 means column 1, segment 8
For segments which have more than one side have
radiation exchange, treat each side as a segment in the
order of left-right-upper-lower
Number of nodes to be interacted with node
NR(N), ± 9
Specifies nodes to interchange with node NR(N)
VFACT(M,N) View factors or 3.. with EMIS(I) - 1
Number of noise sources to be considered
1. Turbulent boundary layer
2. Rocket engine
3. Jet engine
4. Jet engine scrubbing
IPF(I) Identifies by number the noise sources
IPAD Specified if vehicle is on the pad
Zero - not on pad
Non-zero - on pad
KFLEX Flexural rigidity index
0. if structure symmetrical, rigid
1. if unsymmetrical and/or flexible
3-12































1. flat plate 2. honeycomb sandwich
3. integrally stiffened 4. corrugated
Period of turbulent boundary layer noise excitation, sec
Run length of turbulent boundary layer, feet
Local Reynolds number
Local velocity, ft/sec
Local dynamic pressure, psi
Local Mach number
Period of rocket engine noise excitation, sec
Rocket engine thrust, Ib
Rocket engine weight flow, Ib/sec
Rocket nozzle exit diameter, ft
Rocket exhaust velocity, ft/sec
Distance between point of interest and rocket engine
exit, ft
Vehicle diameter, ft
Buttline distance between panel and vehicle centerline,
ft
Reference distance between noise source on pad and
rocket engine exhaust plane, ft
Period of jet (flyback) engine noise excitation, sec
Nozzle exit area, ft
Jet velocity, ft/sec
Jet engine weight flow, Ib/sec
Vehicle velocity at flyback cruise, ft/sec
Jet engine thrust, Ib
Axial distance from point of interest to jet engine exit
nozzle, ft
3-13





























Radial distance from point of interest to jet engine
nozzle, ft (less than 200 ft)
Period of jet (flyback) engine scrubbing noise excitation,
sec
Panel thickness, inches
Core thickness, inches (for honeycomb sandwich)
Panel moment of inertia, in^




Modulus of elasticity for panel, psi
Coefficients of a least squares, 3rd order curve fit of
allowable S-N data
Panel material density, Ib/ft
Time in trajectory, sec, I ^ 99
IQESfP=l. Altitude, ft
2. Local heat flux, Btu/ft^-sec °R
3. Temperature of first segments °R
Note: QCONL(I) may be used to obtain a distribution
of Q(I) or TEMP (1,1)
If IQINP=1, free stream velocity, ft/sec
If IQINP=2, 3 local pressure psia
Angle of attack, degrees (velocity for IQINP=4)
Yaw angle, degrees
Convection heat transfer coefficient to internal fluid.
Btu/ft2-sec °R. (Input 1. E9 to keep last row of
segments at the initial temperature)
Bulk temperature of internal fluid, °R
Non-zero indicator marking the last trajectory card
3-14









Specifies panel configuration, input a 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5





Specific supporting structure configuration, input a 1,
2, or 3
1. Configuration type A
2. Configuration type B
3. Configuration type C
Panel length, inches
Panel width, inches
Panel length overlap, inches




















Distance between adjacent panels, inches
Air space gap between panel and insulation, inches
Material identification number (see Table 2-1) for
metallic panel or substrate. ,
Specifies input of total cost data, input 0 or 1
0. No additional data required
1. Additional data input at end of weight/cost input
Density of insulation type 1
Density of insulation type 2
Density of insulation type 3
Thickness of insulation type 1
Thickness of insulation type 2
Thickness of insulation type 3
Number of corrugations across panel width
Corrugation chord length, inches
Corrugation radius, inches
Weight of honeycomb inserts, lb/100 inserts
Thickness of panel honeycomb core, in.
Thickness of panel edge piece, in.
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Number of panel ribs
Height of panel rib, inches
Thickness of panel edge piece, inches
Width of panel rib, outside leg, inches
Width of panel rib, base leg, inches
Width of panel rib, inside leg, inches
Thickness of panel rib, outside leg, inches
Thickness of panel rib, base leg, inches
Thickness of panel rib, web, inches
Weight of honeycomb inserts, lb/100 inserts
Thickness of panel honeycomb core, inches
Thickness of panel edge piece, inches
Thickness of RSI or ablator, inches
Density of RSI or ablator, lb/in3
Weight of bolts, lb/100 bolts
Weight of nutplates, lb/100 nutplates
Weight of washers, lb/100 washers
Thickness of corner piece, inches
Thickness of wall of corner post, inches
Outside diameter of corner post, inches
Length of support tube, inches
Thickness of wall of support tube, inches
Thickness of support tube flange, inches
Thickness of long beam, A, inches
Thickness of short beam, A, inches
Thickness of long beam doubler channel, inches
Thickness of corner doubler plate, inches
Thickness of corner plates
3-16




































Thickness of seal strip, inches
Height of long and short beams A , inches
Width of long and short beam A, inches
Weight of bolts, lb/100 bolts
Weight of nutplates, lb/100 nutplates
Weight of washers, lb/100 washers
Weight of insulators, lb/100 insulators
Thickness of wall of corner post, inches
Width of post B, inches
Weight of bolts, lb/100 bolts
Weight of nutplates, lb/100 nutplates
Weight of washers, lb/100 washers
Weight of clamping washers, Ib/lOO washers
Thickness of wall of corner post
Outside diameter of corner post, inches
Outside diameter of center post, inches , '
Thickness of wall of support tube, inches
Thickness of support tube flange, inches
Thickness of long beam C, inches
Thickness of short beam C, inches
Width of long beam C, inches
Width of short beam C, inches
Thickness of long rib C, inches
Thickness of short rib C, inches
Width of long rib C, inches
Width of short rib C, inches
Height of the post of internal ring, center post C, inches
Outside diameter of beam support ring, corner post C,
inches
3-17




























Outside diameter of support tube, corner post C, inches
Outside diameter of support tube, center post C, inches
Height of support tube flange, corner post C, inches
Height of support tube flange, center post C, inches
Thickness of post support ring, corner post C, inches
Thickness of post support ring, center post C, inches
Exponent of TFU costs
Exponent of engineering design and development costs
Exponent of tooling costs
Complexity factor of TFU costs
Ground test hardware shipsets
Test article conversion shipsets
Flight test article shipsets
Flight test spares and replenishment parts shipsets
Coefficient of TFU costs
Coefficient of engineering design and development costs
Coefficient of cooling costs
Production article shipsets
Recurring operations shipsets (refurbishment)
Surface area of the TPS
NOTE: In Tables 3-1 and 3-2, the superscripts on record 54 denote values of the













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ICONF, IQCON, IQINP, ITURB, IWALT,
NANG.NCOLM -NSEG.NMAT NRSG
NCRC, NSECT, NINS, NF, NPRT.ISTRES,
IFATIG.IWTCST , IEQOS, ITRAS
THETA, PHI.XDIST, DIAM, AROD,
XEMIS, FACC
STAAT, DELTA, WROTE, STOOP
AS, R, HH, TS, TC, SL, SLS, BE
FO7, UF, DST, EALL, CRN, BF.BFL, BL
SN, CA.XB, CPGAS.XMC.XMP
HEADING(K)
TABL, TCHAR, TREC, RHOV, RHOC ,
TBLOW
EMV,EMC,H300,VL,HV,FV
TV , CHARK, CHARC , ABLK, ABLC















































































RHOBX(I) , XBM(I) , EMFB(I) , EMBB(I)




















NR(J) , NI(J) , MR(I, J) , VFACT(I, J)






















































































TIME(I) , ALT(I) , VINF(I) , ALPHA(I) ,
BETA(I) , fflNSD(I) , TINSD(I) , XSTG(I) ,
NREADT
KINDP, KINDS, LENGTH, WIDTH,
DLPANL, DWPANL.A, B, MAT LID, 1C OS
PINS1, PINS2, PINS3, TINS1, TINS2, TINS
NRIBS, CHORD, RADIUS
GINSRT , TCORE , TEDGE
NRIBS, HRIB, TEDGE , E1RIB, E2RIB,
E3RIB, T1RIB, T2RIB, TWRIB
GINSRT , TCORE , TE DGE , TEXT , PEXT
GBOLT, GNUTPL, GWASH, TCORN, TPO
ODPOST , LTUBE , TTUBE , TF NG1 , TBM
TBMSA, TDOUBC, TDOUBP, TPLATE , T
HBEAMA, WBEAMA
GBOLT, GNUTPL, GWASH, GINSUL , TPC
WPOST







GBOLT, GNUTPL, GWASH, GCLAMP, TPOST,
ODPOST, ODPOSR, TTUBE , TFNG1 , TBMLC,
TBMSC , WBMLC , WBMSC , TRIBL, TRIES,
WRIBL, WRJBS, HRING, ODRING, IDFNG1 ,
IDFNG2, HFNG1 , HFNG2 , TRING1 , TRING2
AT, BT, CT, CF1 , EGTH, ETA





















Table 3^-3. Output Symbols
Symbol Definition
TAU Time in trajectory for which output is given, sec
AL Altitude, ft
VI Free-stream velocity, ft/sec
AGFA Angle of attack, degrees
PI Free-stream static pressure, psia
AMI Free-stream Mach number
A ME Local Mach number
RYI Free-stream Reynolds number/ft
PE Local static pressure, psia
Q(I) Boundary convective heat transfer rate at Ith Column, Btu/ft2-sec
QNET(I) Net external surface heat transfer at Ith Column, Btu/ft2 -sec
TEMP(I, J) Temperature of Ith Column and Jth Segment at time TAU
A Section area of the element C stress analysis, in.2
XX X-coordinate of the element, in.
ZZ Z-coordinate of the element, in.




FTU Ultimate tensile strength, lb/in.2
FCY Yield strength, lb/in.2
E Youngs modules, lb/in.2
TIMS Design factor for ultimate tension
Y2MS Design factor for yield strength
C3MS Design factor for ultimate compression
C4MS Design factor for bucking of corrugation
F5MS Design factor for crippling of flange












EMS Minimum of margins of safety
EMAX Total creep strain
TS Corrugation thickness, in.
TC Skin thickness, in.
FVFT Maximum tensile stress in axial direction in face sheets Ib/in
FVFC Maximum compression stress in axial direction in face sheets Ib/in2
2
FVCT Maximum tensile stress in coatings Ib/in
FVCC Maximum compression stress in coatings Ib/in2
2
FSIM Maximum shear stress in RSI Ib/in
FPIT Maximum principle stress in RSI Ib/in2
FPIC Minimum principle stress in RSI Ib/in2
FSCM Maximum shear stress in structural panel Ib/in2
FSBM Maximum shear stress in bond Ib/in2
FPBT Maximum principle stress in bond Ib/in2




4.1 SAMPLE PROBLEM No. 1
This problem concerns sizing a section of circular arc corrugation panel on the
bottom centerline of the space shuttle booster. Figure 4-1 shows the panel corruga-
tions. The panel is made of Rene' 41. For an initial trial, a thickness of 0.040 inch
is used. Figure 4-2 shows the conduction matrix which is used for structural tem-
perature response. QCONL(I) is used to accommodate the separation and reattach-
ment of flow on the corrugations. For internal radiation, it is assumed (for simplicity)
that each surface element interacts only with the base element at the same column.
The inner surface is assumed to be an aluminum LO2 tank which is kept at 168° R until
all the liquid oxygen is evacuated at 194 seconds in the trajectory. Figures 4-3 through










Figure 4-2. Conduction Nodes
4-1
0.0125 FT
4.2 SAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 2
This problem concerns sizing an RSI TPS on the bottom centerline of the space
shuttle orbiter. The configuration includes one inch of RSI, 0.3" RTV bondline, 0. 6"
honeycomb substrate, and 1" backup insulation. Card images for the input are given
in Figure 4-10, and selected output results are given in Figures 4-11 through 4-17.
These results include, for the short part of the trajectory considered, results of the
thermodynamics analysis, the discrete and finite element stress analyses, the fatigue
analyses, and the weight/cost results.
4.3 SAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 3
This problem is a typical sample case of the charring ablator analysis performed
with the modified computer program of Curry (Ref. 3) adapted to computer program
P5490B. The modifications and computer code simplifications to Reference 3 are
discussed in Reference 1. Typically the ablator is 1. 0 inches thick with the backup
structure consisting of 0.1 inches thick aluminum. Listing of the computer input is
shown in Figure 4-18. Selected outputs are given in Figures 4-19 through 4-24.
4.4 SAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 4
This problem concerns sizing a phase change material (PCM) in the backup
structure of a TPS panel. For this sample problem a RSI outer panel was assumed
(0.25 inches thick) with a 0.08 inch bond line (PD 200-F8), 0. 5 inch metallic PCM
(Gallium) and a 0.2 inch aluminum backup material. Card images for the input are
given in Figure 4-25, and selected output results are given in Figures 4-26 through
4-27. The computer output for this case is essentially identical to that given in
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Figure 4-3. Card Images of Input to Sample Problem No. 1
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THE'.MV. PROTECTION SYSTEM COST SUMMARY
COST S/SQ -T
THEORETICAL FIRST UNIT COST (TFIJ) 1.61.<»9
NON RECURRING COST
EO ANO } .32ZU9.0I.
TOOLING 1172.26
GROUND TEST HAP.r)WARE 1730."58
PLIRMT TEST A O T T C L E S 922.99
FLIGHT TEST s AND RP 309 .20
TOTAL NONRF'IiJ^RING. TPS COST . 26381.05
RECURRING PRODUCTION COST
SUSTAINING ENGINEERING - INCLUOEI IN TC'J
SUSTAINTNf, TODLING - INCLUDED IN TrU
PPOOUCTION ARTIDLCS ".61.Lq
TEST ARTICLE CONVERSION 13S.l»5
TOTAL RECURRING P°.OOUrTION COST 593.93
RECURRING 3°ERftTIOMS COST
REPLFNISHMFNT S AND RP 61U.7Q
TOTAL RECURRING 0">€P4TIONS COST 61A.7C
TOTAL T°S PROGRAM COSTS 27597.68
ORODUITION UNITS i.o
Figure 4-9. Output of Sample Problem No. 1 ^




























































jim3|imimii»iniim2liiiii|»n(limMnwi!il22ni2i|2si2tl2>lal»l»U^ ua \n \n \n nl/ilBlttinmlnTiiij
SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER RSI TPS - BOTTOM CENTERLINE •
IK. 0. WHITEHEAD AUGUST* 1972
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 5 1 8
0. 0. 50. 20. 0.01
0. 5. 20. 100.
1. 10. 0.5 0.05 .05
1.36tl5 1.4 .005 .01 20.




+2,0 +00 +4.0505 +09 +1.99 +04 +0.30 +00 12. 27.8
RSI ANALYSIS
10000. 10000.- 10000. 15.
O.tt 0.8 129.06 1.5
0. 1.0 1.0 1.0
8 2 2 0 2 2 0
0.0 1.0 10000. 1.
0.0 1.0 10000. 1.
3 3 14.7 .147 .00147
360. 3.2E-2 1.9E-2 6.1E-3
1460. 7.2E-2 5.0E-2 2.5E-2
2460. 1.6E-1 1.4E-1 l.OE-1
250. 0.1 250U. 0.3
+2200.0 +00 +9.0 -04 +8000.0 +00 +9.0
3 9 2.1
3. 3. 3.
2 2 2 2 2 2
MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR RTV BONOLINE
250. 0.234 1250. 0.
250. 0.268 1250. 0.
MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR SUBSTRATE
160. 35. 1160. 35







160. 0.08 1160. 0.38
MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR INSULATION
250. 0.02 2460. 0.
250. 0.18 2460. 0.
88.6 0.3 0.8 0
.6 0.8 6. 1.
0. 0. 0. 0
0. 0. 0. 0
PROPERTIES OF bACKFACE ENVIRONMENT







1 8 40 .446
10000. 10000. 10000. 10000. 10000.
.85 .85 .85 .85 .85
135. 15. 87. 300. 30.
2 9 1 9 1 9
540. 660. 860. 1060. 1260.
16.00E6 15.36E6 13.92E6 13.12E6 11.87E6
05.22E-6 5.25E-6 5.60E-6 5.80E-6 5.80E-6
126. OE3 113. 4E3 97.02E3 85.68E3 79.38E3
134, 0£3 120. 6E3 1U7.2E3 99.83E3 89.78E3











1 9 2 9 1 9
1310. 1360. 1410. 1460.
11.52E6 10.96E6 9.92E6 8.00E6
5.80F.-6 5.80E-6 5.80E-6 5.80E-6
74.65E3 69.93E3 65.21E3 60.48E3
85.43E3 81.07E3 7b.72E3 72.36E3
"!!<! 14 nlnlll 1819 SO il|»!ulMiu!sE UlSttaiEOitl'dlulululu tliu H!»I)1|12I13:« »l»!tt! nlnllOl
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60000. 70000. 8000Q. 90000.
29700. 28830. 28000* 27100.
29100. 28350. 27*600. 26650.
2 2
1310. 1360. 1410. 1460.
11.52E6 10.96E6 9.92E6 8.00E6
5.80E-6 5.80E-6 5.80E-6 5.80E-6
2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2







.5 .6 .02 .05
.01 .5 1.
<I 4jluM«lul4ll«lulsiMu V ulttl" u l M I C O K H U i u I s i Si!S6!l)!S8iHtro!NlBilj!"W«i"luW«ol
Figure 4-10. Card Images of Input to Sample Problem No. 2 (Continued)
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1 CONVERGENCE STUDY OF CHARRING ABLATOR— K. D. WHITEHEAQf 2-4-72
1 3 4 1 2 1 1 3 2 1 8 1 8 1 0 0 1
0 0 32 32 .01 .85
0 .5 10 100
.05 .05 .05
+2.0 +00 +4.0505 +09 +1.99 +04 +0.30 +00 12.
TYPICAL CHARRING ABLATION MATERIAL PROPERTIES
+9000.0 +00 9000.0 +00 +9000.0 +00 +15.0 +00 +10.0 +00
+0.65 +00 +1.00 +00 +129.06 +00 +1.00 +00 +250.0 +00
+0.0 +00 +0.12 +00 +0.43 +00 +0.070 +00 +0.43 +00
5 2 2 7 2
+1460.0 +00 +0.12 +00 +1.0 +04 +0.12 +00
+1460.0 +00 +0.43 +00 +1.0 +04 +0.43 +00
4 3 2.16EG3 2.16E01 2.16E-1
460.0 3.24E-2 1.91E-2 6.50E-3
960.0 5.05E-2 3.06E-2 1.26E-2
1460.0 7.20E-2 5.10E-2 2.18E-2
1960.0 I.OIE-I 7.92E-2 5.40E-2
500.0 0.172 700.0 0.214 1000.0
1500.0 0.28 2000.0 0.295 2500.0
3000.0 0.3
+*200.0 +00 +9.0 -04 +8000.0 +00 +9.0 -04
1 3 +0.1 +00
+3,0 +00
9 2
BACKUP MATERIAL IS 5026-39 0,1 INCHES THICK
+360.0 +00 +O.U6b +00 +460.0 +00 +0.065 +00 +560.0 +00
+660. 0 +00 +0.066 +00 +760.0 +00 +0.0672 +00 +860.0 +00
+960.0 +00 +0.069 +00 +1060.0 +00 +0.07 +00 +1160.0 +00
+360.00 +00 +0.43 +00 +1100*0 +00 +0.43 +00
+34.0 +00 +0.1 +00 +0.9 +00 +0.9 +00
+0.0 +00 +0.0 +00 +0.0 +00 +0.0 +00
HEAT TRANSFER TO CABIN ENVIRONMENT - HENV=0.0
+560.0 +00 +0.0 +00 +0.0 +00 +0.0 +00
INITIAL TEMPERATURE IS CONSTANT
+0.0 +00 +530.0 +00 +530.0 +00
9
0.0 0.0 342.9 1400.0 617.2
791.0 3000.0 1113.0 4000.0 1500.0




4 1 2 3 4 0 1 2
100.0 100.0 1.0E7 8000.0 1400.0 6.0
40.0 1.0E6 1000.0 12.0 100.0 20.0 40.0
20.0 3.0 1200.0 200.0 650.0 1.0E4 10.0
10.0
.5 .15 .02 2.1 2.1 1.0E7
35.2 -1.8 0.0 0.0 6.0
0. 2.01 25100.
1000. 0.00 350.
51 30. Id. .1 .1 .35 ,25 2
1. .33 .01 1.0 15.
•4 .5 .1 .012 .02 .5 .6
.01 .01 .01 .02 ,02 .01 .5
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1 SAME CASE AS RUN ON P5570




















.05 .05 24. 24.
.01 20. .3 1.5
+00 +4.0505 +09 +1.99 +04 +0.30 +00
TYPICAL CHARRING ABLATION MATERIAL PROPERTIES
10000.0+00 +10000.0+00 +10000. +00 +34.0 +00 +16.5
























+00 +1060.0 +00 +0.070
+00 +1100.0 +00 +0.43

















+00 +0.0672 +00 +860.0













+00 +0.0641 +00 +3200.0 +00 +0.0641 +00









PCM IS GALLIUM CHEMICAL FORMULA = GA
0.0 +00 19.5 +00 3000.0 +00 19.5
0.0 +00 0.082 +00 545.0 +00 0.082
SuOO.O +00 0.095
BACKUP STRUCTURAL MATERIAL IS ALUMINUM












































HEAT TRANSFER TO CABIN ENVIRONMENT - HENV=O.O
+500.0 +00 +0.0 +00 +0.0 +00 +0.0 +00
INITIAL TEMPERATURE IS CONSTANT
+0,0 +00 +530.0 +00 +530.0 +00
10
0.0 0.0 342.9 1400.0
791.0 3000.0 1113.0 4000.0
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COMMON/BLOCKS/ IPRINTt NC. NH» NLC, NV» PZ» V8



































EXECUTE INPUT AND SIZING ROUTINES
10 CALL OVERLAY(5HP5490»1«Or6HRECALL)
IF (IWTCST.EQ.-1) GO TO 20
EXECUTE RSI ROUTINE IF RSI OPTION WAS SELECTED
IF (NSECT.E0.7) CALL OVERLAY(5HP5U90»4»0)
EXECUTE FATIGUE ROUTINE UNLESS SUPRESS FLAG SET
IF UFATIG.EG.O) CALL OVERLAY(5HP5490»2»0)
EXECUTE WEIGHT-COST ROUTINE UNLESS SUPRESS FLAG SET






































FUNCTION TABLE(X»XTB»YTB»N) TBL 1
C THIS SUBROUTINE DOES LINEAR INTERPOLATION T8L 2
C WHERE Y=FtX). IT WILL NOT EXTRAPOLATE. TBL 3
DIMENSION XT8(1)»YT8<1) T8L <*
C TBL 5
1=1 TBL 6
IF tX.G£.XTB(I).AND.X.LE.XTB<Nl) GO TO 10 TBL 7
WRITE (6»60) TBL 8
TABLE=0. TBL 9
RETURN TBL 10
10 1=1*1 TBL 11
IF U.GE.XTBIIM GO TO 10 TBL 12
IF <YTBU-1)-YTB<I)) 20.30.<*0 TBL 13
20 Y=tYTBII)-YTb<I-l))/(XTB(I)-XTB(I-l))*(X-XTB(I-l))*YTfi(I-l) TBL 14
60 TO 50 TBL 15
30 Y=YTB(I) TBL 16
60 TO 50 TBL 17
40 Y=<YTBU-l)-YTBUM/<XTB<I)-XTB<I-in*(XTBm-X)+YTBU) TBL 18
50 TABLE=Y TBL 19
RETURN TBL 20
C TBL 21




DIMENSION A(9»U»9)»8(9»1JU9) TRP 8
IF <C,LE.BCI»J»1» GO TO 30 TRP 3
IF <C.GE.B(I,J,K)> GO TO HO TRP £
DO 10 L=i»K • ™ f
IF (8(I»J»L)-C) 10»10»20 TRP 6
10 CONTINUE TRP 7
20 TRPLAT=A<I»J,L-l) + <A<I,J»U-A<I»J,L-l>)/<B<I»J»U-B<I»J»L-in*<C-PTRP 8
1<I»J,L-1» TRP 9
RETURN TRP 10
30 TRPLAT=A(I,J»1) TRP 11
RETURN TRP *|











COMMON /ABLTN/ TEU»QIN»DTS,TX2(30)»VELX»IQINPP,DELP»APRNT»INT.PEP TPS
COMMON /ARRH/ATHETA(10)»AP,XB»SN,CA,XMTPT(10)»AOPT TPS




COMMON /CNOTN/ DEL»OTMAX»TTAU»ITER TPS
COMMON /DELX/ DELX1,DELX2»DELX3
 TPS
COMMON /QMND/ DUMMY(1119) TPS
COMMON /FLAGS/ IFIRST, ISTRES, IFATIG, IWTCST TPS
COMMON /HF/ HF1,HF2»HF3 TPS
COMMON /KAN/ KAN1,KAN2»KAN3 TPS












































































































































1.3* 1.5. 2.0* 2.5,
29.975» 31.0 /
. 560»,660».880r1.15»1.37*1.57,1.70*2.29,2.83.

















































































00 10 1=1t56 TPS 59
10 IDUMMY(I)=0 TPS 60
DO 20 I=l»1119 TPS 61
20 DUMMY<I)=0. TPS 62
00 30 I = i»9 TPS 63
30 IA(I)=0 TPS 64
DO 40 1=1t39 TPS 65
40 A(I)=0. TPS 66
DO 50 I=1»21487 TPS 67
50 IB(I)=0 TPS 68
60 TO 80 TPS 69
60 DO 70 I=l»9 TPS 70
Q(J)=0. TPS 7l
QNET(I)=0. TPS 72
DO 70 J=lf9 TPS 73
70 TEMP(I,J)=0. TPS 74
CALL INPUT ROUTINE TPS 75
80 CALL OVERLAY<5HP5490»l»lf6HRECALL) TPS 76






IF (NSECT.GT.6) TAMP<1»l)=TX2t1) TPS 83
QFsQL TPS s<*
IF (IQINP.6T.1) 60 TO 90 TPS 85
QL=0. TPS 86
QF=0. TPS 87







00 100 I=1»NCOLM TPS 95
DO 100 J=1»NSE6 TPS 96
100 TEMP(I»J)STA'MP(X»J) TPS 97
IF (NINS.Ett.O) 60 TO 120 TPS 98
DO 110 J=1»NSE6 TPS 99
K=MAT(1»J) TPS 100
TMAX(K)=0.0 TPS 101
IF (K.EO.NINS) YINS=YINS^Y(J) TPS 102
110 CONTINUE TPS 103
120 TAU=STAAT TPS 104
TTAU=STAAT TPS 105
DELsSTAAT TPS 106
IF INSECT.LT.7.AND.NMAT.NE.O) DELTArl.O TPS 107
APRNTsWROTE TPS 108
130 IF (WROTE.6T.DEL) 60 TO 1*0 TPS 109
DELsDEL-WBOTE TPS 110
60 TO 130 TPS 111
140 IF (NCOLH.GT.l.OR.NRSe.EQ.O) 60 TO 160 TPS 112
DO ISO I=1»NKS6 TPS 113
150 VFACT(1»I)=1. TPS 11*»
160 TAUsTAU*DELTA TPS 115
1-6
TEU=TAU-0.5»DELTA TPS 116
IF (NTRAJ-2) 220»200»170 TPS 117
170 00 IflO I=1»NTRAJ TPS 118
IF (TEU-TIMEU)) 190»230»180 TPS 119
180 CONTINUE TPS 120
I=NTRAJ TPS 121
190 IF (1-1) 200»200»210 TPS 122
200 1=2 TpS 123








IF (JQINP.6T.1) 60 TO 240 TPS 132
60 TO 270 TPS 133
220 1=1 TPS 134







IF (IQINP.6T.1) 60 TO 240 TPS 142
GO TO 270 TPS 143
240 00.,260 I=l»NCOl_M TPS 144
IF. (IQINP.EQ.3) 60 TO 250 TPS 145
Q(I)=AL*QCONL<I) TPS 146
PE=VI TPS 147
60 TO 260 TPS 148
250 TEMP(I,1)=AL*QCONL<I) TPS 149
PE=VI TPS 150
260 CONTINUE TPS 151
60 TO 360 TPS 152
270 CALL PRA63(AL»PI»TI»RHOI»ICK) TPS 153
IF UCK.EQ.O) GO TO 460 . T°S 154
IF (IFATlG.Eu.l) GO TO 310 TPS 155
AMI=VI/(49.01*SQRT(TD) TPS 156
OI=0.5*RHOI*vI**2 TPS 157





280 IF (AMZ.LT.l.) GO TO 310 TPS 163
FCNAMISTABLE(AMI,AM»FM»15) TPS 164
IF (FCNAMI.NE.O.) GO TO 290 TPS 165
WRITE (6»610) TPS 166
GO TO 310 TPS 167
290 QFF=«I/FCNAMI TPS 168




IF (ISS.EO.O) GO TO 310 TPS 173
1-7
EPP=0. TPS 174
00 300 I=1»NPS6 TPS 175
300 EPP=EPP+t<I»XSS) TPS 176
£PP=EPP/NPSG TPS 177








IF (ICONF.EQ.5) AOFE=1.5708 TPS 186
OISTd)rABS(XDST-XO) TPS 187
IF (IWALT.LT.2) 60 TO 330 TPS 188
00 320 Is2»NCO|_M TPS 189
320 DISTU)=DlST(l-l)+0.5*<Xm+X<I-l)) TPS 190
330 IF (PHI.LT.O.) GO TO 340 TPS 191
CALL FLOwF(IbO) TPS 192
IF UGO.EQ.l) GO TO 460 TPS 193
CALL THEHMO TPS 194
IF (PHI.EG.0) GO TO 350 TPS 195
IF (ALF.EG.O.AND.BET.EQ.O) GO TO 350 TPS 196
340 CETA=CH-C2*COS<PH)+SIN(BET)*COS(TA)*SIN(PH) TPS 197
AOF£=ASIN(CETA) TPS 198
CALL OFFCL TPS 199
350 IF (NMAT.EQ.u) GO TO 450 TPS 200
360 IF (NSECT.6T.6) GO TO 370 TPS 201
C CALL CONOTN SUBROUTINE TPS 202
CALL OVERLAY(5HP5490»1,2»6HRECALL) TPS 203
TAU=TTAU TPS 204
GO TO 390 TPS 205
370 DTSsDELTA TPS 206
L)ELP=DEL TPS 207
IF (IQINP.eQ.l) VELX=VI TPS 208
IF (IQINP.E0.4) VELX=AOFA TPS 209
QIN=Q<INT) TPS 210
PEP=PE TPS 211
C CALL ABLATION ROUTINES TPS 212
CALL OVEKLAY(5HP5490»1»3»6HRECALL) TPS 213
00 380 J=1»NPF TPS 214
380 TEMP(J)=TX2(J) TPS 215
390 IF (NINS.EQ.U) GO TO 450 TPS 216
DO 400 I=1*NCOLM TPS 217
DO 400 J=l»NbEG TPS 218
K=MAT(I»J> TPS 219
IF (TEMP(I»J).GT.TMAX(K)> TMAX(K)=TEMP(IrJ) TPS 220
400 CONTINUE TPS 221
00 410 KsliNMAT TPS 222
IF <TMAX(K).6T.TALLW(K).AND.K.GT.NINS) 60 TO 420 TPS 223
410 CONTINUE TPS 224
60 TO 450 TPS 225
420 YINS=0.0 TPS 226
00 430 L=1»NSEG TPS 227
KK=MAT<1»L) TPS 228




«*30 CONTINUE TPS 232
WRITE <6r570) K»K»TMAX(K),K»TALLW(K)»TAU TPS 233
WRITE <6»590) YINS TPS 234
IF (YINS.GT.1.0) 60 TO 440 TPS 235
WRITE <ft»600) TpS 236
60 TO 90 TPS 237
<+40 WRITE (6»580) TPS 238
WRITE (6r600) TPS 239
STOP TPS 240
«*50 IF (NSECT.ST.6.0R.NMAT.EQ.O) DEL=DEL+DELTA TPS 241
60 TO 470 TPS 2I*2
«*60 IST=2 TPS ?43
60 TO 480 TpS 244
«+70 IF (TAU+.01*DELTA.LT.STOOP.AND.DEL*.01*DELTA,LT.WROTE) GO TO 160 TPS 245
IF (TAU+.01*OELTA.GE.STOOP) ISTS2 TPS 246
IF (NINS.E0.1.0R.ISTRES.NE.O.OR.NSECT.EQ.8.0R.NMAT.EQ.O) GO TO 480TPS 247
CALL STRESSUSS»IST) TPS 248
480 IF (NPRT.F.Q.D CALL PRINT1(ISS,ITER) TPS 249
IF (IST.E0.2) 60 TO 490 TPS 250
OEL=0. TPS 251
ITER=0 TPS 252
00 TO 160 TPS 253
490 IF (I60.EQ.1) WRITE (6»550) TPS 254
IF (1CK.EQ.O) WRITE (6.560) TPS 255
IF (IFATIG.EG.O.ANO.ISTRES.NE.O.AND.NSECT.LT.8) CALL PANEL TPS 256
500 60 TO (510»510»510»510»520»520»530»530)» NSECT TPS 257
blO TSKIN1=TS TPS 258
TSKIN2=TC TPS 259
TINS1=YINS TPS 260
60 TO 540 TPS 261
520 TSKIN1=0. TPS 262
TSKIN2=TC TPS 263
TINS1=YINS TPS 264
60 TO 540 TPS 265





540 RETURN TPS 271
TPS 272
TPS 273
550 FORMAT (46H »**** LOCAL VELOCITY SQUARE IS NEGATIVE »****) TPS 274
560 FORMAT <«*2H ***** ALTITUDE.LT.O.OR.GT.700000 FT *****) TPS 275
570 FORMAT (X/56HO***** I N S U L A T I O N S I Z I N G N O T E **TPS 276
1***//25H TEMPERATURE OF MATERIAL »I2»17H BECAME TOO HIGH../6H TMAXTPS 277
2(»I1»3H) =.F5.0»6H DEG-R»/7H TALLW(»I1»3H) s»F5,0»&H OEG-R,/7H TIMTPS 278
3t =.F5.0r4H SEC»/> TPS 279
580 FORMAT (43H THICKNESS OF THE INSULATION IS UNREALISTIC/34H PROBLEMTPS 2«0
1 WAS DELETED AT THIS POINT) TPS 281
590 FORMAT (44H THICKNESS OF THE INSULATION WAS CHANGED TO »F6.4»3H FTTPS 282
1) TPS 283
6 0 0 FORMAT (34HO***»* E N D O F N O T E *****) T P S 2 8 4
blO FORMAT (40H MACH NUMBER WAS OUTSIDE OF TABLE LIMITS) TPS 285
£ND TPS 286-
1-9
SUBROUTINE AIR(I,J,P»S»H»Z,RHO»TR»CS) AIR i
C AIR 2
C -I- -INPUT AIR 3
C 1 P(LB/FT2)» S(BTU/LB-DEG R) AIR 4
C 2 P(LB/FT2» HCBTU/LBM) AIR 5
C 3 H, S AND 1ST 6UEST OF P AIR 6
C AIR 7
c -J- -OUTPUT- AIR a
C 1 P» H» S AIR 9
C 2 P, Hr S AND Z(DIMENSIONLESS) AIR 10
C 3 P, H» S AND RHO<SLUGS/FT3) AIR 11









IF (Z.-EQ.S) SO TO 160 AIR 21
S=3.5 AIR 22
10 IF (L.GT.21) 50»160 AIR 23
20 DHP=OH AIR 24
DHSH-HY AIR 25
IF (ABS(DHM).LT.ABS(OHP)) GO TO 30 AIR 26
DHMsDHP AIR 27
SYM=S ATR 28
30 L=L+1 AIR 29
IF (ABS(DH/HY).LT.O.OOD GO TO 350 AIR 30




GO TO 10 AIR 35
UO SYP=S AIR 36
S=S-0.01*S*ABS(DH)/DH AIR 37
GO TO 10 AIR 38
50 X2SQ.<»3**29im*ALOG( 14.58783«**SYM) AIR 39
IF IA6SU2-1.60) .GT.0.01) GO TO 60 AIR UO
X3=1.60 AIR 41
GO TO 90 AIR 42
60 IF (ABS(X2-1.76).GT.0.01) GO TO 70 AIR 43
X3=1.76 AIR 44
GO TO 90 AIR 45
70 IF (ABS(X2-1.92).GT.0.01) GO TO 60 AIR 46
X3=1.92 AIR 47
GO TO 90 AIR 48
80 WRITE (6»106U) S»H»HY AIR 49
CALL EXIT AIR 50
90 S=10.0**X3/14.58783<* AIR 51
GO TO 160 AIR 52
100 IF (L.GT.21) 150»170 AIR 53
110 DHP=DH AIR 54
DHSH-HY AIR 55
IF (ABS(UHM).LT.ABS(OHP)) GO TO 120 AIR 56
DHMsDHP AIR 57
120 L=L+1 AIR 58
1-10
IF (ABS(DH/HY).LT.0.001) GO TO 350 AIR 59




60 TO 140 AIR 64
130 PY=P AIR 65
P=P-0.01*P*ABS(OH)/DH AIR 66
1<*0 PPA=P/2116.224 AIR 67
PLOG=0.43429448*ALOGtpPA) AIR 68
GO TO 100 AIR 69
150 WRITE (6*1070) P»PY»H»HY AIR 70
CALL EXIT AIR 71
160 SR=S*14.S87834 AIR 72
SRL06=0.43429448*ALOG(SR) AIR 73
X15S-39.1442+83.055B*SRLOG-3B.2842*SRLOG*SRLOG AIR 74
170 X151=-10.0*(PLOG-X15) AIR 75
IF (X151-40.0) 190»180»180 AIR 76
160 (15=0,0 AIR 77
GO TO 22U AIR 78
190 IF (xlbl+40,0) 200»210»210 AIR 79
200 riSsi.O . „ . - . _ • AIR 80
60 TO 220 AIR 81
210 T15=1.0/(1.0+EXP(X151» AIR 82
220 A=PLOG*PLOG AIR 83
b=SRLOG*SRLOG AIR 84
C=A*PLOG AIR 85
D=B*SRL06 . AIR 86
C L.OG{H/R)=F(LOGP,LOG(S/R)) AIR 87




60 TO 340 AIR 92








IF (XH1-40.0) 260»290^290 AIR 101
260 IF (XH1+40.0) 270*280*280 AIR 102
270 THri.Q AIR 103
v»0 TO 300 AIR 104
280 TH=1.0/(1.0+EXP(XHD) AIR 105
GO TO 300 AIR 106
290 TH=0.0 AIR 107
300 HRCAL=HR21+(HR22-HR21J*TH AIR 108
60 TO 340 AIR 109
















GO TO (350*20*110) I AIR 125
350 GO TO (1050*360*570*360) J AIR 126
2=F(LOGP»LOG(S/R)) AIR 127

















IP (XZ121-40.0) 370*400*400 AIR 145
370 IF (XZ121+40.0) 380*390*390 AIR 146
380 TZ12=1.0 AIR 147
GO TO 410 AIR 148
390 TZ12=1.0/<1.U+£XP(XZ121» AIR 149
GO TO 410 AIR 150
<»00 1212=0.0 AIR 151
410 IF (X2231-40.0) 420*450*450 AIR 152
420 IF (X2231+40.0) 430*440*440 AIR 153
430 T223=1.0 AIR 154
GO TO 460 AIR 155
440 T223=1.0/<1.U+EXP(XZ231» AIR 156
GO TO 460 AIR 157
H50 TZ23=0.0 AIR 158
460 IF (XZ341-40.0) 470*500*500 AIR 159
470 IF (XZ341+40.0) 480*490*490 AIR 160
480 TZ34=1.0 AIR 161
GO TO 510 AIR 162
490 TZ34=1.0/U.O+EXP(XZ34lM AIR 163
GO TO 510 AIR 164
500 TZ34=0.0 AIR 165
510 IF (XZ451-40.0) 520*550*550 AIR 166
520 IF UZ451+40.0) 530*540*540 AIR 167
530 TZ45=1.0 AIR 168
GO TO 560 AIR 169
540 TZ45=1.0/(1.U+EXP(XZ451)) AIR 170
GO TO 560 AIR 171






IF (J.EQ.4) 570»1050 AIR 177
C LOG<RHO/RHOA)=F(LOGP»LOG<S/R)) AIR 178
570 XR12=-16.5527+57.45*SRLOG-30.8036*8 AIR 179
XR23=499.544-938.91*SRLOG+609, 028*8-135.995*0 AIR 180






IF (XR121-40.0) 580*610*610 AIR 187
580 IF UR121+40.0) 590*600*600 AIR 188
590 TR12=1,0 AIR 189
60 TO 620 AIR 190
600 TR12=1.0/<1.0+EXP<XR121» AIR 191
60 TO 620 AIR 192
610 TR12=0.0 AIR 193
620 IF UR231-40.0) 630.660*660 AIR 194
630 IF (XR231+40.0) 640*650*650 AIR 195
640 TR23=1.0 AIR 196
60 TO 670 AIR 197
650 TR23=1.0/(1.0+EXP(XR23l» AIR 198
GO TO 670 AIR 199
660 TR23=0.0 AIR 200
670 IF (XR341-40tO) 680*710*710 AIR 201
680 IF (XR341+40.0) 690*700*700 AIR 202
690 TR34=1.0 AIR 203
60 TO 720 AIR 204
700 TR34=1.0/(i.U+EXP(XR341» AIR 205
60 TO 720 AIR 206
710 TR34=0.0 AIR 207
720 IF (XR451-40.0) 730*760*760 AIR 208
730 IF UR451+40.0) 740*750*750 AIR 209
740 TR45=1.0 AIR 210
GO TO 770 AIR 211
750 TR45=1.0/(1.0+EXP(XR451» AIR 212
60 TO 770 AIR 213
























IF (J.NE.4) GO TO 1050 AIR 237
TR = F(LOG(P)»Z>» A/AO = F(L06(P),LOG<S/R)) AIR 238
T=<£XP((PLOG-RHCAL)*2.3025851>*273.15)/ZCAL AIR 239
TR=1.8*T AIR 240
IF (T-2100.0) 780»780»830 AIR 241
780 IF (T-1500.0) 800»800»790 AIR 242
79U IF (PLOG+1.0) 830i830»800 AIR 243
600 CON1=SQRT(T/273.15) AIR 244
IF (T-273.15) 810»810»820 AIK 245
610 AOAO=CON1 AIR 246
GO TO 1040 AIR 247
620 AOA05-0.0753608+CON1*<1,12644-0.0552696*CON1) AIR 248
GO TO 1040 AIR 249
















IF (XA221-40.0) 850»840»8UO AIR 266
840 TA22=0.0 AIR 267
GO TO 880 AIR 268
850 IF UA221+40.0) 860*860*870 AIR 269
660 TA22=1.0 . AIR 270
GO TO 880 AIR 271
670 TA22=1.0/(1.0+EXP(XA22D) AIR 272
880 A2=A21+(A22-A2l)*TA22 AIR 273
A3S-J217.8037+195.34964*PLOG+5348.2l«»3*SRLOG-'+.6268'»75*A-22l.l2705AlR 274




IF (XA121-40.0) 900*890*890 AIR 279
690 ]A12=0.0 AIR 2flO
GO TO 930 AIR 281
900 JF UA121+40.0) 910*910.920 AIR 282
910 TA12=1.0 AIR 283
GO TO 930 AIR 284
920 TA12=1.0/<1.0+EXPUA121» AIR 285
930 IF (XA231-40.0) 950*940*940 AIR 286
940 TA23=0.0 AIR 287
GO TO 980 AIR 288
950 IF UA231+40.0) 960*960*970 AIR 289
960 TA23=1,0 ATR 290
1-14
GO TO 980 AIR
970 TA23=i.O/U.O+EXP(XA23lM AIR 292
980 IF (XA31U-40.0) 1000f990f990 AIR 293
990 TA3**=0.0 AIR 294
GO TO 1030 AIR 295
1000 IF (XA341+40.0) 1010»1010»1020 AIR 296
1010 TA3»f=1.0 AIR 297
GO TO 1030 AIR 298
1020 TA3«*=1.0/(1.0+EXPlXA3m>> AIR 299
1030 AOAO=A1*(A2-A1)*TA12+(A3-A2)*TA23*CA4-A3)*TA3I* AIR 300
1040 CONTINUE AIR 301
CS=1086.98*AOAO AIR 302
1U50 RETURN AIR 303
AIR 30«*
1060 FORMAT (35H ITERATION LIMIT EXCEEDED IN S-LOOP»3E15.<») AIR 305
1070 FORMAT (35H ITERATION LIMIT EXCEEDED IN P-LOOP,I»£15.«O AIR 306
AIR 307-
1-15
SUBROUTINE 6UCKNG(Er F?f FCR,FCY,FTU.NCR) 8CK 1
0E=£*U.- !./(!. + . 1*266* <FCR/F7)**(NCR-1M) BCK 9







IF (tTAl.GT.l.) ETA1S1. BCK 9
IF <.01*ETAO.GE.A8S(DETA» GO TO 30 «CK to
tTAO=0.5*(ETAO+ETAl) RrK 7,




IF (1.1*FCY.6E.FCR) GO TO <*0
FCR=1.1*FCY
<*0 IF <FTU.ttE.FCR) GO TO 50
«







COMMON/T I FO/ 1 EQOS » I TR AS
COMMON AL « ALPHA (99) , ALT (99) *AM£
IrAOFA »AOFE »AROD ,AS »AX(9.H»9)
2tBATA ,BE , BETA (99) ,BF ,8FL
3. DELTA »DIAM ,DIST19> ,DST »E(20»99>
4.EAT(20.99).£DOTt20»99)»EMIS<9) »FACC »FCU(20»99)
5,FN£T(20) »FSU(20»99)»FT(20> »FTU(20i> 99) »FVE
6»G(20»99) »HH »HINS »HINSD(99) »ICONF
7.IQINP »ITURB »IWALT »MAT<9»9) »MPT(9»9)
8.NCOLM »NCR ,NCRC ,NF »NI(18)
9»NMAT »NMIN ,NPRT ,NPSG ,NR(18)
ttNS£.6 »NTRAJ »N33 »PE »PHI
*»PINP(99) »QCONL(9) .GCONTC9) ,QINP(99) »ONET(9>
$»RHOI »KYE fRYI ,SL »SLS
*»STI »STOOP »T(20.99) »TALLW(9) »TAMP(9»9)
$»TCl »TEMP(9»9) »THETA ,TI »TIM£(99)
$»TINSO(99) »UF ,VFACT(9»18)»VI »VINF(99)
SrXEMIS »XSTG(99> »XX(20) ,Y(9) »2Z(20)
C*****ENTHALPY FUNCTIONS
FENTL ( T ) =2 . 2tt64+0 . 2272*T+0 . 11 57lE-4*T*T+0 « 23676E-9*T**3

























40 00 50 I=1»JW
IF (NMAT.EQ.g) TEMP<I,1)=540.
50 WI(I)sFENTL(TEMPU»in
GO TO (60»31U»150»150»310»310»310) ICONF
60 IF (AOFE.GT. 0.524) GO TO 310
IF (AOFE.LT.O) GO TO. 80






























































































































60 TO 420 FLF 66
C*****PRANDTL MEYER EXPANSION FLF 67
80 BETAIsSGRT(AM2-1.0) FLF 68
UNI=140.34601*ATAN(.40825*BETAI)-57.29578*ATAN(BETAI) FLF 69
IF (AOFE+.05) 90»90»70 FLF 70
90 UNE=UNI-b7.29578*AOFE FLF 71
IF (UNE-50,0) 100,100,110 FLF 72
100 AME=-26.301065/(UNE-81.77828)+.78959002+.02791663*UN£ FLF 73
60 TO 140 FLF 74
110 IF (UNE-102.32) 120*120,130 FLF 75
120 AME=-280.09435/<UNE-130.19996)-.89411241+8.2845071E-03*UNE FLF 76
60 TO 140 FLF 77
130 MM£=-284.84684/(i)NE-130.43433)-!.0199074+8.6803698E-03*UNE FLF 78
140 TR=(5.0+AM2)/(5.0+AME**2) FLF 79
PR=TR**3.5 FLF 80
VR=(AME/AMJ)*SQRT<TR> FLF 81





AMEsvE/(49.01*SORT(Tt)) . FLF 87
60 TO 420 FLF 88




IF (ICONF.NE.4) GO TO 240 FLF 93
C*****WE06fc FLF 94
IF (XMI.GT.8.0) 60 TO 160 FLF 95
EI=AII*(.9167+.3203*XMI+.236*XM2-.4484E-3*XM3) FLF 96
60 TO 170 FLF 97
160 EI=AII*(1.107-.2209*XMI+.3644*XM2-8.462E-3*XM3) FLF 98
170 IF (XMI.^T.1.8) ttO TO 180 FLF 99
PE=PI*(1.04l+.693*XMI+1.889*XM2-.066l*XM3) FLF 100
60 TO 190 FLF 101
180 PE=PI*(-2.32+4.045*XMI+1.036*XM2+.Ol61*XM3) FLF 102
190 IF <RMI.6E.0.6) GO TO 200 FLF 103
VR=.1923+1.404*RMI+1.147*RM2+.3361*RM3 FLF 104
60 TO 220 FLF 105
200 IF (RMI.6T.6.0) 60 TO 210 FLF 106
VR=.5958+t4494*RMI+1.83a*RM2-.0331*RM3 FLF 107
60 TO 220 FLF 108
210 VR=76.03-19.58»RMI+3»13*RM2-.05054*RM3 FLF 109
220 VE2=VI2-1.0E6*VR FLF 110
IF (VE2.GT.O.) GO TO 230 FLF 111
160=1 FLF 112
RETURN FLF 113
230 VE=SURT(VE2) FLF 114
60 TO 340 FLF 115
C»****CONE FLF 116
1-18
240 IF (XMI.ST.8.0) 60 TO 250 FLF 117
EI=AII*<1.03+.0827*XMH-.2354*XM2-6.956E-4*XM3) FLF 118
60 TO 260 FLF 119
250 EI=AII*<1.106-.3685»XMI+.3466*XM2-7.766E-3*XM3) FLF 120
260 IF (XMI.6E.1.5) 60 TO 270 FLF 121
PE=PI*(1.007+.38i6*XMl-H.522*XM2-.1593*XM3) FLF 122
60 TO 290 FLF 123
270 IF (XMI.GE.5.0) 60 TO 280 FLF 124
PE=PI*(. 2397+1.161*XMI-H,06*XM2+.0«*89*XM3) FLF 125
60 TO 290 FLF 126
260 PE=PI*<-3.182+4.177*XMI+.8373*XM2+.0216*XM3) FLF 127
290 IF (RMI.6E.4.4) 60 TO 300 FLF 128
VR=.i57«-.75*RMl + .986i*RM2+.06944*RM3 FLF 129
60 TO 220 FLF 130
300 VR=6.187-1.038*RMI+1.414*RM2-.0062*RM3 FLF 131
60 TO 220 FLF 132
C*****HI6H ANGLE OF ATTACK FLF 133
310 IF (AMI.GT.1.0) 60 TO 320 FLF 134
PE=PH-RHOI*XV2 FLF 135
60 TO 330 FLF 136
320 SA=l.H4*AOFt-»-.977/AM2 FLF 137






IF (SMI.GT.1.0) 60 TO 370 FLF 144
330 VE=YVI FLF 145
EI=STl-VE*VE/50061.5 FLF 146




60 TO 360 FLF 151
350 CALL AIR<2»4,PE,S,EI»Z»RHOEfTE»CS) FLF 152
AME=VE/CS FLF 153
360 IF (ICONF.EQ.l) GO TO 410 FLF 154
IF (ICONF.E0.3.0R.ICONF.E0.4) GO TO 420 FLF 155
PS=PI*(1.+0.2*XM2)**3.5 FLF 156
PY=PO FLF 157
60 TO 380 FLF 158
370 VU=VI*SIN(SA) FLF 159
SM2=SMI*SMI FLF 160








IF (ICONF.EO.l) 60 TO 390 FLF 169
PS=PI*(1.2*XM2)**3.5*(6./<7.*XM2-1.))**2.5 FLF 170
380 TS=TI*(1.+0.2*XM2) FLF 171
RHOS=PS/(1714.87*TS)
 % - FLF 172
RHOY=PY/<171<+.87*TO) FLF 173
390 RHOE=PE/(1714.87*TE) FLF 174
1-19
60 TO «»10 FLF 175
<*00 CALL SHOCMAII,PI,PY»RHOI»VU»S) FLF 176
CALL AlRUt4fPEtS»El»Z»RHOE»TE.CS) FLF 177
IF (tl.GT.STJ) EI=STI FLF 178
VEss<iRT«STI-El)*50061,5) FLF 179
AME=VE/CS FLF 180
IF (ICONF.EQ.l) 60 TO 410 FLF 181
CALL SHOCK<AII,PI,PY»RHOI,VI»S) FLF 182
CALL AIR(3»«*»PY»S»STI,2»RHOY»TO»CS) FLF 183
CALL SHOCMAJI,PJ»PS»RHOI,XVI»S) FLF 18<*
CALL~A1R(.3».0.».PS»S.»€S»Z».RHOS.».T-S».CS.) . .. . FLF 185












IF (HH.GT.3.5) 60 TO 10 FMT 5
Esi. FMT 6
60 TO 20 FMT 7





IF (E.LT.0.05) E=0.05 FMT 13





SUBROUTINE MSMJN(A,B»J»K) MSN 1
IF <B-A) 10»20,2U MSN 2
10 A=B MSN 3
K=J MSN 4







COMMON/T IFO/ IEQOS • ITR AS
COMMON/TPS/A(20)»Q(9) .R»X<9)
COMMON AL » ALPHA (99) • ALT (99)
l.AQFA .AOFE .AROO .AS
2.8ATA »BE .BETA (99) ,BF
3. DELTA »OIAM »OIST(9) .OST






5.FNET(20) .FSU(20.99).FT(20) .FTU<20»99) »FVE
6»G<20.99) »HH .HlNS .HINSD(99) . ICONF
C
7.IOINP . ITURB . I WALT »MAT(9.9>
8.NCOLM ,NCR ,NCRC ,NF
9*NMAT »NMIN »NPRT »NPSO
$»NS£G *NTRAJ ,N33 .PE
$»PINP(99) »OCONL(9) •OCONT(9) »OINP(99)
S»RHOI ,RYE »RYI fSL
*.STI .STOOP •T(20»99) •TALLW(9)
SrTCl *TEMP<9»9I • THETA »TI
$»TINSD(99> tUF .VFACT(9.18).VI






















































FENTL (T ) =2 .8864+0 ,2272*T+0. 11571E-4»T*T+0 .23676E-9»T**3






















































































































































































































































































































































XX(D = .5*DX1 PNL 63
22<i>=.5*Ts ™L **
00 50 1=2.5 PN> 65
A(I)=A(1) P*L 66
XX(I)=XXU-1)+DX1 PNL 67
























60 TO 190 PNL 91
C*****CONFI6URATION NO 3 PNL 92











DO 90 1=7, iO
A(J)=A(6) PML 105
XX(I)=XX(6) PNL l06
90 22(I)=2Z(I-l)+HH/5. PNL JO?
60 TO 190 PNL 10J
C*****CONFI6URATXON NO «» PNL 109





















DO 120 1=7,9 PNL 130
A(I)=A(6) PNL 131
XX(I)=XX(6) PNL 132










GO TO 190 PNL 1*3
C*****CONFIGURATION NO 5 PNL 1**















1*0 iZ(I)=R-R*COS(ALPHl) PNL 160
00 150 1=1.7 PNL 161
J=8-l PNL 162
A(I+7)=A(J) PNL 163
XX(I-f7) = .5*AS-XX(J) PNL 16*
150 2Z(l+7)=HH-Z2(J) PNL 165
GO TO 190 PNL 166
C*****CONFIGURATZON NO 6 PNL 167









170 22<I)=R-R*COS<ALPH1) PNL 176




180 22<H-5)=HH-22<J> PNL 181




UO 200 I=1»NPSG PNL 186
XXMISXXMI+A<I>*ZZU)**2 PNL 187
AREAsAREA+AU) PNL 188





C*****CONfIGURATIQN NO 7 PNL 194
210 00 220 I=1»NPS6 PNL 195













DO 230 I=7tll PNL 209
A(I)=A(6) PNL 210





60 TO 190 PNL 216
END PNL 217-
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SUBROUTINE PRA63<ALT»PINF,TINF»RHOINF»ICK) PRA 1
PRA 2
DIMENSION PB(l4)»ZI<5)»PM6»5)»RHOK<6.3)»TK(6.5)fVTK<6»3>» PRA 3
1ZB(14),TMB(14)»LMB<14)»DMB(14),MB<14) PRA 4
REAL LMB,MBfMWT PRA 5
DATA PBASE/6.23101759E-5/ PRA 6
DATA (ZKI)»I=1»5)/10832.1*17853.3»28000. »49000.»83004./ PRA 7














DATA <TMI)»I=1»30) /2.9667877E2»-6.773100lE-3»8.U6l9805E-PRA 22








9 9.6665036tE-17»-4.7884U279E-22/ PRA 31
DATA (ZB(I)»I=lrlU)/ PRA 32
19.E<*»l.E5'l.lE5»1.2Eb»1.5E5»1.6E5'1.7E5.1.9E5»2,3E5'3.E5^.E5»5.E5PRA 33
2r6.E5>7.£5/ PRA 34
DATA (TMB(I)fI=l»14)/ 180.65»210.65.260,65»3&0.65»96o.65. PRA 35
11110.65.1210.65.1350.65»1550.65.183Q.65»2l6o.65»2U20.65'2590.65» PRA 36
22700.65/ PRA 37
DATA (LMB(I)»Isi»l<O/ 3.E-3»5.E-3»iO.E-3»20.E-3»15.E-3»10.E«3»PRA 38
17.E-3»5.E-3»4.E-3»3.3E-3»2.6E-3»1.7E-3»1.1E-3»1.1E-?/ PRA 39
DATA (MB(I).I=l.m)/ 28.964«*»28.88,28.56»28.07»26.92»26.66,26.«»0»PRA UO
125. 85»2<*.70f22.66*19. 9<*»17.9«*»16.84»16.17/ PRA <tl
DATA (DMB<I) .Iri.l'*)/ -0.8<*«*E-5,-3.20E-5»-»+.9E-5,-3.833E-5. PRA 42
12*-2.60E-5»-2.75E-5»-2.875E-5»-2.91«»E-5f-2.72E-5»-2.0E-5»-l.lE-5» PRA <»3
2-0.67E-5»-0.67E-5/ PRA 4«»
DATA (PB(I)»I=l»m>/.l722*Hf361E-i»f.3l597l712E-5».77«*389eo7E-6» PRA i»5
1.2659771 HE-6».5358'»9383E-7».39l2849«»5E-7».2959111l7E-7» PRA 46
2. l787l5656E;-7..739256l71E-8.. 200573116E-8,.i+30456606E-9. PRA 47
3.117315H80E-9».370198961E-10».128115330E-10/ PRA 48
PRA 49
10 Z=ALT*.30*»8 PRA 50
IF (Z.6T.700000.) GO TO 160 PRA 51
IF (2.LT.O.) 60 TO 160 PRA 52
N=i PRA 53
IF (Z-83004.) 20.50*50 PRA 54
20 IF (Z-ZI(N» 40»30»30 PRA 55
30 NZN+1 PRA 56
60 TO 20 PRA 57





GO TO 90 PRA 62
50 IF (2-90000.) 130*60*60 PRA 63
60 IF (Z-ZB(N)) 80»140»70 PRA 64
70 NsN+1 PRA 65
GO TO 60 PRA 66
80 N=N-1 PRA 67
60 TO 1<*0 PRA 68
90 TEMPK=TK(l»N)+TK(2»N)*Z*TK(3»N)*Z2*TKC«*»N)*Z3+TK(5»N)*Z«f+TK(6»N)*ZPRA 69
15 PRA 70
IF U-28000.) 100»110»110 PRA 71
100 PRESTO.0000000*EXP(PK(l»N)+PK(2»N)*Z+PK<3rN)*Z2+PK(<t»N)*Z3+PK(5»NPRA 72
1)*Z4+PK(6»N)*Z51 ' PRA 73
DENS=<1.16790729) *EXP(RHOKC1.N)+RHOK< 2 »N)*Z+RHOM3»N)*22«-RHOK<4»N) PRA 74
1*Z3+RHOK(5,N)*Z4«-RHOM6»N)*Z5) PRA 75
GO TO 150 PRA 76
110 PRES=.000980665*EXP(PK(1»N)+PK(2»N)*Z*PK(3»N)*Z2+PKU*N)*Z3+PK(5.NPRA 77
1)*Z4+PK(6»N)*Z5) PRA 78
120 DENS=34.83676*(PRES/TEMPK) _ PRA 79
GO TO 150 PRA 80
130 TEMPKS180.65 , PRA 81
PRES=PBASE*EXP((-1.373301523£12*(Z-83004.) )/(180.65*(63«***860.+Z)*<PRA 82
16344860.+8300**.))) PRA 83
GO TO 120 PRA 84










60 TO 170 PRA 95
160 ICK=0 PRA 96




SUBROUTINE PRlNTl ( ISS, ITER)
COMMON /FLAGS/ IFIRST, ISTRES, IFATIG, IWTCST
COMMON/TPS/A(20)»Q(9)»R»X(9)
COMMON AL ,ALPHA<99) »ALT(99) »AM£ »AMI
1»AOFA »AOFE ,AROD ,AS t Ax<9» U ,9) » AY(9,ll ,9
2»BATA ,8E ,BETA(99) ,BF »BFL »BL









4»EAT(20r99),£DOT(20»99)»EMIS(9) ,FACC ,FCU(20»99) »FCY(20,99)PRN
5»FN£T<20) »FSU(20,99),FT(20) ,FTU<20»99) »FVE »F07
6»G(20»99) »HH ,HINS ,HINSO(99) ilCONF »ILINKO
7>IQINP »ITURB rlWALT ,MAT(9r9> »MPT(9,9) ,MR(9»1«)
8»NCOLM ,NCR ,NCRC ,NF »NI(18> ,NINS
9»NMAT ,NMJN ,NPRT ,NPSG ,NR(18) ,NRSQ
$»NSEG ,NTRAJ ,N33 ,PE »PHI ,PI
*»PINP(99) *QCONL(9) rOCONT(9) ,QINP(99) ,QNET(9> ,RHO(9)
S»RHOI »RY£ ,RYI ,SL »SLS »STAAT
$»STI , STOOP »T(20,99) ,TALLW(9) »TAMP(9»9) »TAU
$»TC1 »TEMP(9r9) »THETA ,TI rTIM£(99) »TlNs
$»TINSD(99) »UF , VFACT(9, 18) , VI >VINF(99) »WROTE




WRITE (6f30) TAUf ALrVIrAOFA,PI,AMI,AME,RYl.PE
WRITE (6r50) ( I , I=l»9) ,Q,QNET
00 10 J=i»NSEG
10 WRITE (6,60) J, (TEMP(I,J) ,1=1,9)








50 FORMAT (//11X1HI,9I12//8X4HO( I ) ,9E12.4/5X7HONET( I ) »9£12.4/)
60 FORMAT (2X7HTEMP( I ,12, 1H) »9E12.4)
































































































CALL AIR(2»3,PY»S»HY»Z»RYP,TY,CS) SHK 11
DRsRYP-RY SHK 12
M=M+1 SHK 13
IF (ABS(DR/RY).LT.0.001) 00 TO 20 SHK 1U
IF (RYP.LT.RH01) RYPSRHOI SHK 15
RYQrRY SHK 16
KY=RYP SHK 17
60 TO 10 SHK 18
20 PY=PY+RYP*VY2 SHK 19
RETURN SHK 2030 WRITE (6»>o) RY»RYO SHK 21
CALL EXIT " " - - - - - - - - S H K 22
SHK 23
<*0 FORMAT U5H ITERATION LIMIT EXCEEDED IN R-LOOP,2E15• **) SHK 24
END SHK 25-
1-31
SUBROUTINE STRESS< ISS, 1ST)
COMMON /CNDTN/ DEL»DTMAX,TTAU»ITER
COMMON /LINK/ NSECT,TC»TS»TSKINl ,TSKIN2»TINS1»TINS2»TINS3*XDST
COMMON/TPS/A(20)»G(9),R»X(9)
COMMON AL , ALPHA (99) , ALT (99) ,AME
l.AOFA »AOFE ,AROD ,AS ,Ax<9,H,9)
2.BATA »BE ,BETA(99) ,BF »BFL
3»DELTA »OIAM ,DIST<9) ,DST »E(20»99)
4»EAT(20,99),EDOT(20,99)»EMIS(9) ,FACC »FCU(20»99)
5»FN£T<20) »FSU(20,99),FT(20) ,FTU(20»99) ,FVE
6.6(20,99) »HH ,HINS ,HINSD(99> »!CONF
7fIQlNP »ITURB ,IWALT ,MAT(9»9) »MPT(9»9)
8.NCOLM »NCR ,NCRC ,NF »NK18)
9»NMAT .NMIN ,NPRT ,NPSG »NR(18)
S»NS£G fNTRAJ ,N33 ,PE »PHI
S»PINP(99) »OCONL(9) ,QCONT(9) »OINP(99) ,ONET(9>
*»RHOI »RYE »RYI ,SL »SLS
»»STI »STOOP ,T(20»99) »TALLW(9) »TAMP(9»9)
*»TC1 ,TEMP(9»9) ,THETA ,TI »TIM£(99)
$»TINSD(99) »UF » VFACT(9, 18) »Vl tVINF(99)
$»XEMIS »XSTG(99) ,XX(20) ,Y(9) »ZZ(20)
DIMENSION BMMAX(99)»EDO(20),SUME(20)»PX(20)















GO TO (10,10»40»70» 100*120,140), NSECT
10 DO 20 1=1,5
T(I,J)=TEMP(I,1)









40 00 50 1=1,5
K=7-I
T(I,J)=TEMP(K,1)








































































































































00 60 I=7»10 SIR 59
K=I-4 STR 60
60 T(I,J)=TEMP(1,K> STR 61
GO TO 160 STR 62
70 DO 60 1=1»5 STR 63
Kr?-I STR 64
T(IrJ)=TEWP(K.l) STR 65
IF mi»J>.GT.TALLK<in 60 TO 610 STR 66
80 CONTINUE STR 67
00 90 I=6»9 STR 68
K=I-<+ STR 69




60 TO 160 STR 74
100 DO 110 I=4rl4 STR 75
K=I-;> STR 76
IF (K.GT.9) K=9 STR 77
TU»J)=T£MP(Ktl) STR 78
IF (T(I.J).GT.TALLWm) 60 TO 610 STR 79
110 CONTINUE STR 80
T(1»J)=T(7»J) STR 81
T<2»J)=T(6»d) STR 82
T(3»J)=T(5»J) ' STR 83
50 TO 160 STR 84
120 UO 130 I=3»lu STR 85
K=I-2 STR 86
TU»J)=TEMP(K,i) STR 87
IF (T(I.J).eT.TALLW(D) 60 TO 610 STR 88
130 CONTINUE STR 89
T(lrJ)rT(5»0) STR 90
T(2.J)=T(*»,J) STR 91
60 TO 160 STR 92
140 K=15 STR 93
DO 150 1=1»12 STR 94
IF (I.EG.4.OR.I.EG.5) KsK-1 STR 95
150 T(I»J)=TtMP(K-I) STR 96
TU3f J)=TEMP(1) STR 97
160 IF (IST.GE.l) 60 TO 190 STR 98
IST=1 STR 99
L=IABS<MATU,1M STR 100
IF (NSECT.E0.7) L=l STR 101
CF=FLOAT(NF)*WROTE/7200. STR 102
FCYO=AY(L»5»1) STR 103









DO 180 I=1»NPS6 STR 113
£00(1)=0. STR 114
180 SUHE(I)=0. STR 115
IF (M.E0.2.0K.KM.GT.1) GO TO 200 STR 116
1-33
C*****CORRUGATION BM AT MID SPAN STR 117
190 W=P£*AS/144. STR 118
SLP=SLS-2.*BE STR 119
bMMAX<ISS)=W*SLP*SLP/8. STR 120
IF (NSECT.EG.7) CRFS=AaS(W*SLP/<2.*<HH+TF))) STR 121
200 DO 600 NrII,ISS STR 122







DO 300 I=1»NPS6 STR 130
IF (M.E0.2.0R.KM.GT.1) GO TO 290 STR 131
IF CNSECT.NE.7) GO TO 270 STR 132
GO TO <220»230,220,240»250,250»250.250,250r250»250»250r260) I STR 133
220 L=l . STR 134
FCY(I,N)=TKPLAT<AY»AX,T<I»N)»L»5»MPT<L»5)> STR 135
FTU(I,N)rTRPLAT<AY,AX,TU»N),L»6»MPT(L»6» STR 136
GO TO 280 STR 137




GO TO 280 STR 142




GO TO 280 STR 147





GO TO 280 STR 153
260 L=5 STR 154
FCU(I,N)=TRPLAT(AY»AX,TU»N)»L.9»MPT(L»9)> STR 155
FTU(I,N)sTRPLAT(AY»AX,T(I»N)»L»6»MPT(L»6)> STR 156
GO TO 280 STR 157
270 FCYU,N)=TRPLAT(AY»AX»T<I»N),U5»WPT<L»5)) STR 15fl
FTU<IrN)sTRPLAT(AY»AX»T<I»N)»L»6»MPT(L»6» STR 159
280 E(I»N)=TRPLAT(AY»AX»T(I#N),L»3»MPT(L»3)) STR 160
ALFASTRPLAT(AY,AX»T(I»N)»L»4»MPT(L»4)) STR 161
EAT{I,N)sE(I»N)*ALFA*(T(ItN)-530.) STR 162






300 SUMAZ=SUMAZ+EATA»ZZ<I) STR 169











IF (ABS(DMAXl).EQ.ABS(DFU) DMAX=DFL STR 180
C*****THERMAL STRESS STR 181
00 510 I=1»NPSG STR 182
FT(I)=EU»N)*(ABAR+XXW*CZBAR-ZZC1)) j-EAT(I»N) STR 183
310 FNET(J)=FT(I)-WX*E(I»N)*(ZBAR-ZZ(I» STR 184
IF (NSECT.NE.7) 60 TO 330 STR 185
00 320 I=5»13 STR 186
PXm=FNETU)*A(I) STR 187
320 SUMPX=SUMPX+PX(I) STR 188
C*****STRESS DUE TO APPLIED BM STR 189
C*****bUCKLING OF SKIN STR 190
330 IF <M.E0.2) 60 TO 350 STR 191
IF (NSECT.GT.2) 60 TO 350 STR 192
IF (FNETU).GE.O.) 60 TO 350 STR 193
F7=F07*FCY(1,N)/FCYO STR 194
FCR=3.62*E(lrN)*(TS/<AS-BF))**2 - - _ _ . . . : STR 195
CALL BUCKN6(E<1»N),F7»FCR»FCY<1,N),FTU(1»N),NCR) STR 196
IF (FCR.6E.ABS(FNET(1))) GO TO 350 STR 197
UO 340 1=1»4 STR 198
340 A(I)=0. STR 199
M=2 STR 200
60 TO 210 STR 201
350 IF (NSECT.NE.3) 60 TO 370 STR 202




DO 360 I=6»NPS6 ;- STR 207
IF (FNET(I).6T.O.) 60 TO 360 s STR 208
N3=N3+1 STR 209
FTT=FTT+FNET(I) STR 210
560 CONTINUE STR 211
IF (N3.EQ.O) 60 TO 370 STR 212
BF3=.2*HH*FLOAT(N3) STR 213
FAVE=FTT/FLOAT(N3) STR 214
J=NPSG-N3+1 ' . '• STR 215
F7=F07*FCY(J»N)/FCYO STR 216
FCR=.385*E(J»N)*(TC/BF3)**2 STR 217
CALL BUCKN6(E(J»N),F7.FCR»FCY(J,N)»FTU(J»N),NCR) STR 218
WB=-FCR/(FAV£*UF)-1. STR 219
60 TO 380 STR 220
370 WBsiOO. STR 221
O****CREEP RATE STR 222
380 WBMS=AMINKWBMS,WB) STR 223
DO 600 I=1»NPS6 STR 224
IF' (A(Z).LE.O.) FNETCDsO. STR 225
FX=FNET(I) STR 226





IF (ABS(El).LT.30.0.AND,ABS(E2).LT.30.0) 60 TO 400 STR 232
1-35
£DOT(I)=0.0 STR 233
60 TO «»10 STR 234
.590 EOOTU)=0. STR 235
60 TO 990 STR 236
400 EDOTU)=ABS<OST/(10.»*E2-10.**E1» STR 237
410 IF <NSECT,E0.7) 60 TO 990 STR 238
C*****STRUCTURAL INDICES FOR THE SELECTION OF CRITICAL TRAJECTORY POINTSSTR 239




R44=-FX/£U»N)^ - ' STR 244
K55=SQRT(R22*R44) STR 245
SO TO 430 STR 246





430 R1M=AMAXKR1M»RU) STR 252
R2M=AMAXKR2M»R22) STR 253
R3M=AMAX1(R3M»R33) STR 254




440 GO TO (450»490,490,460,470f480), NSECT STR 259
450 IF U.GE.B) GO TO 480 STR 260
GO TO 490 STR 261
<*60 IF (I.6E.3.AND.I.LE.5) 60 TO 460 STR 262
GO TO 490 STR 263
H70 IF (I,GE.3.AND.I.LE.12> 60 TO 480 STR 264
GO TO 490 STR 265
480 H4M=AMAX1<R4M»R44) STR 266




490 GO TO (530r500,530>510»500,530)» NSECT STR 271
500 IF (I.GE.13) 60 TO 520 STR 272
GO TO 530 STR 273
510 IF (I.6E.11) 60 TO 520 STR 274
GO TO 530 STR 275
520 R5M=AMAX1<R5M»R55> STR 276




530 GO TO <540»540»550*560*560,560), NSECT STR 281
540 IF (I.EG.6.OR.I.£0.7) 60 TO 570 STR 282
GO TO 580 STR 283
550 IF <I,LE.5) 60 TO 570 STR 284
GO TO 580 STR 285
560 IF (I.LE.2) 60 TO 570 STR 286
GO TO 560 STR 287
570 R6M=AMAXKR6M»R55) STR 288





580 IF (NSECT.EQ.7.AND.U,EQ.2.0R.I.GT.3)) GO TO 590 STR 293
SUME(I)=SUME(I)+CF*(EDOT<mEDO(I» STR 294
590 EDO(I)=EDOTU) STR 295
600 CONTINUE STR 296
60 TO 620 STR 297
610 IFLAG=1 STR 298
620 IF (IST.EQ.2) GO TO 630 STR 299
RETURN STR 300
C*****ULTIMATE TENSION STR 301
630 IF (IFLAG.EQ.l) GO TO 860 .STR 302
IF (NSECTtEQ.7) GO TO 820 STR 303
T1MS=1./(R1M*UF)-1. STR 304
C*****YIELD STRENGTH STR 305
Y2MS=lt/R2M-l. STR 306
C*****ULTIMATE COMPRESSION STR 307
IF (R3M.LE.O.) GO TO 640 STR 308
FCUU=AMIN1(1.1*FCY(I3»N3)»FTU(I3»N3» STR 309
C3MS=-FCUU/(FN3*UF)-1. STR 310
GO TO 650 STR 311
640 C3MS=100. STR 312
C*****BUCKLING OF CORRUGATION STR 313
650 IF (R^M.LE.O.) GO TO 700 STR 314
GO TO <660»7U0.700»670»680»680)» NSECT STR 315
660 TX=TC1 STR 316
GO TO 690 STR 317
670 TX=Tb STR 318
60 TO 690 STR 319
680 TX=TC STR 320
690 F7=F07*FCY(I4»N4)/FCYO STR 321
FCR=.3*E(I4»U4)*TX/R STR 322
CALL BUCKNG(E(I4»N4)»F7fFCR»FCY(l4.N4)»FTU(I4»N4)»NCR) . STR 323
C4MS=-FCR/(FN4*UF)-1. STR 324
60 TO 710 STR 325
700 t4MS=100. STR 326
C*****CRIPPLING OF FLANGE STR 327
710 IF (R5M.LE.O.) GO TO 740 STR 328
GO TO (740»720»740r720»720»740)r NSECT STR 329
720 1=15 STR 330
N=Nb STR 331
M=l , STR 332
TX=TC STR 333
730 FCC=1.385*FCY<I»N)/(SQRT(FCY(I»N)/E(I»N))*8F/TX)**.808 STR 334
IF <1.1*FCY(I»N).LT.FCC> FCC=1.1*FCY(I»N) STR 335
IF (FTU(1»N).LT.FCC) FCC=FTU<I»N) STR 336
IF (M.EQ.2) GO TO 800 STH 337
F5MS=-FCC/(FN5*UF)-1. , STR 338
60 TO 750 STR 339
740 F5MS=100. STR 340
750 IF (H6M.LE.O.) GO TO 810 STR 341
60 TO (760»760r770»770»780,8lO)» NSECT STR 342
760 TX=TC+TS STR 343
60 TO 790 STR 344
770 TXSTS STR 345
60 TO 790 STR 346
780 TX=TC STR 347




GO TO 730 STR 351
800 F6MS=-FCC/<FN6*UF>-1. STR 352
60 TO 840 STR 353
ttlO F6MS=100. STR 354
60 TO 840 STR 355
C***** MSxXrlOO. INDICATES MARGIN IS NOT APPLICABLE. STR 356
820 MSFT=100. STR 357
IF (RUM.NE.O.) MSFT=1./<R11M*UF)-1. STR 358
MSFC=100. STR 359
IF (R12M.EQ.W.) GO TO 830 STR 360
FCRW=.5*(G(2,Nl2)*E(2»N12)*E(I12»N12n**.333 STR 361
F7=F07*FCY(I12,N12)/FCYO STR 362
CALL BUCKNG<E(I12»N12),F7»FCRW»FCY(I12,N12)»FTU<I12»N12>»NCR) STR 363
FCRD=3.*E<I12»N12)*<TF/DC)**2. STR 364
CALL BUCKNG<E<I12»N12)»F7»FCRDrFCY<U2»Nl2)»FTUU12»N12>»NCR) STR 365
FCR=AMIN1(FCKW,FCRD) STR 366
MSFC=FCR/{R12M*FCY(I12»N12»-1. STR 367
630 MSHS=100. STR 368
IF (K23M.NE.O.) MSHS=1./(R23M*UF)-1. STR 369
MSIT=100. STR 370
IF (K41M.NE.G.) MSIT=1./<R41M*UF)-1. STR 371
MSIC=100. STR 372
IF (R**2M.NE.u.) MSIC=1./(R42M*UF)-1. STR 373
MSCT=100. STR 374
IF (R51M.NE.O.) MSCT=1./(R51M*UF)-1. STR 375
MCSS=100. STR 376
IF (R52M.NE.J.) MSCCsi./(R52M*UF)-1. STR 377
C***** SELECTION OF MAX CREEP STRAIN AND MIN M.S. STR 378
840 £MAX=0. STR 379
IF (NSECT.EQ.7) GO TO 870 STR 380
UO 8bO I=1»NPSG STR 381
ObO EMAX=AMAX1(EMAX»SUME(D) STR 382
tMS=AMINKTlMS»Y2MS»C3MS»C4MS»F5MS»F6MS»WBMS) STR 383
IF (NPRT.EO.i) CALL PRINTKISS»ITER) STR 384
IF (IFLAG.EQ.l) GO TO 970 STR 385
WRITE (6»1220) TlMS»Y2MS»C3MS»C4MS»F5MS»F6MS»W8MSrDMAX»EMS»EMAX STR 386
GO TO 880 STR 387
870 EMAX=AMAX1(SUME(1)»SUMEO)) STR 388
EMS=1000000000. STR 389
CALL MSMlN(EMS,MSFTrNU,NMIN) STR 390
CALL MSMIN(EMS»MSFC»N12»NMIN) STR 391
CALL MSMIN(EMS»MSHS»N23»NMIN) STR 392
CALL MSMIN(£MS»MSIT»N41»NMXN) STR 393
CALL MSMlN(EMStMSIC»N42»NMIN) STR 394
CALL MSMIN(EMS»MSCT«N51»NMIN) STR 395
CALL MSMIN(EMS»MSCC»N52»NMIN) STR 396
IF (NPRT.EO.i) CALL PRINTKISS.ITER) STR 397
MRITE (6»1230) MSFT»MSFC»MSHS»MSIT»MSIC»MSCT»MSCC»DMAXfEMStEMAX STR 398
880 IF (KM.EQ.2) 00 TO 920 STR 399
C*****SELECTION OF MIN M.S. STR 400












IF (NSECT.E0.7) DT=.05 STR 412
890 AMAXSEMAX STR 413
AMS=EMS STR 414
IF (NSECT.EQ.7) GO TO 900 STR 415
TCsTC-fOT STR 416
IF (NSECT.EQ.3.0R.NSECT.EQ.4) TS=TS+DT STR 417
60 TO 910 STR 418
900 HHSHH+DT STR 419
IF (HH.LT.b.) 60 TO 910 STR 420
WRITE (6,1270) STR 421
WRITE (6,1250) STR 422
HH=HH-DT STR 423
KETURN STR 424
910 11=1 STR 425
WRITE (6»126U) TC»TS»HH STR 426
WRITE (6»125u> STR 427
M=l STR 428
GO TO 170 STR 429
920 IF (EALL.GE.EMAX.AND.EMS.GE.O.) GO TO 980 . STR 430
IF (EALL.GE.EMAX) GO TO 930 STR 431
OEDT=l.E2*(AMAx-EMAX) STR 432
IF (NSECT.EQ.7) OEOT=(AMAX-EMAX)/.OS STR 433
DTl=(EMAX-.9b*EALL)/OEDT STR 434
60 |0 940 STR 435
930 OT1=0. STR 436
940 IF (E.MS.GE.O) GO TO 950 STR 437
UMDT=1.E2*(EMS-AMS) STR 438
IF (NSECT.EQ.7) OMDT=(EMS-AMS)/.05 STR 439
UT2=(.05-EMS)/DMDT STR 440
60 TO 960 STR 441
950 DT2=0. .STR 442
960 DT=AMAX1(DT1»DT2) STR 443
KM=3 STR 444
60 TO 890 STR 445
970 WRITE (6tl240) TALLW(1)»IrT(I»J) STR 446
CALL EXIT . STR 447
980 wRlTt (6»125u) STR 448
KETUKN STR 449
990 IX=I STR 450
60 TO (1000»i050»100U»1080»1110»lllO'1110»1110»UlO'1110»1110»lllOSTR 451
1»1160) IX STR 452
1000 Rl=FX/FTU<IXrN) STR 453
IF (Kl.LT.O.) Rl=0. STR 454
IF (K1-R11M) 1020»1010»1010 STR 455
1010 R11M=R1 STR 456
I11=IX STR 457
N11=N STR 458
1020 R2=-FX/FCYUX»N) STR 459
IF (R2.LT.O.) R2=0. STR 460
IF (H2-R12M) 1040t1030»1030 STR 461




1040 GO TO 1210 STR 465
1050 K3=CRFS/FSU(IX»N) STR 466
IF (R3-R23M) 1070r!060f1060 STR 467
1060 R23M=R3 STR 468
123=2 STR 469
N23=N STR «*70
1070 60 TO 1210 STR 471
1080 R3=(ABS(SUMPX))/FSU<lXi!N) STR 472
IF (R3-R33M) 1100»1090f1090 STR 473
1090 R33M=R3 STR 474
133=4 STR 475
N33=N STR 476
1100 GO TO 1210 STR 477
1110 H1=FX/FTU<IX»N) STR 478
IF (Hl.LT.O.) Rl=0. STR 479
IF <R1-R«*1M) 1130»1120»1120 STR 480
1120 K41M=R1 STR 481
I41=IX STR 482
U41=N STR 483
1130 K2=-FX/FCU<IX»N) STR 484
IF <R2.LT.O.) R2=0. STR 485
IF (K2-R42M) 1150»1140»1140 STR 486
1140 H42M=R2 STR 487
I42=IX STR 488
N42=N STR 489
115.0 GO TO 1210 STR 490
1160 R1=FA/FTU<IX,N) STR 491
IF (Hl.LT.O.) Rl=0. STR 492
IF (K1-R51M) 1180»1170»1170 STR 493
1170 R51M=R1 STR 494
I51=IX STR 495
N51=N STR 496
1180 R2=-FX/FCU<IX»N) STR 497
IF (R2.LT.O.) R2=0. STR 498
IF (K2-R52M) 1200.1190*1190 STR 499
1190 R52M=R2 STR 500
I52=IX STR 501
N52=N STR 502
1200 60 TO 1210 STR 503
1210 CONTINUE STR 504
GO TO 580 STR 505
C STR 506
1220 FORMAT (X/52HO***** S T R E S S A N A L Y S I S N O T E *****/STR 507
1/8X4HT1MSr8X4HY2HS»8X4HC3MS.6X4HC4MS»8X4HF5MS»8X4HF6MS>8X4HwBMS»8XSTR 508
24HOMAX»9X3HEMS,8X«»HEMAX/10E12.4) STR 509
1230 FORMAT (//52HO***** S T R E S S A N A L Y S I S N O T E *****/STR 510
1/8X4HMSFT»8X4HMSFC»8X4HMSHS»8X4HMSIT»8X4HMSIC»8X4HMSCT»8X4HMSCC.8XSTR 511
24HOMAX»9X3HEMS»8X4HEMAX/10E12.4) STR 512
1240 FORMAT (///101H *************** STR 513
1 P R O B L E M A B O R T E D ***************//42H STR 514
2 ALLOWABLE TEMPERATURE»E15.5»35H» OF THE TPS IS EXCEEDED BSTR 515
3Y ELEMENTI3»16H» TEMPERATURE s £15.5) STR 516
1250 FORMAT (3MHO***** END OF N O T E *****> STR 517
1260 FORMAT <//58H STRESS CONSTRAINTS EXCEEDED - PANEL THICKNESS RESIZESTR 518
ID TO /8H TC rF6.3»4H IN./8M TS =F6.3»4H IN./8H HH =F6.3»4STR 519
2H IN./) STR 520
1270 FORMAT (//64rt PANEL THICKNESS HAS EXCEEDED 6 INCHES - STRESS ANALYSTR 521
ISIS ABORTED) STR 522
END






COMMON/IPS/ A (20) .0(9) »R»X(9>
COMMON AL .ALPHA (99) »ALT(99)
l.AOFA »AOFE .AROD .AS
2.BATA »BE .BETA (99) ,BF
3. DELTA »QIAM .DIST(9) ,DST
4»EAT(20.99) »EDOT(20»99) .EMIS(9) ,FACC
5.FN£T(20) »FSU(20.99)tFT(20) »FTU(20»99)
6.GM(20.99) »HH .HINS .HINSD(99)
7.IQINP .ITURB , I WALT »MAT(9»9)
8.NCOLM .NCR ,NCRC ,NF
9.NMAT .iMMlN .NPRT »NPSG
S.NSEG .NTRAJ »N33 ,PE
$.PINP(99) »UCONL(9) »QCONT(9) »QINP(99)
S.RHOI »KYE .RYI »SL
S.STI .STOOP »T(20.99) ,TALLtt(9)
5.TC1 .TEMP(9»9) .THETA ,TI
S.TINbD<99) »UF .VFACT(9»18)»VI























































GO TO (10.30. 10»10»270»270, 290) ICONF
C*****CROSS-FLOW CORRECTION
10 IF (AOFE.EO.O.) GO TO 20
VBAR=.44d*U 745+3. 14*AROD)*TAN(AOFE)
VXOD=2.*VBAR*DIST(1)/DIAM
XFLO=SQRT ( ( 1 .-1 ,/EXP ( VXOD) ) /VXOD)
XFLL=1./XFLO





30 DO 260 1=1.0*
•.' • '„.'-; : "•'".'•"'." ..





























































































































IF (FDL.GT.FDT) GO TO 60 THR 60
ICsi THR 61
60 TO 120 THR 62
50 RYE=RYU*DIAM THR 63
RYT=1.E5 THR 64
IF (RYE.GT.RYT) GO TO 70 THR 65
IC=1 THR 66
RECsO.84 THR 67
GO TO 90 THR 68
60 XVO=(FDT/Ctt)**2 THR 69
RYT=RYU*XVO THR 70
70 IF (KYE.GT.2.*RYT) GO TO 80 THR 71
1C=2 THR 72
TFR=RYE/RYT-i.O THR 73
GO TO 90 THR 74
flO IC=3 THR 75
REC=0.89 THR 76
IF (ICONF.EQ.2) GO TO 130 THR 77
90 RECI=EI+REC*VE**2/50061.5 THR 78
C*****tCKERT REFERENCE ENTHALPY THR 79
RI=0.28*tI+0.22*RECI+0.5*WI(I) THR 80
IF (RJ.GT.13UO.) GO TO 100 THR 81
TR=FTEMP(RI) THR 82
RHOR=PE/(171«*.87*TR) THR 83
GO TO 110 THR 84
100 CALL AIR<2»4,PE»S»RI»ZfRHORrTR,CS) THR fl5
110 RMU=FMUT(PE»TR) THR 86
120 IF (IC.EQ.5) GO TO 40 THR 87
RYR=RHOR*V£*UISTCI)/RMU THR 88





GO TO 90 THR 94
130 GO TO <140»170»170) 1C THR 95




GO TO 160 THR 100
150 HW=H*QCONL(I) THR 101
160 ID=1 THR 102
GO TO 210 THR 103
170 IF (ITURB.EQ.2) GO TO 240 THR 104
IF UCONF.EQ.2) GO TO 290 THR 105
IF (ITRAS.EQ.2) RYR=RYR*(DIST(I)-XVO)/DIST(I) THR 106
CF=0.370/ULOG10<RYR)>**2.584 THR 107
ST=0.5*CF/PR**(2./3.) THR 108
180 HWTs32.174*RHOR*VE*ST*XFLT*QCONT(!) THR 109
GO TO 200 THR 110
190 HWTSH*OCONT(I> THR 111
200 ID=2 THR 112
210 IF (IC.NE.2.0R.IO.NE.2) 60 TO 220 THR 113
RYRsRYRL THR 114
RHORSRHOL THR 115
GO TO 140 THR 116
1-42
220 IF (IC.NE.2) 60 TO 230 THR 117
HW=TFR*HWT+U.O-TFR)*HW THR 118
RECI=TFR*RECI+(1.0-TFR)*RECIL THR 119
230 IF (IC.EQ.3) Hw=HWT THR 120
H=HW THR 121
Q(I)=H*(RECI-WI(IM THR 122
60 TO 260 THR 123
C*****SPALDING-CHI THR 124












DO 250 K=2»10 THR 137
07=06*07 THR 138





60 TO 180 THR 144
260 CONTINUE THR
GO TO 310 THR
C*****FAY-RIDDELL THR 147










IF (AROD.LT.0.0001) GO TO 280 THR 158
M=H*SQRT(0.745+3.14*AROD)/I.5215 THR 159
280 IF (ICONF.E0.2) GO TO 150 THR 160
15=1 THR 161
GO TO 310 THR 162
C*****bECKWlTH-GALLAGHER THR 163





IF (AROD.LT.0.0001) SO TO 300 THR 169
H=H*«0.745+3.14*AROD)/2.315)**0.2 THR 170
300 IF (ICONF.EQ.2) GO TO 190 THR 171
I5=2 THR 172
310 00 330 I=l»Jrt THR 173
IF (IS.EQ.2) GO TO 320 THR 174
1-43
U<I)=H*<STI-WI<I))»OCONL(I) THR 175
60 JO 330 THR 176
320 (i<I)=H*<RECI-WI(IM*QCONT(I» THR 177
330 CONTINUF THR 178
b<*0 IF (IWALT.E0.2) GO TO 360 THR 179
DO 3bO I=1»NCOLM THR ISO














IPRINT, NC, NH, NLC, NV, PZ. VB
IFIRST, ISTRES, IFATIG, IWTCST
/LINK/ NSECT.TC.TS»TSKIN1,TSKIN2.TINS1»TINS2»TINS3»XOST
COMMON /SONIC1/ AE »AI ,AIY ,AMACH ,AMF
IbW ,C(4) ,D »DREF ,DT(4) ,DVEH »EP,EPP
2HF ,HPAN ,IPAD ,IPF(4) ,IPFI ,KFLEX ,N£NG
3QF ,viL »REY ,RHOP .TIMEF ,TJ ,TT
















































































































































































































































































IF (NSECT.EQ.4) NPS6=12 INI 53
IF (NSECT.EQ.3.0R.NSECT.EQ.6) NPSG=lO INl 59
IF (NSECT.EG.7) NPS6=13 INI 60
READ (5,H90) THETA,PHI,XDST,DIAM,AROD,XEMIS,FACC INI ei
READ (5»<*9G) STAAT»DELTA,WROTE,STOOP INI e,2
WRITE (6,570) CONF(ICONF),TURB(ITURB)»TURB(ITURB+2)»WALT(IWALT),WAIN1 63
lLT(IwALT+2) ,ANGL(NAN6),ANGL(NANG+2) , (QLOC<I,IQINP),1=1,3) INl 64
V»RITE (6,580) THETA»PHI INI 65
WRITE (6,590) XDST,DIAM,AROD»XEMIS,STAAT,STOOP,DELTA,WROTE INI 66
IF (NMAT.EQ.U) GO TO 340 INI 67
READ (5,490) AS,R,HH,TS,TC,SL,SLS,BE INI 68
READ (5r490) F07,UF»DST»EALL»CRN,BF,BFL»BL IN] 69
NCR=IFIX(CKN) INl 70
IF (NSECT.EQ.7) GO TO 50 INl 71
*RITE (6,800) AS»R»HH,TS»TC,SL,SLS»BE,F07»UF»DST»EALL»CRN»BF»BFL»BIN1 72
1L INl 73
IF (NSECT.NE.8) GO TO 60 INl 74
CALL ABLATION INPUT ROUTINE INl 75
CALL INPUT2 INl 76
GO TO 140 INl 77
50 AS=1. INl 78









WRITE (6,550) IPRINT,NC»NH,NLC,NV,PZ»VB INI 86
60 HEAD (5,190) (TALLW(I),1=1,9) INl 87
READ (5,<+90) (£MIS(I),I=1,9) INl 88
HEAD (5»490) (RHO(I)»I=1,9) INl 89
00 100 I=l»NMAj INl 90
KEAD (5»480) ( (ID(I»J) ,MPT(I,J)),J=l,H) INl 91
00 100 J=l,li INl 92
IF (ID(I»J),EQ.O.) GO TO 100 INl 93
KK=MPT(I,J) INl 9^
IF (j.EQ.l) GO TO 80 INl 95
IF (ID(IfJI.E0.2) GO TO 80 INl 96
00 70 K=1,KK INl 97
70 AXU»J,K)=AX(I,J-1,K) INl 98
GO TO 90 INl 99
80 READ (5,490) <AX<I»J»K),K=1,KK) INl 100
90 READ (5,<+90) (AY( I , J»K) ,K=1,KK) INl 101
100 CONTINUE INl 102
rtRITE (6,600) (1,1=1,9) INl 103
<«RITE (6,700) (TALLW(I),I=1,NMAT) INl 10<*
WRITE (6,710) (EMISU)»I=1,NMAT) INl 105
WRITE (6,720) (RHO(I),I=1»NMAT) INl 106
WRlTc. (6,730) INl 107
00 Ho I=1,NMAT INl 108
WRITE (6,760) I,(AX(I»J,1),AY(I,J,1),J=1,<O INl 109
00 110 K=2,9 INl 110
110 WRITE (6»780) (AX(I,J,K),AY(I»J,K),J=l,U) INl 111
WRlTt (6,7^ 0) INl 112
00 120 I=1»NMAT INl 113
WRITE (6,760) I,(AX(I,J,l),AY(I,J,l),J=5,8) INl 114
DO 120 K=2,9 INl 115
1-46
120 WRITE <6»7QO) (AX(I»J»K)»AY(I»J,K),J=5,8> INI 116
WRITE (6,750) INI 117
DO 130 I=1»NMAT INI 118
WRITE (6,770) I,<AX<I»J»1),AY(I,J,l)»J=9»ll) INI 119
DO 130 K=2,9 INI 120
130 WRITE (6»790) (AX(I,J,K)»AY<I»J,K),J=9,11) INI 121
140 HEAD (5,490) (X(I),I=1»9) INI 122
K=9 INI 123
IF (NCOLM.6T.1) GO TO 150 INI 124
K = l INI 125
IF (X(l).EQ.O.) X(l)=l. INI 126
150 IF UQCON-2) 160»180»200 INI 127
160 DO 170 I=l»9 INI 128
QCONL(I)=1.0 INI 129
170 iiCONT(I)=1.0 INI 130
60 TO 210 INI 131
180 READ (5,490) (QCONU I) r 1=1,9) INI 132
DO 190 1 = 1,9 INI 133
190 QCONT(I)=QCONL(I) . INI 134
GO TO 210 INI 135
200 READ (5,490) (QCONU I) »1=1,9) INI 136
HEAD (5,490) (QCONT(I),1=1,9) INI 137
210 WRITE (6,610) INI 138
IF (NSECT.LT.7) GO TO 220 INI 139
WRITE (6,630) X»UCONL»QCONT INI 140
GO TO 280 INI 141
220 KEAD (5,490) <Y(I),1=1,9) INI 142
DO 230 J=1»NSEG INI 143
230 READ (5,510) (MAT<I»J)»TAMP(I»J),1=1,K) INI 144
IF (NCOLM.GT.l) GO TO 240 INI 145
WRITE (6,620) Y»(MAT(1,I),1=1»9)»(TAMP(1,I),1=1,9) INI 146
GO TO 280 INI 147
WRITE (6,630) X,QCONL,QCONT INI 148
WRITE (6,640) (MAT(I•1),1=1»9),Y(1),(TAMP(I,1),1=1,9) INI 149
DO 250 J=2»NSEG INI 150
WRITE (6,650) J,(MAT(I,J),1=1,9),Y(J),(TAMP(I,J),1=1,9) INI 151
WRlTt (6,660) INI 152
IF (NRSG.EQ.u) GO TO 280 INI 153
DO 260 J=1,NKSG INI 154
260 READ (5,520) NR(J),NI(J),(MR(I,J),VFACT(I>J)t1=1»9) INI 155
WRITE (6»670) ' INI 156
DO 270 J=1»NHSG INI 157
270 WRITE (6,680) NR(J)»NI(J),(MR(I,J),VFACT(I,J)»I=l»9> INI 158
28U IF (IFATIG.NE.O) GO TO 340 INI 159
READ (5,480) IPFI,(IPF(I>,1=1,4),IPAD,KFLEX,NPAN INI 160
DO 330 N1=1,IPFI INI 161
N2=IPF<N1) INI 162
GO TO (290,300,310,320)» N2 INI 163
290 READ (5,490) DT(N2)»XL»REY,VU,OL,AMACH INI 164
GO TO 330 INI 165
300 READ (5,490) DT(N2)»TT,WER,D,VS,XI,DVEH,YCL,DREF INI 166
GO TO 330 INI 167
310 READ (5,490) DT(N2)»AE»VJ,WEJ»VV,TJ,XJ,YP INI 168
GO TO 330 INI 169
320 READ (5,490) DT(N2) INI 170
330 CONTINUE INI 171
READ (5,490) HPAN,HC,AI,AIY,AW,BW,EP,TIMEF INI 172







wRITt. (6,820) IPAD,KFLEX,NPAN»DT»XL,REY»VU,GL,AMACH»TT,WEP»D,VS,XIIN1 174
1,DVEH»YCL»OR£:F,AE,VJ»WEJ»VV,TJ,XJ»YP»HPAN»HC»AI,AIY»AW,BW»EP,TIMEFIN1 175
2,C,KHOP INI 176
If (JI.EGl.3) GO TO 390 INI 177
DO 350 1=1,99 INI 178
KEAD (5»J>30) TIME(I)»ALT(I),VINF(I)»ALPHA<I)(>BETA(I>,HlNsDm»TINSINl 179
1D(I) ,X5TGd),NREADT INI 180
NTRAJ=I INI 181
IF (NREAQT.GT.O) GO TO 360 INI 182
CONTINUE INI 183
WRITE (6,540) - - - - - ------- -------- -—. - - ------- INI 184
STOP INI 185
IF (NANG.LT.2) GO TO 380 INI 186
00 370 I=2»NTRAJ INI 187
ALPHA(I)=ALPHA(1) INI 188
bETA(I)=&ETAU) INI 189











DO mo 1 = 1,9
GO TO 400
Y(I)=Y(I)/12.







































































NUMBER OR TRAJECTORY CARDS IS GREATER THAN 9IN1
INI
»****//l6X6HlPRlNT»13X2INl
10 OR LAST CARD WAS NOT FLAGGED *****)
550 FORMAT (///34HO***** R S I I N P U T
1HNC,13X2HNH,12X3HNLC»13X2HNV»13X2HPZ*13X2HVB/7X»5115,2E15.3) INI
b60 FORMAT (///4<+HO***«* T R A J E C T O R Y I N P U T *****//4XlHI5lNl
1X7HTIME(I)6X6HALT(I> 5X7HVINF(I)4X8HALPHA(I)5X7HBETA(I)4X8HHINSD(I)INI
24X8HTINSD<I> 5X7HXSTG(I)//(I5»8E12.4)) INI
570 FORMAT C/////25H PROGRAM OPTIONS USED/27H CONFIGURATION!^!
1- ,A6/27H TURBULENT HEATING- ,2A6/27H WALL TEMPEINl
2RATURE- »2A6/27H ANGLE OF ATTACK- »2A6/27H LOCAL INI
3HEAT FLUX- »3Ab/J INI
580 FORMAT (/5Xm6HDlRECTION COSINES OF OUTER NORMAL FROM SURFACE/14H INI
1 THETA = ,F5.1/14H PHI = »F5.1>





















10DY DIAMETER »F8.4»3H FT/35H SHOULDER RADIUS/BINI 232
20DY DIAMETER ,F8.4/35H EXTERNAL SURFACE EMISSlVlTY »F6.2//35IN1 233
3H INITIAL TIME »F8.1,4H SEC/35H END TIME INI 234
4 »F8.1,4H SEC/35H CALCULATION TIME INTERVAIN1 235
5L ,F8.1»4H SEC/35H PRINT OUT INTERVAL »Fa.l»4H INI 236
6SEC//> INI 237
6 0 0 FORMAT J///50HO***** M A T E R I A L P R O P E R T I E S *****//INl 2 3 8
116H MATERIAL NUMBER»9<7X»lH-»II,1H-)) INI 239
6 1 0 FORMAT (///45HO***** C O N D U C T I O N I N P U T *****//) I N I 2 4 0
620 FORMAT (108H SEGMENT NUMBER -l- -2- -3- INI 241
1 -4- -b- -6- -7- -8- -9-/1BH THICKNEINl 242
2SS FT »9F10.4/18H MATERIAL .9I10/18H INITIAL TEMP. R INI 243
3»9F10.0//> INI 244
630 FORMAT <111H COLUMN NUMBER, I -1- -2- -3- INI 245
1 -4- -5- -6- -7- -8- -9-/21H WIDTIN1 246
2H, X(I) IN ,9F10.4/16H HEATING FACTORS/21H LAMINAR INI 247
3 »9F10.i/21h TURBULENT »9F10.1) - INI 248
640 FORMAT </2lH SEG.NO., J = -1-,HO,1H*,I9»7I10/14H THICK.,Y(J) INI 249
1 = ,F7.'+»F10.0»2H**»F8.0»7F10.0) INI 250
650 FORMAT </10X,lH-»Il»lH-»9I10/F2l.4»9FlO.O) INI 251
660 FORMAT (IX,6U(lH-)//5X»8H—NOTE—/27H * = MATERIAL NuMBER/3INl 252
17H ** = INITIAL TEMPERATURE DEG R//) INI 253
6 7 0 FORMAT </5bHO***** R A D I A T I O N I N T E R C H A N G E ****IN1 2 5 4
1*//54H SE.G No. NI INTERCHANGE NEIGHBORS AND VIEW FACTORS/) INI 255
680 FORMAT UX,2h <,12,1H),I5»2X»9<2H (,12,1H),F6.3))) INI 256
6 9 0 FORMAT (///3oHO***** E N D O F I N P U T *****) I N I 2 5 7
700 FORMAT (18HOALLOWABLE TEMP. R,9F10.3) INI 258
710 FORMAT (11HOEMISSIVITY7X9F10.3) INI 259
720 FORMAT (18HOMATERIAL DENSITY 9F10.3) INI 260
730 FORMAT <///loH MATERIAL NUMBER,8X14HHEAT CAPACITY,9X20HTHERMAL COIN1 261
1NDUCTIVITY,9X14HYOUN<»S MODULUS,8X22HTHERMAL EXPANSION COEF/12X4112IN1 262
2X2HAX,10X2HAYM INI 263
740 FORMAT C///16H MATERIAL NUMBER,8X14HYIELD STRENGTH,9X20HULT TENSILIN1 264
IE STRENGTH»5X22HLARSON-MILLER STRAIN 1,4X22HLARSON-Mn_LER STRAIN 2IN1 265
2/12X4(12X2HAX»10X2HAY)) INI 266
750 FORMAT (X//16H MATERIAL NUMBER,3X24HULT COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH*5X18HIN1 267
1ULT SHEAR STRENGTH,10X14HSHEAR MODULUS/12X3(12X2HAX,10X2HAY)) INI 268
760 FORMAT (/I9*7X,4(2X2E12.3)) INI 269
770 FORMAT </I9»7X,3(2X2El2.3» INI 270
780 FORMAT (16X»4(2X2E12.3)> INI 271
790 FORMAT (16X»3<2X2E12.3>) INI 272















END : . INI 288-
1-49 { ' :
SUBROUTINE INPUT2
C











COMMON /DMND/ TKC(9)» XKC(9)»
1 TKV(9)» XKV(9r7), TCPV<9)»
2 RHOBx<4)t XBM(4)» EMFB(4),
3 NCPttU), TXM9»4)» XK<9»4),
it KID ul t LL \ A /• A O v / it \ • C v C C. v / u. \
™ '»* i*I » *T / r ^yf^T /\ \ *T / f • \ C* 3 I \ ^  / F
5 TX1(30)» TX2T(10»6)» TUL1(30)»
6 B(30)» C(30)» D(30)»
7 AB(b»6)» BB(5»6)» CB(5r6>»
8 KBl(b»6)f RB2(5»6)» TY(30)»
9 XMDG(10)» RHO(10)» CP(10)»
$ H(«»)» IEM(10)» PKV<7>»






COMMON /UNDM/ABLC. ABLK» BL»CHARC»CHARK»
1 ERR2, FRR3» ERR«f, ERRSf FENV» FVr HENVr
2 Ifa, NCPC» NCPV» NKC» NKV» NMB» NPt3QLOss» RHOC» RHOV» TABL»TBLOW»TCHAR» TEMPI*






























EMBB ( 4 )
TCP(9»4)
































































































































WRITE. (6.670) IN2 62
C IN2 63
C LOCATION FACTORS FOR CONVECTIVE AND RADIATIVE HEATING IN2 64
KEAD (5.610) SN»CA,XB,CPGAS»XMC,XMP IN2 65
WRITE (6,680) SN.CA.XB IN2 66
WRITE (6.690) CPGAS.XMC.XMP . IN2 67
C IN2 68
C PROPERTIES OF ABLATION MATERIAL IN2 69
HEAD (5.600) (HEADN6(K).Kri,12) 1N2 70
READ (5.610) TABL»TCHAR.TREC»RHOV.RHOC»TBLOW»EMV.EMC,H300»VL»HV»FVIN2 71
l.TV.CHARK.CHARC.ABLK.ABLC IN2 72
READ (5.&20) NP,NKC»NCPC»NKV»NCPV»NREC.IQBLCK IN2 73
READ (5.610) (TKC(K)»XKC(K),K=1,NKC) IN2 74
READ (5.610) (TCPC<M),CPC(M),M=1,NCPC> IN2 75
IF (NKV.GT.O) 60 TO 20 IN2 76
READ (5.650) NTKV.NPKV.(PKV(I)»1=1»NPKV) IN2 77
DO 10 I=1»NTKV IN2 78
10 READ (5.660) TKV(I)»(XKV<I,J).Jrl.NPKV) IN2 79
60 TO 30 IN2 80
20 READ (5.610) (TKV(L)»XKV(L)»L=1,NKV) IN2 Bl
30 READ (5.610) (TCPV(N),CPV(N)>N=l,NCPV) IN2 82
READ (5.610) (TS(I).SR(I)*I=1.NREC) IN2 83
*RITE (6.640) (HEADN6(K)»Krl,l2) IN2 84




WRITE (6.710) NP.NKC»NCPC»NKV»NCPV.NREC.IQ8LCK,NTKV»NPKV IN2 89
IF (NKV.GT.O) 60 TO 50 IN2 90
WRITE (6.720) (PKV(I).I=1»NPKV) IN2 91
WRITE (6.730) IN2 92
DO 4Q I=1»NTKV IN2 93
WRITE (6.740) TKV(I).(XKV(I»J).JSl,NPKV) IN2 94
40 CONTINUE IN2 95
WRITE (6.750) (TCPV<I)»CPV(I).I=1»NCPV) IN2 96
GO TO 80 IN2 97
50 WRITE (6.760) IN2 98
KLLL=MINO(NKV»NCPV) IN2 99
WRITL (6.770) (TKV(L).XKV(L)»TCPV(L)»CPV(L)fL=l»KLLL) IN2 100
IF (NKV-NCPV) 60»80»70 IN2 101
60 KLLLL=KLLL*1 IN2102
WRITE (6.780) (TCPV(L)»CPV(L>»L=KLLLL.NCPV) IN2 103
GO TO 80 IN2 104
70 KLLLL=KLLL«-1 IN2 105
WRITE (6.790) (TKV(L)»XKV(L)»L=KLLLL»NKV) IN2 106
80 WRITE (6.800) IN2 107
KLLL=MINO(NKC»NCPC) IM2 108
WRITE (6.770) (TKC(L)»XKC(L).TCPC(L)»CPC(L)»L=1»KLLU) IN2 109
IF (NKC-NCPC) 90fllO»100 IN2 110
90 KLLLL=KLLL*1 IN2 111
WRITE (6.780) (TCPC(L)»CPC(L)»L=KLLLL»NCPC) ^2 112
GO TO 110 IN2 113
100 KLLLLSKLLL-*-! IN2 114
WRITE (6.790) (TKC(L)»XKC(L)»L=KLLLL»MKC) IN2 115
110 WRITE (6.810) IN2 116
1-51
WRITE (6,820) (TS(I)»SR<I>»I=1»NREC) IN2 117
C IN2 118
C PROPERTIES OF BACK-UP STRUCTURE IN2 119
WRITE (6,830) IN2 120
READ (5,630) NMB,NPBS,BL IN2 121
NAMbsNMB IN2 122
READ (5,620) NIFPCM IN2 123
IF (NIFPCM) ±30,130,120 IN2 124
120 CONTINUE IN2 125
C PCM INPUT IN2 126
READ (5,840) NPC,NFIL,TMELT,HFUS,RHOFIL»FIFR IN2 127
NAMB=NMB*NFlL IN2 128
130 CONTINUE IN2 129
READ (5,610) (XNPM(K),K=1,NMB) IN2 130
HEAD (5,fl50) (NKPB(I),NCPP(I),Isl,NAMB) IN2 131
00 140 K=1»NMB IN2 132
NPM(K)=XNPMU)+0.00000002 IN2 133
CONTINUE IN2 134
WRITE (6,860) NMB,NPBS,BL IN2 135
bL=BL/12.0 IN2 136
DO 200 I=1,NAMB IM2 137
LKrNKPB(i) IN2 138
LCP=NCPBU> IN2 139
READ (5,600) ((XIDNT(K,I)),K=1,12) IN2
READ (5,610) «TXK(J»I)»XK(J,I)),J=1,LK) IN2
READ (5,610) ((TCP(J»I),CPX(J,I)J,J=1,LCP) IN2
WRITE (6,870) (XIDNT(K,I),K=1,12) IN2
WRITE (6,880) IM2
KLLL=MINO(LK,LCP) IN2 145
00 IbO N=1,KLLL IN2 146
WRITE (6,770) (TXK(N,I),XK(N,I),TCP(N»I),CPX(N,I)) IN2 147
CONTINUE IN2 148
IF (LK-LCP) 160,200*180 IN2 149
IbO KU_LL=KLuL+l IN2 150
- DO 170 N=kLLLL,LCP IN2 151
WRITE (6»7QO) (TCP(N,I),CPX(N,I)) IN2 152
170 CONTINUE IN2 153
GO TO 20U IN2 154
180 KLLLL=KLLL+1 IN2 155
uO 190 N=KLLLL,LK IN2 156
WRITE (6,790) (TXK(N,I),XK(N,I)) IN2 157
190 CONTINUE IN2 158
200 CONTINUE IN2 159
READ (5,610) (RHOBX(L),XBM(L),EMFB(L>'EMBB(L),L=1,NMB) IN2 160
HEAD (5,610) (H(J)»GAPX(J),FTEST(J),BTEST(J)»J=l»NMB) IN2 161
WRITE (6,890) IN2 162
DO 210 LuJ=l»NMB IM2 163
WRITE (6,900) LUJ»RHOBX(LLJ),XBM(LLJ)»EMFB(LLJ),EMBB(LLJ)»XNPM(LLJIN2 164
1) IN2 165
210 CONTINUE IN2 166
IF (NIFPCM.LE.O) 60 TO 220 IN2 167
WRITE (6,910) IN»2 168
WRITE (6,920) NPC,TMELT,HFUS,RHOFIL,FIFR IN2 169
220 CONTINUE IN2 170
WRITE (6»930) IN2 171
t»0 230 J=1,NMB IN2 172
WRITE (6,940) J,H(J),6APX(J),FTEST(J),BTEST(J) IN2 173
230 CONTINUE IN2 174
1-52
IF (NIFPCM) 450»450»240 IN2 175
240 CONTINUE IN2 176




IF (NBC.EG.0) GO TO 260 IN2 1*1
DO 250 JL=1»NBC IN2 182
250 NAP=NAP+(NPM(JL)-1) IN2 183
260 NAPsNAP-MNPM(NUB)-2) IN2 184
KU=NP+1 IN2 185
DO 260 I=i»N>:B 1^2 186
KUM=NPC-J IN2 187
IF <KUM) 290»290»270 IN2 188
270 KUSKU+NPM(I) IM2 189
280 CONTINUE IN2 190
290 KA=KU+NPM(NPO IN2 191
DELXi=XBM(NPC-l)/(24.*(NPM(NPC-l)-l)) IN2 192
DELX2=XBM<NPO/(24.*<NPM(NPC)-1) ) IN* 19?






IF (FIFR.EO.U.) GO TO 380 IN2 200
CALCULATION OF EQUIVALENT PROPERTIES OF PCM AND FILLER IN2 201
LO=NKPB(NAMB) IN2 202
LASNCPB(NAMB) IN2 203
DO 330 J=1»LAK IN2 204
DO 320 IK=2»LO IN2 205
IF (TXKUK,NAMB)-TXK(J,NPC)) 320»310»300 IN2 206
300 CKFIL=XK(IK-1»NAMB)*(XK(IK»NAMB)-XK(IK-1,NAMB))*(TXK(J,MPC)-TXK(IKIN2 207
I-1»NAMB))/<TXK(IK,NAMB)-TXK(IK-l,NAMB)) IN2208
60 TO 330 IN2 209
310 CKFIL=XK(IK»NAMB) IN2 210
60 TO 330 IN2 211
320 CONTINUE IM2 212
330 XK(J»NPC)=XK(J,NPC)*(CKFIL-XK(J,NPC))*FIFR IN2 213
DO 370 J=1»LLK lN2 214
DO 360 1K=2*LA IN2 215
IF <TCP<JK,NAMB)-TCP<J»NPC)) 360»350»340 IN2216
3«*0 CPFXL=CPX<IK-1»NAMB)-MCPX<IK»NAMB)-CPX(IK-1,NAMB) ) *(TCP( j,Nt>C )-TCPIN2 217
1(IK-1»NAMB))/(TCP(IK»NAMB)-TCP(IK-l,NAMB)) IN2 218
60 TO 370 IN2 219
350 CPFIL=CPX(IK,NAMB) IN2 220
60 TO 370 IN2 221
360 CONTINUE IN2 222
370 CPX(J,NPC)=CPX(J,NPC)*(CPFIL-CPX(J»NPC))*FIFR IN2 223
360 WRITE (6»950) IN2 224
WRITE <6»880) IN2 225
KLLL=MIMO(LAK»LEK) IN2 226
I=NPC IN2 227
DO 390 N=i»KLLL IN2 228
WRITE (6»770) (TXK(N,I),XK(N,I),TCP(N,I),CPX(N,I)> IN2229
390 CONTINUE IN2 230
IF (LAK-LEK) 400»<H*0»420 IN2 231
HOO KLLLL=KLLL+1 IN2 212
1-53
00 4iO N=KULLL,LEK IN2 233
WRITE <6»760) <TCP(N,I),CPX<N»I» IN2 234
«*10 CONTINUE IN2 235
60 TO 440 IN2 236
420 KLLLLskLLL+l IN2 237
00 430 N=KLLLL,LEK IN2 238
WRITE (6»790) (TXK(N»I)»XK(N.I)) IN2 239
430 CONTINUE IN2 240
440 CONTINUE IN2 241
RHOPC=U.-FIFR)*RHOBX(NPC) IN2 242
RH06XCNPC)SRHOBX(NPC)-MRHOFIL-RHOBX<NPC))*FIFR IN2 243
WRITE <6»960) RHOBX(NPC)»RHOPC IN2 244
450 CONTINUE IN2 245
C IN2 246
C PROPERTIES OF ENVIRONMENT IN2 247
HEAD (5r6t>0> (HEADNG(L) »L=l»12) IN2 248
READ (5r6lO) T£NV»HENV»FENV»OLOSS IN2 249
WRITE (6*640) (HEADNG(L)fL=l»12) IN2 250
WRITt (6»970) TENV»HENV»FENV»Ol.OSS IN2 251
C IN2 252
C INITIAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN2 253




READ <5»610> T£ST2»TEMPI IN2 25B
IF (TEST2) 470,480»460 IN2 259
460 WRITE (6»960) 1^2 260
STOP IN2 261
470 HEAD (5t610> <TEMOI(K),K=1,NPF) IN2 262
460 00 490 K=1»NPF IN2 263





490 CONTINUE IN2 269
LSNP-H IN2 270
00 510 I=1»NMB IN2 271
LN=NPM(I) IN2 272
: UO 500 Jsl»LN IN2 273
TX2T(J»D=TEMDl(L) IN2 274
L=L+1 IN2 275
500 CONTINUE IN2 276
510 CONTINUE IN2 277
WRITE (6»640) (HEAON6(L)»L=1»12) IN2 278
IF (TEST2) 520»530»530 IN2 279
520 WRITE (6»990) IN2 280
WRITE <6»1000> «TEMDI(K)fK=l»NPF) IN2 281
60 TO 540 IN2 282
b30 WRITE (6»1010> TEMPI IN2 283
540 IF (AOPT.EQ.O.) GO TO 560 IN2 284
AP=CA*(RHOV-RHOC)**(SN-1.) IN2 285
00 550 1=1»NP IN2 286
TUL2<I)=1./<1.-SN) IN2 287
RHO(I)=RHOV IN2 288
IF (TX2U).L£.TABL> 60 TO 550 IN2 289
WRITE (6.1020) IN2 290
1-54
STOP IN2 291
b50 CONTINUE IN2 292
c IN2 293
C ENTHALPY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE IN2 294
560 READ (5»620> NHP IN2 295
READ <5»610) (HX(K)»TW(K)»K=1»NHP) IN2 296
DO 570 1=1»NP IN2 297




570 CONTINUE IN2 302
00 560 I=l»lo IN2 303














00 590 I=2»NP IN2 318
XVtl)=XVU-l)+DX 1^2 319
590 CONTINUE 1^2 320
RETURN IN2 321
C IN2 322
600 FORMAT U2A6) IN2 323
610 FORMAT (6E12.8) IM2 32*»
620 FORMAT (715) ™2 325
630 FORMAT <2I5»1E14.8) 1^2 326
6«»0 FORMAT <///lX»12A6> IN2 327
650 FORMAT (2l5»7El0.5) IN2 328
660 FORMAT (8E10.5) IN2 329
6 7 0 FORMAT <///<*UHO***** A B L A T I O N I N P U T *****) I N 2 3 3 0
680 FORMAT (//,5X»27HARRHENIUS EQUATION IS USED./.5X,2HN=n6.7,5Xf2HA=IN2 331
1E16.7»5X»2H8=E16.7) 1^2 332
690 FORMAT </»5X»6HCPGAS=El6.7»5X»4HXMCs»El6.7»5X»«»HXMP=»El6.7) IN2 333





710 FORMAT (2X»3HNP=,lIlf.i»X»4HNKC=f l!4»»fXf SHNCPCSrll^.^X^HNKVS, lift *»XIN2 339
l ,5HNCPV=»lI4»UX»5HNREC=»im»<*X,7HI08LCKs r l I i»»l*X»5HNTKV=»im»<*X,5HNIN2 3«*0
2PKV=»1U) 1^2 3*1
720 FORMAT l/32X»15HVIR6IN MATERIAL//3X»8HPRESSURE»«*X.7<E15.5>) IN2 342
730 FORMAT </3X>HHTEMPERATURE»5X»20HTHERMAL CONDUCTIVITY) IN2 343
740 FORMAT <2X,E12.5»1X»7(E15.5)) IN2 344
750 FORMAT </45X»8HSPECIFlC/25X.HHTEMPERATUREt11X,4HH£AT/<24X,E12.5»7IN2 345
1X»E12.5)) 1^2 346
760 FORMAT </32X»15HVIRGIN MATERIAL/20X,7HTHERMAL»38X»8HSPECIFIC/3X»11IN2 347
!HTEMPERATURE,4x,12HCONDUCTIVlTY,19XaiHTEMPERATURE.7x,4HHF.AT) IN2 348
1-55
770 FORMAT ( 2X,El2.5»«»X»El2.5» 18X»EU.5»3X,E12.5) IN2
780 FORMAT <<f8X»El2.5» 3X»E12.5) IN2 350
790 FORMAT (2X»El2.5»«*X»El2.5) IN2 351
600 FORMAT (//33X»1«*HCHAR MATERIAL/20X,7HTHERMAL,38X»8HSPECIFIC/3X»11IN2 352
1HTEMPERATURE,«*X,12HCONDUCTIVITY,19X,11HTEMPERATURE,7X,«*HHFAT) IN2 353
tilO FORMAT (//28X»23HSURFACE RECESSION TABLE//25X,llHTEMPFRATimE»8X,11IN2 35**
1HSR - IN/SEC) IN2 355
620 FORMAT <2<*X»E.12,5»7X»E12.5) IN2 356
830 FORMAT <//10X»31H PROPERTIES OF BACKUP STRUCTURE/) IN2 357
840 FORMAT < 2l5»«+El2.5) IN2 358
850 FORMAT (1015) IN2 359
860 FORMAT (/«*X» 35HNO. OF MATERIALS IN BACK-UP SHIELD=» H«*/«*X»4oHTOTALIN2 360
1 NUMbER OF NODES IN BACK-UP SHIELD=» H«*/tX»28HTHICKNESS OF BACK-UPIN2 361
2 SHIELDS,E12.5//) IN2 362
870 FORMAT (//12A6) IN2 363
«80 FORMAT (//20X,7HTHERMAL»38X»8HSPECIFIC/3X»11HTEMPERATURE,UX,12HCONIN2 36<*
!DUCTlVITYrl9X.llHTEMPERATURE»7Xr<*HHEAT) IN2 365
d90 FORMAT (///55X»10HEMlSSlVlTY/8X»8HMATERIAL»5X»7HOENSlTYt7X,gHTHlCKIN2 366
lNESS»7X,5HFRONT»9X»«*H8ACK»7X»l<fHNODES/MATERIAL/) IN2 367
yoO FORMAT UlX»iIl,8X»ElO.^»**X,£lO.H»«*X»ElO.<*t^XfE10.4»6X,E:iO.<*/> 1^2 368
910 FORMAT (///.<+X,tUHADDlTIONAL DATA FOR PHASE CHANGE MATERIAL) IN2 369
920 FORMAT ( / »6X^HNPC=» I5»2Xtt>HTMELT=»E12.5»2X» ISHHtAT OF FUSION=.E12IN2 370
1.5»2X,7HKHOFIL=»E12.5»2X»5HFIFR=,E12.5) IN2 371
930 FORMAT (//<*X,60HADDITIONAL DATA FOR INDIVIDUAL MATEPlALS IN BACKUPIN2 372
1 STRi>CTURE//llXr8HMATERlAL»5X»l6HFILM COEFFICIENT»5X,13HGAP THICKNIN2 373
2ESSi8Xt5HFTtlST,13X»5HBTEST) IN2 37<*
9UO FORMAT (13X» 113r 12X»ElO.'»»9X»ElO.'*»7Xf Ell .4f 7X,E11 .**/) IN2 375
950 FORMAT (///»4X,39HEQUIVALENT PROPERTIES OF PCM AND FILLER) IN2 376
960 FORMAT (///»bX,25HEOUIVALENT DENSITY OF PCM,E12.5»2Xr26HDENsITY OFIN2 377
1 PCM DURING MELTfEl2.5) IN2 378
970 FORMAT </4X»l2HTEMPERATURE=,E12.5»**X»17HFILM COEFFICIENTS,Ei2.5»UXlN2 379
1,12HVIEW FACTORr,E12.5»*»X,7HQ LOST=,E12.5) IN2 380
980 FORMAT (//4X,52HLINEAR TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IS NO LONGER ALLOWIN2 3ftl
1ED) IN2 3fl2
990 FORMAT (<+X,52HTEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN HEAT SHIELD IS ARBRITARYIM2 383
I/) , , IN2 38«*
1000 FORMAT (8E12.5) IN2 385
1010 FORMAT (//<*X,6UHTEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN HEAT SHIELD IS UNIFORMIN2 386
1 AND EQUAL TO ,E10.«*/> IN2 387
1020 FORMAT (////,5X,43HPROGRAM DOES NOT PERMIT INITIALIZATION WHEN22H IN2 388





COMMON /CNDTN/ OEL»DTMAX,TTAU» ITER
COMMON/TPS/A(20)»Q<9)»R»X<9)
COMMON AL » ALPHA (99) , ALT (99)
l.AOFA .AOFE »AROD .AS
2.BATA »BE »BETA(99) ,BF
3 » DELTA .OIAM ,DIST(9) ,DST
4»EAT(20,99)»EDOTC20»99)»EMIS<9) ,FACC
5»FNET(20) .FSU(20»99)»FT(20) »FTU(20»99)
6»G(20»99) »HH »HINS »HINSD(99)
7.IGINP .ITUR8 »IWALT »MAT<9»9)
8.NCOLM fNCR ,NCRC »NF
9.NMAT »NMIN »NPRT iNPSG
$»NSEG »NTRAJ .N33 »PE
$»PINP(99) »GCONL(9> »QCONT(9) ,OINP(99)
$»RHOI »KYE »RYI »SL
*»STI rSTOOP »T(20»99) .TALLW(9)
S»TC1 »TEMP(9»9) »THETA ,TI
S»TINSD(99) »OF »VFACT(9» 18) »VI
















































40 IF UQINP.EQ.3) 60 TO 50
QNET ( I ) =Q ( I ) -0 . 476E-12*XEMIS*TEMP ( I » 1 ) **4
50 00 70 J=i»NSEG
K=MAT(I»J)
K=IAb5(K)





















































































































IF (J.EO.l) 60 TO 70 CNO 58
A4(I,J)5.318.S*EK*ALOG«XX(I)-.5*X(I) )/XX(I-l))/Y(J) CND 59
70 CONTINUE CNO 60
DETMAX=0.0 CND 61
NEWOT=0 CND 62
00 340 UslrNSEG CND 63
DO 3«fO I=1»NCOLM CND 64
IF <MAT(1»J).EQ.O) 60 TO 340 CND 65
IF (IOINP.EQ.3.AND.J.EQ.1) GO TO 190 CND 66
OS=0. CND 67
DO 330 K=1.4 CND 68
GO TO <8U»90,100»110)» K CND 69
80 IF (I.EQ.l) GO TO 120 CND 70
IF (MATU-lfJM 120»210»140 CND 71
90 IF (I.EQ.NCOLM.OR.MAT(I»J).LT.O.) GO TO 120 CNO 72
IF (MAT(I+1»J)) 160»210»160 CND 73
100 IF (j.EO.l) GO TO 130 CND 74
IF (NCOLM.EQ.l) GO TO 150 CND 75
IF (MATdrJ-D) 150»210»150 CND 76
110 IF (J.EQ.NSEG) GO TO 320 CND 77
IF (MAT(I»J*1)) 190»200»190 CND 78
120 QN(K)=0. CND 79
GO TO 330 CND 80
130 QN(3)=ON£TH)*DX(I) CND 81
GO TO 330 CND 82
140 QN<1)=-GN(2> CND 83
GO TO 330 CND 84
150 ON(3)=-02(I> CND 85
GO JO 330 CNO 86
160 IF INCRC.LE.l) GO TO 170 CND 87
SA=A2(I,J)-fA^(I+l,J) CND 88
v»0 TO 1QO CND 89
170 SA:A2<I»J)+A2(I+1»J> CND 90
180 UN(2)=(T£MP(I+1,J)-TEMP(I»J))/SA CND 91
GO TO 330 CND 92
190 QN(tt)r(TtMP(I.J-H)-TEMP(I»J))/(A3(I.J-H)-»-A3(I»J)) CND 93
Q2(I)=QN(<+) CND 94
IF (IQINP.E0.3.AND.J.EQ.1) GO TO 3«*0 CND 95
GO TO 330 CND 96
200 ONtK)=0. CND 97





GO TO 2UO CND 103
210 QN(K)=0. . CND 104
IF (NRSG.EQ.O) GO TO 330 CND 105
NRP=10*I+J CND 106
DO 220 L=1»NRSG CND 107
IF (NRP,EQ.NRA<LM GO TO 230 CND 108
220 CONTINUE . CND 109
60 TO 330 - CND 110
230 NRA(L)=0 CND 111
IJSNKL) CND 112
240 DO 310 II=1»IJ CND 113




250 JP UVF.EQ.1) 60 TO 300








IF (M2.EQ.O) 60 TO 280 CNO£2=EMIS(M2) CND
tl2=El*E2/U.-<l.-El)*tl.-E2>> CMD 197
60 TO 290 ?* ™ Jf!
280 E12SE1 CND l28





°320 QN(4)=HINS*OX(I)*( TINS-TEMP ( I
IF (HINS.6E.1.E9) QN(4)S-OS TA
330 OS=OS+ON|K) ND 136
QSS=QSS*QS
A1S=A1S+A1(I,J)











IF (OETMAX.LT.3) 60 TO 360
60 TO 380








60 TO 390 ™°
360 IF (OETMAX.6T.0.01) 60 TO 370
OELTA=2.0*(OELTA*0.5)
60 TO 380
370 OELTA=DELTA*(6.75/OETMAX) J2S J2
360 DWRT=WROTE-DEL JND l66
IF (DWRT.EO.0.0) DWRTrlO.O
,««390 JO 430 J8l»NSEG
00 i»30 I s i t N O
IF (NEWDT.NE.l) 60 TO 400 CNn
OET(i,j)cD£T(I,J)*(OELTA/DDELTA) 173
1-59
400 11=11 + 1 CND 174
IF (MATU»J) .LT.O.) 60 TO 430 CND 175
TEMP(I,J)=TEMP(I,J)+OET(I»J) CND 176
IF (ll.Lt.,1) GO TO 420 CND 177
DO 410 I2=2»I1 CND 178
13=1-12*2 CND 179
410 TEMP(I3-1»J)=TEMP(I3»J) CND 180
420 11=0 CND 181
430 CONTINUE CND 182
IF (DEL.EG.WROTE.OR.TTAU.EG.STOOP) 60 TO 450 CMD 183
*»40 CONTINUE CND 184-














STRUCTURES AND MECHANICS DIVISION
THERMO-STRUCTURES BRANCH
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS SECTION
THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE PERFORMANCE OF A CHARRING
ANALYSIS AND PROGRAM DEVELOPED BY DONALD M. CURRY *
ABLATOR
ES21
COMMON /ABLTN/ T,QIN»DTS»TX2<30) »VELX, IQINPP,DEL» AP«NT» INT*p£
COMMON /ARRH/THETA<10)fAP»XB»SN,CA,XMTPT(10)»AOPT







COMMON /QMND/ TKC<9)» XKC(9)» TCPC(9)
1 TKV<9)* XKV(9»7)» TCPV<9), CPV(9)
2 KHOBX<4)» XBMI4J* EMFB(4) » EMRBt4)
3 NCPB(4)» TXK(9»4)» XK(9*4), TCP<9»4)
4 NPM(4). GAPX<4)» FTEST(4)» BTEST(4)
5 TXK30)* TX2T(10»6)» TULK30)* TUL2(30)
6 B(30)» C(30)» 0<30)» 5(10)
7 AB(b»6)» BB(5r6)» CB(5»6)» DB(5»6)
8 R81(5»6). RB2(5»6)» TY(30)» CPB(9,6)
9 XMDG(10>» RHO(10)» CP(10)» YK(10)
S HU>* IEM(10)» PKV(7), XV(IO)





COMMON /OST/ OST1»QST2»QST3COMMON /UNQM/ABLC* AdLK» BL»CHARC»CHARK» DT. DX
1 ERR2» ERR3. ERR«*» EKR5» F£NV» FV» HENV» HV. H300
2 Ifc>» NCPC. NCPV» NKC. NKVf NMB, NP» NP8S» NPF
3QLOSS. RHOC» RHOV» TABL»TBLOW»TCHAR, TEMPI* TENV*TEST2











IF (XMDT.LEtO.Ol.AND.IOINPP.NE.U) GO TO 180
COMPUTE HEAT BLOCKAGE AT FRONT SURFACE
10 IF .(117-1) «*0»<K)»20
20 IF U17-NHP) 30*30 r 10
30 IF <TX2(INT)-TW(I17» 60»90»50






































































































































50 117=117+1 ABL 58
60 TO 20 ABL 59
60 IF <TX2(INT)-TW(I17-1)) 70,90,80 ABL 60
70 117=117-1 ABL 61
60 TO 10 ABL 62
80 HW=HX(I17-1)-M(HX(I17)-HX(117-1))/(TW(I17)-TW(117-1)))*<TX2(INT)-TABL 63
1*<I17-1)) ABL 64
GO TO 100 ABL 65
90 HW=HX(I17) ABL 66
100 HTX=H300+<(VELX**2)/50056.5) ABL 67
IF (XMDT.LE.U.01.0R.IQ8LCK.EQ.O) GOTO 110 ABL 66
FBLOwsFBLOttL ABL 69
BETA=BETAL ABL 70
IF (T.GT.TBLO*) FBLOWsFBLOWT ABL 71





IF (XAB.LE.O.) GO TO 110 ABL 77
IF (XAB.bT.40.) XAB=40. ABL 78
GsXAB/{EXP(XAB)-1,) ABL 79
IF (G.GT.l.) 6=1. ABL 80
QWB=6*QH» ABL 81
QBLOCK=GHW-QwB ABL 82
110 CONTINUE ABL 83
IF (iQlNPP.Nt.u) GO TO 180 ABL 84
C ABL 85
C COMPUTE Q-HOT WALL ABL 86
Z=(HTX-HW)/(HTX-H300) ABL 87
IF (Z-1.0> 120,140,150 ABL 88
120 IF (Z) 130*130*150 ABL 89
130 QHWSO.O ABL 90
60 TO 170 ABL 91
140 QHW=QCONX ABL 92
GO TO 160 ABL 93
150 OHW=Z*QCONX ABL 94
160 IF (QHW.EQ.O.) GO TO 170 ABL 95
<12Z=(QHW-QBLOCK)/QHW ABL 96
IF UZZ-0.2) 170»170»180 ABL 97
170 «BLOCK=0.8*OHW ABL 98
C ABL 99
C NET HEAT INTO FRONT SURFACE ABL 100
180 IF (IEM(INT» 190*190*210 ABL 101
190 IF (TX2(INT)-TCHAR) 200*200*210 ABL 102
200 tMX=EMV ABL 103
60 TO 22U ABL 104
210 IEM(INT)=1 ABL 105
EMXsEMC ABL 106
220 QIN=QIN-QBLOCK-(4.8333E-13)*EMX*FV*((TX2(INT)**4)-(Tv**4» ABL 107
QIN=QIN*3600.0 ABL 108
C ABL 109
C CHECK FOR FRONT SURFACE RECESSION (CHAR LAYER REMOVAL) ABL 110
CALL RECESS(XMDC»XLOST»TREC»OT»RHOC.TS,SR»TX2(1)»NREC»NRS»ERR5.SDOABL 111
IT) ABL 112
IF (ERRS) 230*230*540 ABL 113










IF <tRK4) 25u»250,540 ABL 123
ii50 CALL COEFF(NPFT»SDOT) ABL 124
IF (ERR2) 26u»260»540 ABL 125
^60 IF <tRR3) 27<j»270»540 ABL 126
i-70 CALL SWUFT(A,B,C»DfTY»NPFT) ABL 127
00 260 1=1tNP ABL 128
TX1(1)=TX2<I) A3L 129
TX2U)=TY<I) ABL 130
260 CONTINUE ABL 131
CALL MDT&AS ABL 132
XMDT=XMD6UrtT)+XMDC ABL 133
LT=NP+1 ABL 134
00 310 I=l»NNiB ABL 135
LLT=NPM(I) ABL 136
IF (I.EQ.l) GO TO 290 ABL 137
IF ((»APX(I-1).EQ.O.) GO TO 290 ABL 138
KKT=i ABL 139
GO TO 300 ABL 140
i!90 NKT=i; ABL 141
300 oo 310 J=KKT»LLT ABL 142
TX2TtJ»I)=TY(LT> ABL 143
LT=LT+1 ABL 144
J10 CONTINUE . ABL 145
DO iHQ 1=1,NwB ABL 146
IF (I.EG.l) oO TO 320 ABL 147
IF (OAPX(I-l).EQ.O.) GO TO 330 ABL 148
<30 TO 340 ABL 149
62Q TX2T(1»1)=TY(NP) ABL 150
00 TO 340 ABL 151




00 3bO I=1»NMB ABL 156
LZ=NPM(I) ABL 157
oo 350 J=I»LZ ABL isa
TX2(LM)=TX2T(JrI) ABL 159
LMSLM+1 ABL 160
350 CONTINUE ABL 161
IF (NIFPCM) 510»510»360 ABL 162
C CALCULATION OF ACCUMULATED HEAT IN PCM NODES DUE TO HEAT OF FUSIONABL 163
360 CONTINUE ABL 164
IF (KAN3.GT.O) GO TO 510 ABL 165
IF (KAN1.GT.O) GO TO 380 ABL 166
IF (TX2(KU).GE.TMELT) 60 TO 370 ABL 167
00 TO 510 ABL 168
370 TX2(KU-l)=TMtLT ABL 169
TX2(KU)=TMELT ABL 170
KASs-10 ABL 171
60 TO 420 ABL 172
JttU IF (KAN2.GT.U) GO TO 400 ABL 173
1-63
IF <TX2(KU+1).GE.TMELT> GO TO 390 ABL 174
60 TO 510 ABL 175
-390 TX2(KU+1)=TM£LT ABL 176
KUS=-10 ABL 177
tiO TO 120 ABL 178
400 IF <KAN3.GT.U> GO TO 510 ABL 179
IF <TX2<KA).GE.TMELT) GO TO 410 ABL 180
00 TO 510 ABL 181
410 TX2(KA)rTM£LT ABL 182
1X2(KA-1)=TME:LT ABL Ifl3
KOS=-10 . . . • ABL 184
420 CONTINUE " ABL 185
TJO<l) = .5*<TX2(KU-2)+TX2(KU-lM ABL 186
TJO(i>)=Tx2<KU> ABL 187
TJO(3) = .5*<TX2(KU)+TX2(KU*D) ABL 188
TJO(4)=TX2<KU+1) ABL 189
TJO(5) = .5*(TX2(KU+1)+TX2(KA-1M ABL 190
TJO(b)=TX2(KA) ABL 191
TJO(7) = .5*(TX2<KA)+TX2<KA-H)> ABL 192
C CALCULATION OF CONDUCTIVITIES FOR HEAT BALANCE OF pCM NODES ABL 193
C THIS IS DONE IN SUBROUTINE COND ABL 194










IF (WST1-HF1) 440*440,430 ABL 205
430 KAN1=10 ABL 206
KASsiO ABL 207
**40 CONTINUE ABL 208
GO TO 510 ABL 209
«*bO CONTINUE ABL 210





IF (GST2-HF2) 470»470f460 ABL 216
•+60 KAN2=10 ABL 217
KUS=10 ABL 218
470 CONTINUE ABL 219
GO TO 510 ABL 220
480 CONTINUE ABL 221
QRIN3=(TJO(4)-TJO(6»/(BAS*3600.) ABL 222
UROT,3=<TJO(5)-TJO<7) >/(805*3600.) ABL 223
UQIN3=<QRIN3-GROT3)*OTS ABL 224
liST3=OST3+OQIN3 ABL 225
IF (OST3-HF3) 500r500»490 ABL 226
490 KAN3=10 ABL 227
KOS=10 ABL 228
bOO CONTINUE ABL 229
blO CONTINUE ABL 230
IF <UEL+1.01*DTS.LT.APRNT) RETURN ABL 231
1-64
tfINl=QIN/3600. ABL 232
WRITE (6.560) T»VELX.QIN1.XMDG<INT).XMDC.XMDT.XLSTI.QBLOCK.QHW.HTXABL 233
l.HW.Z ABL 234
TIM£=T*.5*OTS ABL 235
WRITE. (6*570) TIME ABL 236
wRITt (6.580) ABL 237
IF (NIFPcW.Lfc.O) GO TO 520 ABL 238
WRITE. (6.590) QRIN1.URJN2.QRIN3.QROT1.QROT2.GROT3 ABL 239
WRITE (6.590) OQIN1.0QIN2.DGIN3»QST1.QST2»QST3 ABL 240
WRITE (6.600) (CDJ(J)»J=1»7) ABL 241
b20 CONTINUE ABL 242
00 530 1=1.NP ABL 243
530 XVPNT(I)=XV(i)*12.tXLSTl ABL 244
WRITt (6.610) (XVPNT(I)»TX2U).THETA(I)»XMTPT(I)»I=1.NP) ABL 245
IJSNP+1 ABL 246
(6.620) ABL 247
(6.630) (TX2(I).I = U.NPF) ABL 248
(6.640) ABL 249
RETURN ABL 250
540 STOP ... ,.j , - , , , . . . . _
 A8L 251
ABL 252
b50 FORMAT UHO.bOH THE RANGE OF THE ENTHALPY-TEMPERATURE CURVE FIT WAABL 253
1SEXCLEDED AT A TEMPERATURE OF.1E10.4) ABL 254
b60 FORMAT (6HOT1ME=.E12.5.15X,9HVELOCITY=»E12.5»12X.4HQINS.E12.5/19H ABL 255
1GAS ABLATION RATE=.E12.5»2X»19HCHAR ABLATION RATE=»El2.5»2X,20HTOTABL 256
2AL ABLATION RAJES.E12.5/17H RECESSION DEPTH=»El2.5»4x»7HQBLOCK=,ElABL 257
32.5.14X.11HO HOT WALLr,E12.5/5H HTX=.E12.5.16X,3HHW=»E12.5»18X.2HZABL 258
4S.E12.5/) ABL 259
b70 FORMAT (1H0.72HTEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN HEAT SHIELD A7 THE END ABL 260
10F THE TlMt STEP. T= .E12.5.1X.7HSECONDS//) ABL 261
t>80 FORMAT (4X.49HTEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE ABLATING MATERIAL//)ABL 262
b90 FORMAT (2X.6(2X»E12.5)) ABL 263
600 FORMAT (2X.7(2X»E12.5)//) ABL 264
610 FORMAT (30X.1HX.4X.11HTEMPERATURE.2X.5HTHETA.5X.5HM DOT»/»(2HX.F10ABL 265
1.5.F10.1.F10.4.E16.7)) ABL 266
620 FORMAT (//4X.49HTEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE BACK-UP STRuCTURE/ABL 267
I/) ABL 268
630 FORMAT (6X.El2.5»5El6.5> ABL 269


































COMMON /UNDM/ABLC, ABLK» BLrCnARc,CHARK,
ERR3, ERR4, ERR5» FENV, FV,





















































































































































































T X K 3 0 )
C(9),
X K V ( 9 » 7 ) ,
XBM(4) ,












































ERR5» FENV, FV, HENV,














































































































































b <i)=-c R(1-1j +R(i) +RHO (I) *CP < I) *SDOT* ( VNP-X i > / { YNP-I . > > -s <i > COF <so
C(I) = (R(I)+X*'iDG(I)*CPGAS/2.-»-KHO(I)*CP(I)*SDOT*(YNP-Xl)/(YNP-l.)) COF 61
IP <TX2(D.LT.TA8L) XFG2=0. COF 62
D(I)=-S(D*TX2<I)*(XMOG(I)-XMDGCI-»-l) ) *HV*XFG1+XFG2*XIFG3*CA*HV* (RHCOF 63
10(I)-RHOC)»*SN*EXP(-XB/TX2(I))*OX COF 64
XFG2=1. COF 65
10 CONTINUE COF 66





IP <TX2<NP).LT.TABL> XFG2=0. COF 72
D(NP) = <-S<NP)*TX2<NP))-»>XMOG(NP)*HV*XFG1+XFG2*CA*HV/2.*<RHO<NP)-RHOCOF 73
1C)**SN*EXP(-XB/TX2(NP))*DX*XIFG3 COF 74
DO 2bO I=1»NMB COF 75
IP (NPC.EQ.O) GO TO 20 COF 76
IF (KAS.LT.O.AND.I.EQ.NPC) GO TO 80 COF 77
IF (KOS.LT.O.ANO.I.EO.KAP) GO TO 80 COF 78
20 CONTINUE COF 79
IF (1-1) 30»30»40 COF 80




00 TO mO COF 85
1*0 L=NPM(I-1) COF 86
IF (FTESTUM 100t50»100 COF 87
50 CONTINUE COF 88
IF (NPC.fcO.O) GO TO 60 COF 89
IF (KAS.LT.O.AND.I.EQ.NPC) GO TO 90 COF 90
IF (KOS.LT.O.AND.I.EQ.KAP) GO TO 90 COF 91
60 CONTINUE COF 92
SB(1,I)s(RMOBX(I)»CPB(1»I)*DXB(I)+RHOBX(1-1)*CPB(L»1-1)*DXB(1-1»/COF 93
1(2.U*DT) COF 9<+
= <i.o)/<(DXBU-l)/<2.0*XK8<L»I-l)) j + (DXB( 1-1)/(2.0*XKB(L-1COF 95
COF 96




DB(1,I) = (-(SO(1»I)*TX2T(1»I) ) > COF 101




70 CONTINUE COF 106
GO TW 140 COF 107
C MODIFICATION OF FIRST NODE OF PCM DUE TO HEAT OF FUSION COF 108
C THIS IS THE HALF NODE OF THE FACE SHEET COF 109
80 CONTINUE COF 110
KLOK=I COF 111
IsNpC-1 COF 112
IF (KOS.LE.O) I=NPC COF 113
LNFsNPM(I) COF 114
I) = (1.0)/((DXB(I)/(2.0*XKB(LNF-1»I))) + (DXB(I)/(2.0*XKB(LNPCOF 115
COF 116
1-68






IF (KOS.LE.O) DOBI=DQIN3/DTS COF 123
06<LNF,I)=006I«-(RB1<LNF.I)+RB2<LNF,IM*TMELT COF 124
LO=LNF-1 COF 125





GO TO 20 COF 131
90 CONTINUE COF 132
C MODIFICATION OF FlRSTNODE OF PCM DUE TO HEAT OF FUSION COF 133
C THIS IS THE FIRST HALF NODE OF PCM COF 13*
i»B(i»I)=0.0 COF 135
KB1 (1,1 ) = <l,u)/«DXB (!-!)/(2.0*XKB(L»I-1» )-MDxB( 1-1)/ (2.0*XKP(L-lCOF 136
1»I-1)))) COF 137




U A f c U = D Q I N l / D T S COF 1*2
IF ( K O S . L E . O ) UAbI=D<iIN3/OTS COF
O B < l , I ) = u A b I + < R B K l . I ) + R B 2 < l » I M * T M E L T COF
00 TO 140 COF 1*5
100 IP (FTEST(D) 110i50tl20 COF 1*6
110 t.= (1.73E-09)/(l.O/EMB8(I-l)*1.0/EMFB(I)-1.0) COF 1*7
00 TO 130 COF 1*8
120 6=0,0 COF 1*9
130 bB(l,I)=(RHOBX(I)*CPB(l»I)*DX8(I))/(2.0*DT) COF 150
KB2 <l,I) = <l.u)/« DXB (I) / (2 . 0*XKB (1.1) ) ) -K DXB (I) / (2 . 0*xKR (2.1) )) ) COF 151
AB(l,I)rH(I-l)+4.0*G*(TX2T(L»I-l)**3) COF 152
bB(l»I) = (-(HU.-l)-»-*.0*G»<TX2T(l.I)**3)+R82(l»I)+SB(l»I)) ) COF 153
CB(l,I)=RP2(i»l) COF 15*
OB(1,I)=3.0*6*((TX2T(L»I-1)***)-(TX2T<1,I)***))-SB(1»I)*TX2T(1»I) COF 155
1*0 LF=NPM(I)-1 COF 156
00 1/0 J=2»LF COF 157
IF (KUS.LT.O.AND.I.EQ.NPO GO TO i&o COF ise
SB(J»I)=(RHOBX(I)*CPB(J»I)*DXB(I))/DT COF 159
I) = (l.C)/<<DXB<I)/<2.0*XKB<J-l»nn-MDXB(I)/(2.o*XKB<j,im)COF 160





IF (KIP.LT.O) GO TO 150 COF 166




150 CONTINUE COF 171
GO TO 170 COF 172















170 CONTINUE COF 187
IF (I-NMB) 160,260,260 COF 188
16U LNF=NPM(D COF 189




1,1) ))) COF 194
KB2 (LNF ,D = (i.O)/« DXB <I + 1>/< 2.0*XKB(1,1 + 1))) -M OXB{I + 1)/< 2. o *XKB (2COF 195
1»I + 1))M COF 196
AB<LNF»I)=RB1<LNF,I) , COF 197
bB(LNF»I) = (-(Rbl(LNF»I)+RB2(LNF,I)*SB(LNF»I)) ) COF 198
CB(LNF»I)=RB2(LNF»I) COF 199
OB(LNF»I) = (-(SB(LNF»I)*TX2T(LNF,I» ) COF 200
IF (KOP.LT.O) 60 TO 200 COF 201
AB(LNF»I)=O.U COF 202
QB(LNF»I)=DB(LNF»I)-RB1(LNF.I)*TMELT COF 203
200 CONTINUE COF 204
60 TO 250 COF 205
210 IF (dTEST<I» 220»190»230 COF 206
*i20 (»=(!.73E-09)/(1.0/EMeB(I)-«-1.0/EMFB(I + l)-1.0) COF 207
60 TO 2«fO : COF 208
230 6=0.0 COF 209
SB(LNF»I)=(RHOBX(I)*CPB(LNF»I)*DXB(I))/(2.0*DT) COF 210
RB1(LNF,!)=(!.0)/((DXB(I)/(2.0*XKB(LNF-1»!)))+(DXB(I)/(2.0*XKR(LNFCOF 211
1,1)) ) ) COF 212
AB(LNF»I)=RBl<LNF,I) COF 213
bB(LNF,I)=(-(Rai(LNF»I)+H(I)+SB(LNF,I)+4.0*6*(TX2T(LNF»I)**3))) COF 214
CB<LNF»I)=H(i)+t*.0*G*(TX2T(l»I + l)**3> COF 215
DB(LNF»I)=3,0*6*((TX2T(l»I + D**4)-(TX2T(LNF»I)**4))-!'SP(LNF,i)*TX2TCOF 216
1(LNF,I) COF 217
250 CONTINUE COF 218
260 MN=NPM(NMB) COF 219
IF (QLOSS) 280»270»280 COF 220
^70 SB(MN,NMB)=(RHOBX(NMB)*CPB(MN,NMB)*DXB(NMB))/(2.0*OT) COF 221
RBKMN,NMB) = <1.0)/( (OXB(NMB)/ (2.*XKB(MN-1 »NMB> ) ) + <DXB(NMB)/(2.0*XKCOF 222
Ib(MNrNMB)))) COF 223
AB<MN,NMb)=R61(MN,NMb) COF 224
bB(MN,NMd) = (-<R81(MN,NMB)+SB(MN,NMB) ) ) COF 225
CB(MN,NMB)=0.0 COF 226
OB(MN»NMd)=(-(SB(MN»NM8)*TX2T(MN»NMB))) COF 227
60 TO 290 COF 228






13)+SB<MN,NMBM ) COF 234
CB(MN»NMB)=0.0 COF 235
DB(MN»NMb>=<-<HENV*T£NV+FENV*(1.73£-09)*<<TENV**4)+3.0*<TX2T<MN»NMCOF 236
lb)**«+))+sB(MN»NMB)*TX2T(MN,NMB)) ) COF 237
290 L=NP+1 COF 238
DO 330 I=1»NMB COF 239
K=NPM(I) COF 240
IF (l.CQ.l) GO TO 300 COF 241
IF (GAPX(I-l).EQ.O.) GO TO 300 COF 2*»2
*T=1 COF
bO TO 310 COF
300 KT=2 COF 245






320 CONTINUE COF 252
330 CONTINUE COF 253
NPFT=L-1 COF 254
IF (KAS.LT.O) NUP=NAP COF 255
IF (KUS.LT.O) NUP=NAP+1 COF 256










THIS SUBkOUTINE DETERMINES THE MASS FLOW
ABLATING NODES RATE FROM THF
COMMON /ABLTN/ T,QIN,DTS,TX2( 30 ) , VELX, IOINPP,DEL, ApRNT
COMMON / ARRH/THETA ( i o ) , AP , XB » SN , c A , XMTPT < i o > , AOPT
COMMON /CCSDOT/SDOT
COMMON /UMNO/ TKC(9), XKC(9),
1 TKV(9), XKV<9,7), TCPV<9>,
2 RHOBXU), X8M(4), EMF8(4),
3 NCPB(4), TXK(9,4)» XK(9,4),
* NPMU), GAPX(4), FTEST(4),
5 TX1(30)» TX2T(10,6), TULK30),
& B(30>, C(30>, 0(30),
7 AB(b»6>» 88(5,6), CB(5,6),
8 RBl(b»6). R82(5,6), TY130),
9 XMOGUO), RHO(IO), CP(lO),
* H(4)» IEM(10), PKV(7),
« SR(10>» HX(20), TW(20)
COMMON /UNOM/ABLC, ABLK, BL,CHARC,CHARK
1 ERR*, ERR3, ERRH, ERR5, F£NV, FV, HENV
,
,
Z It>, NCPC» NCPVr NKC» NKV, NMB, NP,
3QLOSS, RHOC» RHOV, TABLr TBLOW,TCHAR, TEMPI,
10
4 VL, VLV»XLOST,XLSTV, XMC , XMDC, XMOT
5 NTKV, NPKV,108LCK













































IF <TX2(NP).GE.TABU TUL2(NP)=TUL1 (NP)-AP*OT*EXP(-xB/TX2(NP) ]
IF (SN.EQ.l.) GO TO 20














IF (TX2(KI).GE.TABL) GO TO 40





































TUL2(KI) = (TUL1(KI)-AP*DT*EXP(-XB/TX2(KI)).«.SDOT*DT/DX*(XNP-ZKIIP-I . ) *TUc2 ( K i+i ) ) / ( i . +SDOT*DT/DX* < XNP-ZKI ) / ( XNP-I . > )
50 CONTINUE
IF (SN.EQ.l.) GO TO 60



















MOT* 1 1 J t
MOT11 1./ |












































































60 KHO(KI)=RHOC-MRHOV-RHOO*EXP(TUL2(KI» MOT 59
70 THETA(KI)=<RHO<KI>-RHOC)/<RHOV-RHOC) MOT 60
IF <THETA<KI).LE,.Ol) RHO(KI)=RHOC MOT 61
IF (THETA(KI).GT.1.0) RHO(KI)=RHOV MDT 62
IF (TX2<KI>.LT,TABL) GO TO 80 MDT 63
XMrsXMT+CA*Dx/2.*< (RHO(Kl )-RHOC )**SN*EXP(-Xe/TX2(KI) )-f (RHO(Kl*l )-RMOT 64
lHOC)**SN*exP(-X8/TX2(KI+l»J> MOT 65
80 XMTPT(KI)=XMT MOT 66
XM06(KI)=XMT MDT 67













THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES Op
HEAT SHIELD STRUCTURE
COMMON /ABLTN/ T»QIN»DTS»TX2 ( 30) » VELX» IQINPP»DEL» APRNT
COMMON /ARRH/THETAdO) »AP,XB»SN.CA,XMTPT(10) »AOPT
COMMON /QMND/ TKC(9) XKC(9) TCPC(9)»
1 TKV(9)t XKV(9*7) TCPV(9) CPV(9)»
2 RH08X(4>» XBM(U) EMFB<4) EMBB(4)»
3 NCPB(4)» TXK(9»4) XK(9»4) TCP(9»4)»
4 NPM<4>» GAPX<4) FTEST(4) BTEST(4)»
5 TXl(30>f TX2T<10»6) TULK30) TUL2(30)»
6 B(30)» C(30) D<30) S(10)»
7 AB(5»6)» BB(5»6) CB(5,6) DB(5»6)»
8 RBl(b»6)» RB2(5»6) TY(30) CPB(9»6)»
9 XMDG(10)» RHO(IO) CP(10) YK(10)»
$ H(4)» IEM(10) PKV<7) XV(iO)»
* SP(10)» HX(20) TW(20)
COMMON /UNDM/ABLC, ABLK» BLrCHARC,CHARK» DT» Rx»
1 ERR2> ERR3» ERRf, ERR5» PENV. FVr HENV» HV» H300,
2 Ib» NCPC» NCPV» NKC» NKV» NMBf NP» NPBS» NPp •
3(-LOSS» RHOC» RHOV» TABL»TBLOW»TCHAR, TEMPI . TENV»TEST2»
4 VL, VLVrXLOST.XLSTV, XMC. XMDC , XMDT, XMP, x"T,
5 NTKVr NpKVrlQBLCK
DO UO I=i»NP
IF (KHOV.EQ.RHOC) GO TO 20
IF (RHO(I) .NEoRHOC) 60 TO 10
CALL QDOTdf TX2(I)»TKC»YK(I) »XKC »DUM»NKC)
CALL QDOT(i»TX2d) »TCPC»CP<I) »CPC.DUM»NCPC)
(iO TO 40
10 IF (THETA(I) .LT..99) GO TO 30
20 CALL QDOT<1»TX2U)»TKV»YK(I)»XKV»DUM»NKV»NTKV»NPKV»PKV
CALL QDOT<1»TX2(I)»TCPV»CP(I) »CPV»DuM.NCPV )
GO TO <*0
30 YK ( I ) =CHARK+ ( ABLK-CHARK ) * ( ( RHO ( I ) -RHOC ) / ( RHOV-RHOC ) >


















































50 IF (15-1) 80, 80*60
60 IF (I5-LKP) 70,70,80
70 IF (TX2T(J»J)-TXK(I5»I» 100>130»90





































































































GO TO 50 PRP 59
120 XKB<J,I)=XK<I5-lrl) + «XK<l5»I)-XK<I5-l»I) >/ (TXK (I5» I )-TXK( 15-1,1) )PRP 60
1)*ITX2T(J.I)-TXK(I5-1»D) PRP 61
GO TO ItO PRP 62
130 XKB(j,I)=XK(I5,I) PRP 63
1<40 IF (16-1) 80»80»150 PRP 6<t
150 IF (16-LCP) 160»160»80 PRP 65
160 IF <TX2T(JrI)-TCP(I6iIJ) 180.210»170 PRP 66
170 16=16+1 PRP 67
GO TO 150 PRP 68
160 IF (TX2T(J»I)-TCP(I6-1»IM 190»210»200 PRP 69
190 I6=Ib-l PRP 70
GO TO 140 PRP 71
200 CPB(J,I)=CPXCl6-l.I> + «CPX(I6»I)-CPX<l6-l»I))/<TCP<l6.n-TCP<l6-l,PRP 72
11)))*(TX2T(J,I)-TCP(I6-1»D) PRP 73
GO TO 220 PRP 7H
210 CPB(J,I)=CPX(I6»I) PRP 75
220 CONTINUE PRP 76
15=2 PRP 77
16=2 PRP 78
230 CONTINUE PRP 79
iiUO RETUKN PRP 80
PRP 81
250 FORMAT UHu»32H THE RANGE OF ONE OF THE NUMBER »I2»7iH BACKUP STRUPRP 82
1CTURE PROPERTY CURVE FITS WAS EXCEEDED AT A TEMPERATURE OF ,E12.5)PRP 83
END PRP an.
1-75
SUBROUTINE QDOT(K,X»AXI»Y»AYI.DER.N.NT.NP,AZI»Z) QDT 1
C QOT 2
DIMENSION AX1(1),AYI<9,7),AZI11> QOT 3
C QDT H
L-Q QDT 5
IF (N-2) 10,70,30 QDT 6
10 IF (,<-!) 90»<:0,30 QOT 7
20 Y=AYl(l) QDT 8
DER=0. QDT 9
GO TO 230 QOT 10
C QDT 11
30 -IF (K) <fO»140»40 - QDT 12
C QDT 13
40 1 = 1 + 1 QDT I1*
IF (N-I) 80.60,50 QOT 15
50 IF (X-AXKI)) 60,60.40 ODT 16
60 IF (1-1) 70.70,80 QOT 17
70 1=2 QDT 18
80 0=1-1 QOT 19
DERs(AYltI)-AYItJ))/lAXXU)-AXXtJ» QOT 20
Y=AYI(J)+(X-AXI(J))*OER QDT 21
GO TO 230 GOT 22
90 DO 100 1=1.NT QOT 23
IF (AXKD.GT.X) GO TO 110 QOT 24
100 CONTINUE QDT 25
I=NT QOT 26
110 IF U.LT.2) i=2 QOT 27
L=I-1 QOT 28
DO IkO 0=1»NP QOT 29
IF (AZl(o).GT.Z) GO TO 130 QOT 30
120 CONTINUE GOT 31
j=NP QOT 32







Y = Y2+<Z-AZI<rt»*DER GOT 40
GO TO 230 QOT 41
C QDT 42
140 1=1+1 QOT 43
IF (N-l) 210,210.150 QOT 44
150 IF (X-AXKI)) 160,160,140 QOT 45
160 IF (1-1) 200.200.170 QOT 46
170 IF (ABS(AXKI)-X)-ABS(AXI(I-1)-X)) 190,190.180 QOT 47
180 IF (1-2) 190.190.210 QOT H8
C QOT 49
190 01=1-1 QOT 50
02=1 QOT 51
0351+1 QOT 52
GO TO 220 QOT 53
200 01=1 QOT 54
J2=I+1 QOT 55
J3=I+2 QOT 56
GO TO 220 QOT 57







b= < AYI< 01)-AY I(02»/< AXI< 01)-Axl(02))-A* < AX I(01)-AXl(02)) GOT 6«
Y=(A*(X-AXI(J2))+B)*(X-AXI(02))*AYI(02) GOT 65
DER=2.*A»(X-AXI(02))+B GOT 66






C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE FRONT PACE LOCATION AND CHAR MASS RCS U
C KEMOVAL RATE RCS 5
C RCS 6
C RCS 7
DIMENSION TS(10)»SR<10) RCS 8
IF UX2-TREC) 10,20»20 RCS 9
10 XMDC=0.0 RCS 10
XLOST=0.0 RCS 11
SDOT=0.0 RCS 12
GO TO 120 RCS 13
20 IF (NRS-1) 50»50»30 RCS 1<*
30 IF (NRS-NREC) 40»«*0»50 RCS 15
UO IF <TX2-TS(NRS>) 70»100»60 RCS 16
50 WRITL (6»130) TX2 RCS 17
E.RR5=1.0 RCS 18
t»0 TO 120 RCS 19
60 NRS=NRS+1 RCS 20
00 TO 30 RCS 21
70 IF <TX2-TS(NKS-1M 80»100»90 RCS 22
80 NRS=NRS-1 RCS 23
60 TO 20 RCS 2*4-
90 SX=Sh(NRS-1)+((SR(NRS)-SR(NRS-1))/(TS(NRS)-TS(NRS-l)))*(TX2-TS(NRSRCS 25
1-1)) RCS 26
00 TO 110 RCS 27
100 SX=SK(NRS) RCS 28
110 XLOST=300.0*SX*DT RCS 29
XMDC=(XLOST*RHOC)/DT RCS 30
bDOT=SX*300.0 RCS 31
120 RETUKN RCS 32
C RCS 33
130 FORMAT (1HO»75H THE RANGE OF THE SURFACE RECESSION TABLE WAS EXCEERCS 3«*





C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE FORWARD TIME STEP TEMPERATURES SWT 2
C BY SOLVING THE TRI-DIAGONAL MATRIX SWT 3
COMMON XBREV/ KUS.KAS,KOS»NAP,NPC»NlFPCM,DGINl,DOIN2,DQIN3r KA.KU SWT *
1» TMEUT SWT 5COMMON/SID/ NUP SWT 6
DIMENSION A(30)tB<30>»C<30).D<30)»T(30).CP<30),DP(30) SWT 7
IF (NPC.EQ.O) 60 TO 10 SWT 8
























IF (NPC.EO.O) GO TO 60 SWT 25










) = (D(I)-A(I)#DP(I-l»/(B(I)-A(I)*CP(I-m SWT ^













































































































































60 TO (10.20) NTEST
10 NTEST1=NMIN
60 TO 30
20 IF (N33.EQ.NMIN) GO TO 50
NTEST1=N33






60 FORMAT (IHlr* NOW FOLLOWS














































OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM P2354 STRESS* CALCULRSI





























































































































































































DIMENSION ALFAl(i;o)»C(50).DX(21) ,DZ(41) ,G6t 10) ,KT (50) ,KX (*0) »KZ(50INX
1)»NL(5).V<50) INX



































EQUIVALENCE (TB.TINS2), (TF,TSKIND, (TR.TINSl) INX
SEE COMMENT ON PZ IN SUBROUTINE INPUTS. INX
IPRINT = NON-ZEKO INTEGER FOR DE-BUG PRINT-OUT. INX
IPRINT = 0 OR BLANK FOR OMISSION OF DE-BUG PRINT-OUT. INX
NV IS AN INPUT PARAMETER. BUT NOTE MANY STATEMENTS SET UP FOR THF INX


































































































N3=Nii+6 I MX 60
DO 10 I=1»NH1 INX 61
UZ«I)=.5*SL/(Nl+5) INX 62
IF (I.GT.N1) DZ(I)=DZ(l)/2. INX 63
IF (I.GT.N2) DZ(I)=DZ(l)/3.; INX 6^
IF (I.GT.N3) Dz<I)=DZ(l>/<*. INX 65
10 CONTINUE INX 66
DZ(NH)=1.0 INX 67
DZ<NH+1)=1.0 INX 68
DO 30 J=i»7 INX 69
AH<l,J)=OZU)/2. I-NX 70
DO 20 I=2»NHi " INX 71
20 AH(ljJ) = .5*(UZ<I-l)+UZ(I)> 1*** 72
30 AH(NH»J)=DZ(NHl)/2. INX 73
00 <*U J=l»6 INX 71*
DO 1*0 I = 1»NH INX 75
<^0 TH(IrJ)=T(2*J»NTESTi)-b30. INX 76
00 bO Iri.NPSG INX 77
LL=MTL(I) INX 78
50 ALFA1(I)=TRPLAT(AY»AX»T<I»NTEST1)»LL»U»MPT<LL»«»)) INX 79







60 AV(I»7)=TC INX 87
00 70 J=l»7 INX 88
00 70 I=1»NH INX 89
70 TV(I»J)=T(2»w)-l»NTESTl)-530. INX 90
00 SO I=l»b INX 91
LL=MTL(2*I) . I**X 92







DIMENSION A<40,40)»AH(4l»21)»AI<40»20) » Av (41 »21 ) »FH<40» 10 > »FP <40»1INY
lO)»FS(40,10),FSM(40r 10) »FV<40, 1Q ) »GX (41 ,21 ) »R<40»40> ,TH<41 »2l ) »TV< INY
241t21) INY
DIMENSION b(40,l 40) INY
COMMON/BLOCKA/A AH AI ALFAl AV B C INY
1 DELX DELZ DX DZ FH FP FS F$M INY
2 FV GG GX HI H2 H4 H5 I INY
3 11 12 14 15 IR J Jl J2 INY
4 J4 J5 JTA JTB JTC K KCL KI INY
5 KRW KSW1 KSW2 KT KX KZ L • M INY
6 MS NCASE NH1 NL NLJ NV1 PARTA PARTB INY
7 PX U R SF TH TV V X INY
8 XZ1 XZ2 XZ4 XZ5 ZXl ZX2 Z*4 Zx5 INY
9, NTtSTl INY








































































































































































































DIMENSION A(**0,40) »AH(41»21)»AI (40




1 DELX DELZ DX
2 FV 66 GX
3 11 12 14
4 J4 05 JTA
5 KRW KSW1 KSM2
6 MS NCASE NH1
7 PX Q R


































































































































































































































































TWO DIMENSIONAL STIFFENED SHEET M*N
MAN
CDC vtRSlON MAY 1967 MAN
PROOKAW NUMbcR 2354 MAN
MAN
^ • *\ • ifr i I 1 "^ v W
MAN
DIMENSION ALFAl(20)»C(50)»OX(21),DZ(41),GG(10).KT(50),KX(50) »KZ(50MAN
DIMENSION AUO,40) »AH<41»21> »AIUO»20) r Av ( 41 »2l ) t FH<40» 10 ) »FP<40» 1MAN




1 DELX OEuZ OX
2 FV GG GX
3 11 12 14
4 J4 Jb JTA
5 KR» KSivl KSW2
6 MS i-4', ASE NH1
7 Px * R




























IF (iPRlNT.tO.O) GO TO












































NLC» tiV, PZf VB
) ,ALT(9Q) »AMC









































































































































































































IF (IPRIlMT.EQ.O) 60 TO 150
rtRITL (6»5bO)

































































































































bO TO 200 MAN 117
190 KSW1=3 MAN 118






IF (I.EQ.NH) GX(I»J)=0. MAN 125




LF (d-1) 210»210»220 MAN 130
aiO J1=NV+1 MAN 131
j4=Jl MAN 132
KSW2=1 MAN 133
GO TO 250 MAN 134
220 J1=J-1 MAN 135
J4=J1 MAN 136
IF (o-NV) 23g»240.240 MAN 137
230 KSW2i2 MAN 138
00 TO 250 MAN 139
<I40 KSwijii MAN












A (IK, IR) =Hl*ZXl+H2*ZX2+H4*ZX4-fH5*ZX5+AV (12 »J2) /PZ (12) +AV (15, J5) /07MAN 153
l(Ib) MAN 154
A(lR,IR+D=Hl-h2-H4+H5 MAN 155
A(IH-H»IR)=A(IR,IR + 1) MAN 156
A(lR+l»Irt+l)=Hl*XZl+H2*XZ2+H4*XZ4+H5*XZ5-MH(I4»jH)/Ox(j4)+AH<Ib»J5MAN 157
D/DxiJb) MAN 158
00 TO (260»2bO»270)» KSW2 MAN 159




270 00 TO (260r2dO»320)f KSW1 MAN 164
280 bO TO <300,2^0»290)» KSW2 MAN 165
290 K(lK,IR-2)=-H4*ZX4 MAN 166
«(IR,IR-D=Hi4 MAN 167
H(IK+1,IR-2)=H4 MAN 168
RdR-Hr IR-1)=-H4*XZ4 MAN 169
60 TO (300»3uOt310)» KSM2 MAN 170









320 60 70 (330,330,340)* KSW2 MAN 179
330 A(IR+2,lR)=AUR,IR+2) MAN 180
A(IR+2,lR+l)=A(IR+l,IR+2) MAN 181
A(IR+3,lK)=A(I«,IR+3) MAN 182
A<IR + 3»lR-H)=A(IR-H,IR+3) MAN 183
340 U=AV(I2,J2)*TV(I2»J2)-AVU5»J5)*TV(I5.J5) MAN 184
X=AHU4,J4)*rH(l4»J<»)-AH<l5»J5)*TH(I5.J5) MAN 185
DO 350 K=1,NLC MAN 186
o(lR»K»I.)=b<lR.»K.I)*a _ MAN 187
b(lR+l,K,I)=b<lR+l,K,I)+X MAN 188
350 CONTINUE MAN 189
360 CONTINUE MAN 190
60 TO (370»370r390)» KSW1 MAN 191
370 wRlTt (JTB) K MAN 192
DO 360 K=1,M5 . MAN 193
uO 3aO J=l»Mb MAN 19U
K(K,j)=0.0 MAN 195
380 CONTINUE MAN 196
390 00 mo Jrl.NC MAN 197
IF (KZ(J)-i) 410r400»410 MAN 198
40U KRW=^*(KA(J)-1)+KT(J) MAN 199
A(KRM,KRw>=A(KRW»KRW)-»-C( J) MAN 200
*+10 CONTINUE MAN 201
WRITE (JTA) A MAN 202
00 420 K=l,Mb MAN 203
UO 4£0 J=l»viS MAN 204
420 A(K»J)=0.0 MAN 205
430 CONTINUE MAN 206
HEWINu JTA MAN 207
REWIND JTB MAN 208
HETURN MAN 209
MAN 210
•+40 FORMAT < 1H1 »42X r 35HPROPERTIES OF HORIZONTAL STIFFENERS//) MAN 211
450 FORMAT UH1) MAN 212
t60 FORMAT (//47A,24HHORIZONTAL STIFFENER NO.I3//21X,7HS£GMEMT,<|X»toHLEMAN 213
1NGTH»10X»4HAREA»10X»7HMODULUS»6X»llHTEMPERATURE»3X»l4HTHERMAL COEFMAN 214
2F.//) MAN 215
470 FORMAT (!2b»5El5.5) MAN 216
480 FORMAT (1H1.H3X.33HPROPERTIES OF VERTICAL STIFFENERS//) MAN 217
490 FORMAT (//4ex»22HVERTICAL STIFFENER NO.I3//21X»7HSEGMFNT»4X,6HLEN6MAN 218
lTH»loX»4nAHLA,lOX»7HMOOULUS»6X,HHTEMPERATURE»3X»14HTHERMAL COEFF.MAN 219
2//> MAN ?20
000 FORMAT UHlfH9X,20HPROPERTIES OF PANELS//) MAN 221
blO FORMAT (//35A»40HPANELS BETWEEN HORIZONTAL STIFFENED NO.I3,4H ANDMAN 222
li3//«+2X,5HPAi:EL»4X»9HTHlCKN£SS»<*X,l3HSHEAR MODULUS//) MAN 223
620 FORMAT (42X»I3,2tl5.b) MAN 2?4
b30 FORMAT (1HO»<*5X.2UHLOADIN6 CONDITION NUM8ERI3//46X, lHZ»6x» lHX»5Xt«*MAN 225
!HTYPt»6X,4HLuAD//) MAN 226
540 FORMAT (40X»3l7»E15.5) MAN 227





DIMENSION ALFAl(20)»C(50) ,DX(21 ) ,DZ (Ul ) ,GG( 1U) »KT (50 ) ,KX(50) ,*Z(50MTU
1),NH5) ,V(bO) MTU
DIMENSION AUO,UO) »AH(U1»21) ,AI(UO,20> ,AVUl,2l> »FH<UO»10> ,FP(UO,1MTU
lU),Fb(UO»10> »FSM(UO»10) »FV(UO»lO)»GX(Ul,21)»R(UO»UO>»TH<Ul»2l) » TV (MTU
2U1»21) MTU
DIMENSION BUO,1 UO) MTU
COMMGN/BLOCKA/A AH
1 OELX DELZ DX
2 FV GG GX
3 11 12 IU
U JU J5 JTA
5 KRW KSv,l KSW2
6 MS NCASE NH1
7 PX Q R














































GO TO (30»160»170)» M



































































) , ICONF ,
, MPT (9, <?) ,















































































































































DO 50 IJ=1»MS MTU 59
A(I,J)=A(I»J)+AI(I»IJ)*RUJ»J) MTU 60
50 CONTINUE MTU 61
WRITE (JTC) A MTU 62
UO 60 1=1»MS MTU 63
UO feu J=1,NLC. MTU 64
UO 60 IJ=l»*b MTU 65
D(1,J,K)=R(I,J,K)+AI(I,IJ)*B(IJ,J,K-1) . MTU 66
60 CONTINUE MTU 67
70 CONTINUE MTU 68
BACKSPACE JTC Mm 69
HEAD (JTC) A Mm 70
KEWIND JTA MTU 71
L/0 aO I=1»MS ' MTU 72
UO 80 J=1»NLC MTU 73
Ml(i,J)=bU»J»NH) MTU 71
HO CONTINUE MTU 75
CALL SlM£Q(Nu>lM,MS»NLC»A»AJ,SF»V»M) MTU 76
OO TO (9u»16t,»17u) » M MTU 77
90 UO 1UO 1=11«-* MTU 78
UO 100 J=l» 'i-C MTU 79
b<I.o»NH)=A(I»J) MTU 80
100 CONTINUE MTU 81
UO IbO KI=2nMH MTU 82
KzNH+1-KI MTU 83
DO HO I = ltMb MTU 8U
L/0 110 J=1»NLC MTU 85
UO 110 Ij=i»!"lS MTU 86
b(I»J»K)=B(I.J»K)-R(IrIJ)*A(IJ»J) MTU 87
110 CONTINUE MTU 88
BACKSPACE JTo MTU 89
bACKSPACE JTo MTU 90
REAU (JTB) « MTU 91
BACKSPACE JTC MTU 92
BACKSPACE JTC ' MTU 93
HEAD (JTC) A MTU 9U
DO 120 1=1.MS MTU 95
OO 120 J=1»NLC MTU 96
AI(I,J)=BU»J»K) MTU 97
120 CONTINUE MTU 98
CALL SlMtQ(N,JlM,MSrNLC»A»AI,SF»V»M) MTU 99
GO TO (Ij0*l60,170)» M MTU 100
130 DO 1UO 1=1,MS MTU 101
DO 140 J=1»NLC MTU 102
b(I,JfK)=A(I,J) MTU 103
1UO CONTINUE MTU 10U
150 CONTINUE MTU 105
REWIND JTB MTU 106
REWIND JTC MTU 107
CALL SECOND(CHRON) MTU 108
WRITE (6,180) CHRON MTU 109
CALL STRES2 MTU 110
RETURN MTU 111
160 WRITE (6,190) MTU 112
STOP MTU 113




180 FORMAT (1H1»* NO* ENDING OVERLAY(2»0)r ALIAS PROGRAM MATRXU, JUST MT4 117
1PRIOR TO ENTERING SUBROUTINE STRESS. CLOCK READS *»F7.3»* SECONDSMT4 118
2.*/) MT«* 119
190 FORMAT <///17H OVERFLOW OCCUREO) MT*f 120
200 FORMAT (///lyH MATRIX IS SINGULAR) MT<» 121
122.
1-91
SUBROUTINE MAX(A,IMAX,JMAX»AMAX,IFLA6) MAX 1
iFLAto = 1 FOK SIGN AS IS. IFLAG = 2 FOR ABSOLUTE VALUE OF AC I »J.).MAX 2
DIMENSION AUO,8) M*X 3
AMAX=0. MAX *
UO 30 jrl»IMAX MAX 5
00 30 J=1»JMAX' • MAX 6
00 TO (10»iiO) IFLA6 MAX 7
1U IF (iA(I»J).GT.AMAX) AMAX=A(I»J) MAX 8
bO TO 30 MAX 9
20 IF (ABStAUr J)).ST.AMAX) AMAX=ABS(A( I. J)) MAX 10
30 CONTINUE <
 MAX jj
KETURN '' MAX 12
-
1-92
SUBROUTINE MIN{A,IMAXrJMAX»AMIN,IFLA6) MJN 1
1FLA6 = 1 FOK SIGN AS IS. IFLAG = 2 FOR ABSOLUTE V^LUE OF A<I»J).MIN 2
DIMENSION AUO»A) WIN 3
AMIN=0. MIN H
DO 30 I=1»IMAX MIN 5
00 30 J=1»JMAX MIN 6
GO TO (10»20) IFLAG MIN 7
10 IF (A(I»J).LT.AMIN) AMIN=A(I,J) MIN 8
GO TO 30 MIN 9
20 IF (ABS(A(I*J». LT.AMIN) AMIN=ABS( A (I. J)) MIN 10




































































SELVES THE EQUATION AX=B WHERE A,X, AND B ARE "ATRICES SMQ
WHERE
Ib A FIXED POINT CONSTANT OR VARIABLE WHOSE VALUE
MUST dE EQUAL TO THE MAXIMUM VALUE THAT MAY EVER BF.
ASSUMED BY THE SUBSCRIPT I OF THE MATRIX A < I » J > . THIS
VMLUE IS IDENTICAL WITH THAT USED IN THE DIMENSION
STATEMENTS WHEN SETTING THE UPPER LIMIT OF THE
SUBSCRIPT.
IS A FIXED POINT VARIABLE OR CONSTANT WHOSE VALUE
"'UST EQUAL THE NUMBER OF ROWS IN THE MATRIX A.
Ib A FIXED POINT VARIABLE OR CONSTANT WHOSE VALUE
MUST EQUAL THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE MATRIX B.
IS THE SOURCE PROGRAM FLOATING POINT VARIABLE USED TO
'Jt.SlGNATE THE ELEMENTS OF MATRIX A.
Ib THE SOURCE PROGRAM FLOATING POINT VARIABLE USED TO
UcSIGNATE THE ELEMENTS OF MATRIX B.M
'jST BE A FLOATING POINT VARIABLE WHOSE VALUE SERVF.S
Ao A SCALE FACTOR BY WHICH SIMEQ MULTIPLIES THE VALUE(>? THE DETERMINANT OF A. AFTER THE EXECUTION OF THIS
SUBROUTINE, DET CONTAINS THE SCALED VERSION OF THE
Gc-TERMINANT.
V.jST BE A FIXED OR FLOATING POINT VARIABLE DESIGNATING SMQ
' ONE-DIMENSIONAL ERASABLE ARRAY OF LENGTH AT LEAST
TO THE NUMBER OF ROWS IN MATRIX A. IT IS IN THIS
SIMEQ KEEPS A RECORD OF THE COLUMN PERMUTATIONS.
i^ A FIXED POINT VARIABLE WHICH WILL 8E ASSIGNED THE '
FIXED POINT CONSTANTS.
1 IF THE SOLUTION wAS SUCCESSFUL.







IF MM IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO IDIM
IF MM IS GREATER THAN IDIM
NOTE
FOR MATRICES THE ROW DIMENSION MUST BE THE SAME AS
THAT GIVEN ABOVE. THE COLUMN DIMENSION MUST AT LEAST
BE THAT GIVEN ABOVE.
FOR THE VECTOR THE DIMENSION MUST AT LEAST BE THAT
GIVEN ABOVE
EXECUTION OF THIS ROUTINE DESTROYS THE ORIGINAL A
B MATRICES
AFTER A SUCCESSFUL EXIT FROM THIS SUBROUTINE* THF
ANSWERS OK THE X MATRIX REPLACE THE A MATRIX.
THIS REPLACEMENT IS DONE ACCORDING TO THE SCHEME.
























































































































SPECIAL CONSIDERATION WHEN THE ORDER OF MATRIX A IS 1. SMQ 62
If (N.NE.l) GO TO 20 SMQ 63
IF (A.EQ.O.) GO TO IbO SMQ 64
HOLD=A SMQ 65
00 10 I=1»M SMQ 66
10 A(1,I)=B(1»I)/HOLD SMQ 67
DET=DET*HOLD SMQ 68
RETURN SMQ 69
20 NM1=N-1 SMQ Vo
NP1=N+1 SMQ 71
INITIALIZE DETERMINANT SMQ 72
DETMSDET SMQ 73
INITIALIZE COLUMN INDICATORS SMQ 7<+
00 30 I=1»N SMQ 75
30 INOU> = I SMQ 76
BEGIN TRIANGULARIZATION TO GET UPPER TRIANGLE SMQ 77




SfcARCH FOR PIVOTAL ELEMENT SMQ fl2
bIGAsABS(A(K,K)) SMQ 83
DO 50 I=K»N SMQ 8<*
00 **0 J=K»N SMQ 85




40 CONTINUE SMQ 90
50 CONTINUE SMQ 91
TEST FOR SINGULAR MATRIX SMQ 92
IF (BIGA.EQ.O.) 60 TO 180 SMQ 93
UPDATE DETERMINANT SMQ 9U
DETMSDETM*A(KR,KC) SMQ 95
INTERCHANGE ROWS SMQ 96
IF (KR.EQ.K) GO TO 80 SMQ 97
00 60 I=K»N SMQ 98
HOLOsA(K»I) SMQ 99
A<K,I)=A(KR,I) SMQ 100
60 A(KRrI)=HOLD SMQ 101
INTERCHANGE ELEMENTS OF RIGHT HAND SIDES SMQ 102
00 70 L=1»M SMQ 103
HOLD=B(K»L) SMQ lot
B(K,L)=B(KR,L> SMQ 105
70 b(KR,L)=HOLD SMQ 106
CHANGE SIGN OF DETERMINANT DUE TO ROW INTERCHANGE SMQ 107
OETMS-DETM SMQ ioa
INTERCHANGE COLUMNS SMQ 109
60 IF (KC.EQ.K) GO TO 100 SMQ 110
00 90 J=1»N SMQ 111
HOLD=A<J,K) SMQ H2
A(J,K)=A(JfKC) SMO 113
90 A(J,KC)rHOLD SMQ 114





C CHANGE SIGN OF DETERMINANT DUE TO COLUMN INTERCHANGE SMQ 119
UETM=-DETM SMO 120
C DIVIDE KEtfUCED EQUATION-ON, BY LEADING ELEMENT SMO 121
100 uO lib I=KP1,N SMQ 122
110 A(KiI)=A(K,I)/A(K,K) SMQ 123
DO 120 L = 1»M SMQ 124
120 b<K,L)=B(K,L)/A(K,K) SMQ 125
C REDUCE MATRIX AND RIGHT HAND SIDES SMQ 126
00 H*0 I=KP1,N SMGl 127
uO 150 J=KP1.»N SMQ 128
130 A(I,J)=A(I»J)-A(I,K)*A(K»J) SMQ 129
uO mo L=I»M ' SMQ 130
140 b<I»L)=B(I»L)-A(I,K)*B<K»L> SVIQ 131
C FINAL TEST FOR SINGULAR MATRIX SMQ 132
IF (A(N,N).£^.0.) GO TO 180 SMQ 133
c COMPUTE PINAL DETERMINANT SMQ 13*
DET=l)ETM*A(N,N) SMQ 135
C BACK SObSflTUE TO OBTAIN SOLUTION VECTORS SMO 136
UO 160 L=l»^ SMQ 137
b(N»L)=R(M»L)/A(N,N) SMQ 138
UO lt>0 1 = 1 • <-'l SMQ 139
HOLU=O. SMG» mo
J=U-I SMQ
uo i5c Kc=i»i SMQ
K=NP1-KC SMQ
150 HOLD=HOLD+A<j»K)*B(K»L) SMQ
160 b(J,L)=B(JrL)-HOLD SMQ 145
C R£ARRAN<iE SOLUTION VECTORS TO ORIGINAL ORDER SMO 146
DO 170 I = 1»'J SM(j 147
J=INU(I) S*Q 148
UO 170 L-1»V SMQ 149
17U A(J,L)=P(ItL) SMQ 150
KETUhN SMQ 151
C S1NGULAK MATRIX - REDUNDANT SET OF EQUATIONS SMQ 152


























































































IPRINTr NCt NH. NLC» NV» PZr
 ,ALPHA(99) »ALT(99)







































































NOW GENERATE AN ARTIFICIAL VALUE AND PRINT IT OUT IN THE COLUMN
































































































50 FSM(l»l)=FH(l»2)/2. ST2 59
DO 60 X=2»NH ST2 60
60 FSM(I»1)=SQRT(FH(I»2)**2+FS(I-1*2)**2) ST2 61
DO 70 J=2»6 ST2 62
70 FSM(i»J)s(FV(l»wH-l)-FH(l»J))/2. ST2 63
DO 80 I=2»NH ST2 64
DO 60 Js2»6 ST2 65
80 FSM(I,J)=SORT((FV(I-l»J+l)-FH(I,J))**2/4.+FS(I-l»J)**2) ST2 66
FPU,l)=FH(i*2) ST2 67
DO 90 Ir2»NH ST2 66
FPUpl)sFH(I»2)/2.+FSM(I»l) ST2 69
IF <FH<If2).LT.O.) FP( 1.1)=FH( I ,2>/2.-FSM( 1,1) ST2 70
90 CONTINUE ST2 71
DO iOO J=2»Nvl ST2 72
FP<1»J)=FVC1»J+1) ST2 73
IF UBS(FH(1*J)).GT.ABS(FV(1»J-H))) FP(1,J)=FH(1,J) ST2 74
100 CONTINUE ST2 75
00 130 I=2»NH ST2 76
DO 130 Js2»N«/l ST2 77
FPS=.5*(FV(I,J+2)+FH(I,J-f2))+FSM(I,J) ST2 78
FPD=FPS-2.*FSM(I,J) ST2 79
IF (ABS(FPS)-ABS(FPD)) 120*110*110 ST2 80
110 FPU»J) = (FVU-l,J«-l)+FH(I*J))/2.+FSM(I»J) ST2 81
00 TO 130 ST2 82
120 FP(I,J)=(FV<I-l*J+l)+FH(I*J))/2,-FSM(I*J) ST2 83
130 CONTINUE ST2 84
WRITE (6*240) 5T2 85
WRITE (6*250) ST2 86
WRITE (6.260) ST2 87
WRlTt (6»270) ST2 88
WRITE (6»280) ST2 89
WRITE (6»290) ST2 90
DO mo I=1»NH1 ST2 91
WRITE (6*300) I.(FV(I»J)»J=1»8) ST2 92
140 CONTINUE ST2 93
WRITE (6»310> ST2 .94
WRITE (6»320) ST2 95
WRITE (6>330) ST2 96
WRITE (6*340) ST2 97
WRITE (6*350) ST2 98
00 IbO I=1»NH ST2 99
WRITE (6*360) I*(FH(I»J)»J=1*6) ST2 100
150 CONTINUE ST2 101
WRITE (6*370) ST2 102
WRITE (6»3dO) ST2 103
WRITE (6*390) ST2 104
WRITE (6*340) ST2 105
WRITE (6*350) ST2 106
DO 160 I=1»NH1 ST2 107
WRITE (6*360) I *(FS(I *J)*J=l»6) ST2 108
160 CONTINUE ST2 109
WRITE (6*400) 5T2 110
WRITE (6*410) ST2 111
WRITE (6*420) ST2 112
WRITE (6*430) ST2 113
DO 170 I=1*NH ST2 114
WRITE (6*360) I»(FSM(I,J),J=l»NVl) ST2 115
170 CONTINUE ST2 116
1-98
WRITE <6»440) ST2 117
WRITE (6.410) ST2 118
WRITE <6»420) ST2 119
WRITE (6.430) ST2 120
DO 160 I=lrNH ST2 121
WRITE (6.360) I.(FPU.J) »J=1.NV1) ST2 122
180 CONTINUE ST2 123
WRITE (6.4SO) ST2 12**
WRITE (6.460) ST2 125
WRITE (6.470) ST2 126
WRITE (6.480) ST2 127
DO 190 I=1»NH ST2 128
WRITE (6.490) I.(B(J.1.I).J=2.14»2) ST2 129
iqO CONTINUE ST2 130
WRITE (6.500) ST2 131
WHITE (6.460) ST2 132
WRITE (6.470) ST2 133
WRITE (6.460) ST2 13*
DO 200 I=l»Nh ST2 135
WRITE (6.490) I.(B(J»1.I)>J=1»13»2) ST2 136
200 CONTINUE ST2 137
FIND MAX/VIM STRESS VALUES IN FACE SHEETS. ST2 138
CALL MAX(Fv.NHl,2.FVFT.l) ST2 139
IF (FVFT.LT.U.) FVFT=0. ST2 140
CALL MIN(FV.NH1,2»FVFC»1) ST2
IF (FVFC.GT.O.) FVFC=0. ST2
FIND MAX/MIN STRESSES IN COATING. 512 143
FVCl=0. ST2 144
00 210 1=1.NM ST2 145
IF <KV(I»8) .GT.FVCT) FVCT=FVU»8) ST2 146
210 CONTINUE ST2 147
IF (FVCT.LT.U.) FVCT=0. ST2 148
FVCC=0. ST2 149
DO 2*0 I=1»NH1 ST2 !50
IF (FV(I.8).LT.FVCC) FVCC=FV(I»8) ST2 151
<;20 CONTINUE ST2 152
IF (FVCC.GT.U.) FVCC=0. ST2 1*>3
FIND MAX SHEAR STRESS IN INSULATION. ST2 154
CALL MAX(FSM,NH»6rFSIM»2) ST2 155
FIND MAX/KIN PRINCIPAL STRESSES IN INSULATION. ST2 156
CALL MAX(FP,NH,6»FPIT»1) ST2 157
IF (FPIT.LT.O.) FPIT=0. ST2 158
CALL MIN(Fp,NH,6fFPIC,l> ST2 159
IF (FPIC.GT.U.) FPIC=0. ST2 160
FIND MAX SHEAR STRESS IN CORE. ST2 161
CALL MAX(FS»NH1,1,FSCM»2) ST2 162
FIND MAX SHEAR STRESS IN BOND. ST2 163
CALL MAX(FSM,NH,1»FSBM,2) ST2 164
FIND MAX PRINCIPAL STRESS IN BOND ST2 165
CALL MAX(FP,NH,1,FPBT,1> ST2 166
ZMAx=-B(2»l»D ST2 167
WRITE (6»510) ST2 168
WRITE (6»520) ST2 169
WRITE (6»530) FVFTfFVFC»FVCT»FVCC»FSlM,FPIT»FPlC»FS^M,FSBf»FPBT»ZMST2 170
1** ST2 171




240 FORMAT (1H1,<*5X»*AXIAL STRESSES IN LONGITUDINAL BARS*///) ST2 175
250 FORMAT <15X»^LONGITUDINAL BAR NUMBER*»10H * * * * *,//) ST2 176
260 FORMAT <3X »*SEGM£NT*»7X»*1*» 14Xr*2*»l«fX»*3*rl4X» *4 *H4X>*5*, 14X,*6ST2 177
1*»14X*7*»14X,*8*) ST2 178
270 FORMAT OX.*NUMBER«) ST2 179
280 FORMAT <13X»*lNNER FACE*»5X»*OUTER FACE*»7Xr*R.S.I.*»9X»*R.S»I»*»9ST2 180
1X»*R.S.I.*»9X»*R.S.I.*»9X»*R.S.I.*»8X»*COATING*) ST2 181
290 FORMAT <15X»*SHEET*»10X»*SHEET*,9X»*AT BOND*»52X,*AT COAT1NG*»///)ST2 182
300 FORMAT (5X,It*2X»8E1&.5> ST2 183
310 FORMAT UHl»46Xr*NORMAL STRESSES IN TRANSVERSE BARS*///) ST2 184
320 FORMAT (26X»*BARS BETWEEN LONGITUDINAL STIFFENERS*'; 10H * * * * ST2 185
!*»//) ST2 186
330 FORMAT (16X»*SEGMENT*»6X»*1 - 2*»10X»*2 - 3*»10X»*3 - iM-rlOX**** - ST2 187
15*»10X»*5 - b*»10X»*6 - 7*) ST2 188
340 FORMAT (16X»*NUMBER*) ST2 189
350 FORMAT (30X>*CORE*»11X»*BOND*.10X.*R.S.I.*,9X»*R.S.I,*»9X»*R.S.I.*ST2 190
1»9X»»R.S.I.*///) ST2 191
360 FORMAT (18X»I2»3X»6E15.5) ST2 192
370 FORMAT (iHl»53Xr*SHEAR STRESS IN PANELS*///) ST2 193
380 FORMAT (26X»*PANELS BETWEEN LONGITUDINAL BARS*»lOH * * * * *»//ST2 19*
1) ST2 195
390 FORMAT < 16X» *PANEL*»8X»*1 - 2*»10X»*2 - 3*»10X»*3 - <**»lOXf*<* - 5*ST2 196
1»10X»*5 - 6*»10Xi*6 - 7*) ST2 197
1*00 FORMAT (1H1»39X»*MAX1MUM SHEAR STRESSES IN BOND AND INSULATIST2 198
ION*///) ST2 199
FORMAT <<*<*X»*LONGITUDINAL BAR NUMBER*»10H * * * * * ) ST2 200
FORMAT (1*U» ^ TRANSVERSE* ) ST2 201
<*30 FORMAT (l3x»*BAR NUMBER* »6X»*BOND*» 12X >*3*» l^x»****» 1<*X»*5*, 14Xt*6ST2 202
l*»l<+X»*7*///> ST2 203
440 FORMAT (1H1»39X»*MAXIMUM PRINCIPAL STRESSES IN BOND AND INSULATIONST2 20«*
I*///) ST2 205
450 FORMAT (1H1» 5<IX»*VERTICAL DEFLECTIONS*///) ST2 206
460 FORMAT (21X»*LONGITUDINAL BAR NUMBER*»10H * * * * # ) ST2 207
470 FORMAT (8X»*vERTICAL*) ST2 208
480 FORMAT (7X»*BAR NUMBER**7x»*l*»14X»*2*»14X»*3*»14X»*4*»14X»*5*»1<*XST2 209
1»*6*»14X»*7*»//) ST2 210
490 FORMAT U1X» I2»3X»7E15.5) ST2 211
500 FORMAT (1H1,b2X»*LON6ITUDINAL DEFLECTIONS*///) ST2 212
510 FORMAT (1H1»20X»*EVALUATION OF MAXIMUM (AND MINIMUM) STR£SSES*////ST2 213
1) ST2 214
520 FORMAT <6X,*FVFT FVFC FVCT FVCC FSlM ST2 215
1 FPIT FPIC FSCM FSSM FPPT ZMAx *///)ST2 216


















































A C O U S T I C F A T I G U E A N A L Y S I S
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT PARAMETERS
AE NOZZLE EXIT AREA
AI MOMENT OF INERTIA
Aw PANEL LENGTH
AMACH LOCAL MACH NUMBER
8ft PANEL WIDTH
C COEFFICIENTS OF A LEAST SQUARES* 3*0 ORDER
CURVE FIT OF ALLOWABLE S-N DATA
D NOZZLE DIAMETER
D7 DURATION OF NOISE IN SECONDS
DvEH VEHICLE DIAMETER
EP PANELS YOUNGS MODULUS
HPAN THICKNESS
Ht THICKNESS IN HONEYCOMB PANEL (MIDDLE)
HF THICKNESS IN HONEYCOMB PANEL (OUTSIDE)
IPADrO VEHICLE IS IN FLIGHT
IPAD=i VEHICLE IS IN THE PAD
KFLEX=0 RIGID AND SYMMETRICAL SUPPORTING STRUCTURE
KFLEXsi FLEXIBLE AND/OR UNSYMMETRICAL SUPPORTING
STRUCTURE
NENG NUMBER OF ENGINES
W>AN =1 RECTANGULAR ISOTROPIC PLATE
NPAN =2 RECTANGULAR HONEYCOMB SANDWICH PANEL
NPAN =3 INTEGRALLY STIFFENED PANEL




T I TOTAL THRUST IN {.&
wo JET VELOCITY
Vb LOCAL SPEED OF SOUND
Vo LOCAL VE UOCITY
Vv VEHICLE VELOCITY
*/t.J WEIGHT FLOW OF JET ENGINE
Vvt-R WEIGHT FLOW OF ROCKET ENGINE
Vu LOCAL VELOCITY
XI DISTANCE BETWEEN BOOSTER ENGINE AND POINT OF
INTEREST
Xo DISTANCE TO EXIT PLANE OF JET ENGINE
XL BOUNDARY LAYER LENGTH



















































































































1 0.0* 1.0* 2.0* 3.0* 4.0* 5.0* 6.0* 7.0* 8.0* 9.0* 10.0
DATA PHI /
1.420* .370* .294» .220* .170* .144* .122* .105* .092* .083* .075
DATA TBBA /
1 1.* 1.5. 2.0* 2.5* 3.0* 1.E30/
DATA TBK1 /
1 27.89* 20.63* 18.45* 17.61* 17.08* 16.12/
DATA TBK2 /
1 19.74* 14.26* 12.34* 11.45* 10.97* 9.87/
10 *RlTt (6*390)
COMPUTE FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCIES
IF (NSECT.LT.7) 60 TO 20
NPAN=2




































































































































GO TO 70 FTG 116
C HECTANGULAR HONEYCOMB SANDWICH PANEL FTG 117
bO HF=.b*(HPAN-nC) FTG 118
DR=EP*HPAN*HF*HC/1.82 FTG 119
AK=TABLE<BA,TBBA,TBK2»NDIM) FTG 120
IF (AK.EQ.O) GO TO 360 FTG 121
70 FRE«=AK/(2.*PI*AL2*SQRT<AMASS/DR))*FSTAR FTG 122
GO TO 100 FTG 123
C INTEGRALLY STIFFENED PANEL FTG 124










HEQ=HPAN*SRT**(l./3.) , FTG 135
OMEGA=SQRT(AKTAU*12./AMASS) FTG 136
FREa=OMEGA/U.*PI)*FSTAR FTG 137
<iO TO 100 FTG 138
C CORRUGATED PANEL FTG 139










100 CONTINUE FTG 150
WRITE (6»420) FREO FTG 151
C , FTG 152
C NOISE COMPUTATIONS FTG 153
C FTG 154
C FTG 155
DO 220 I=1»IPFI FTG 156
IPFF=IPF(I) FTG 157
GO TO (Il0,li>0»l60»2l0)» IPFF FTG 158
C 1. BOUNDARY LAYER FTG 159
110 SIGMAX=.37*REY**(-.2>*U.-MREY/2.9E7)**2>**.1 FTG 160
FZERO=8.*VU/SIGMAX/XL FTG 161
C PF IS SPECTRUM PRESSURE FTG 162
PF(I)=QL*SQRT <.012/<(1. + .14*AMACH**2)*FZERO*(1. + (FREQ/FZERO)**2)**FTG 163
11.5)) FTG 164
FPLF=20.*ALOGlO(PF(I)/4l.8E-8) FTG 165
WRITE (6»430) FPLF,REY»AMACH»OL.VU FTG 166
GO TO 220 FTG 167
C FTG 168
C 2. ROCKET ENGINE NOISE (BOOSTER AND ORBITER) FTG 169
120 VEXH=TT*CG/*ER FTG 170
FDV=FREQ*D/VEXH FTG 171
IF (FOV.CE..175) GO TO 130 FTG 172
RTERM=-.222-i.315*ALOG10(FDV) FTG 173
1-103
60 TO 1«*0 FTG 17<»
130 RTERM=.625-.202*ALOG10(FDV) FT6 175
XZERO=D*10.**RTERM FTG 176
R=Xi+XZERO FT6 177
IF (IPAD.EQ.O) 60 TO 150 FT6 178
IF <XZERO.GT.(DREF+YCD) R=SQRT( <XH-DREF)**2+(XZERO-DREF-YCL)**2) FTG 179
IF <XZERO.GT.pREF.AND.XZERO.LE.<DREF+YCD) R=SQRT ( (XI+QREF) **2-MYCFTG 180
1L-XZERO+DREF)**2) FTG 181
IF (XZERO.LE.DREF) R=SQRT<<XH-XZERO)**2+YCL**2) FTG 182
C * COMPUTE SPL SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL FTG 183
150 IF (FDV.LE..U16) SPL=70. + 16.6*ALOG10(FDV/.003) FTG 18«»
IF (FDV.LT..152.AND.FOV.GT..016) SPL=82. FTG 185
IF (FDV.GE..152) SPL=70.-16.6*ALOG10(FOV/.8) FTG 186
CAPIO=VS/(PI*DVEH) . FTG 187
DELBPsO. FTG 188
IF (FREO.GE.CAPID) DELBPS6.0 FTG 189
C OBSPL IS OCTAVE BAND SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL FTG 190
OBSPL=10.*ALOGlO(.676*TT**2*CG/WER)+SPL-20,*ALOG10 <R)+DELBP FTG 191
BWDl=BANDM(FKEQ) FTG 192
SPLF=OBSPL-10.*ALOG10(BWD1) FTG 193
WRITE (6»'*«*0) SPLF»XZERO FTG 19«f
PF(I)=m.8E-8*10.**(SPLF/20.) FTG 195
GO TO 220 FTG 196
C FTG 197
C 3. JET FLYBACK ENGINE NOISE ON VEHICLE FTG 198
160 VR=ABS(VV-Vo) FTG 199
OJ=SQRTU.*AE/PI) FTG 200
RHOF=WEJ/(AE*VJ) FTG 201
FVRLG=l<*b. + l<jO.*ALOGlO<VR/1600.) FTG 202
C SPL200 IS OVERALL SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL FOR Y=200FT. FTG 203
SPL200=FVPLG+10.*ALOG10(RHOF**2*AE) FTG 20<»
C SPLNF IS SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL AT YP DISTANCE FTG 205







IF (YPDJ.GT.iiOO.) GO TO 190 FTG 213
IF CYPDJ.LT.30.) GO TO 170 FTG 21«*
UELDB=20.*ALOG10(Y200DJ/YPDJ) FTG 215
GO TO 200 FTG 216
170 IF (YPDJ.LT.2.5) GO TO 180 FTG 217
DELOB=TERM1+16.*ALOG10(Y30DJ/YPDJ) FTG 218
60 TO 200 FTG 219
180 IF (YPDJ.LT.i.) GO TO 190 FTG 220
DELDbrTERMl+TERM2+m.*ALOG10CY25DJ/YPDJ) FTG 221
GO TO 200 FTG 222
190 wRITt (6»«»00) YP FTG 223
GO TO 360 FTG 22*»









WRITE (6»450) SPLF FTG 233
PF(i)=Jfi.8£-d*10.**<SPLF/20.) FTG 234
GO TO 220 FTG 235
C FTG 236
C 4. JET SCRUBBING ON BODY FTG 237
C PE IS PRESSURE AT NOZZLE EXIT FTG 238
210 PE=TJ*1.275/OJ**2 FTG 239
C OX IS JET DIAMETER AT X FEET FTG 240
UX=DJ*(l.-»-.2«+4*XJ/DJ) FTG 241







IF (CVF.tO.-D GO TO 360 FTG 249
OBSPL=OBMAX-CVF FTG 250
SPLF=OBSPL-10.*ALOG10(BWD) " FTG 251
WRITS (6»460) SPLF FTG 252
PF<I)=41.8E-0*10.**<SPLF/20.> FTG 253
220 CONTINUE FTG 254
C FTG 255
C FTG 256











IF (KFLEX.N6.0.) SCON=.75 FTG 268
OCON=4.069 FTG 269
IF (KFLEX.NE.O.) DCON=20.445 FTG 270
t>0 TO <230,2<*0»250,260)» NPAN FTG 271
C SMAX IS MAXIMUM BENDING STRESS FTG 272
C YfiAX IS MAXIMUM DEFLECTION FTG 273
230 HEFF=HPAN FTG 274
SMAX=SCON*AL2*PBAR/HPAN2 FTG 275
YMAX=OCON*PBAR*AL4/<EP*HPAN3) - FTG 276
SLD(I)=100.*SMAX FTG 277
GO TO 270 FTG 278




GO TO 270 FTG 283












270 WRITE (6,470) SLD(I)»YMAX FTG 295




CALL MININO(C»SLD(I>»ANRMS(I)»CY(I>»SCR(I)) FTG 300
IF (NOAPP.EQ.2) GO TO 360 FTG 301
GO TO (280,290,300,310), IPFF FTG 302
280 WRITE (6,480) SCK(I) < . . FTG 303
GO TO 320 FTG 304
290 WRITE (6,490) SCR(I) FTG 305
C»0 TO 320 FTG 306
300 WRITE (6,500) SCK(I) FTG 307
GO TO 320 FTG 308
310 WRITE (6,510) SCR(I) 5 FTG 309
320 IF (SCR(I).EO.O.) GO TO 340 FTG 310
ANCR(I)=l.261*ANRMS(I)*SLD<I)/SCR(I) FTG 311





IF (ALLST.GE.SCRU)) GO TO 330 FTG 317
WRITE (6,530) ALLST FTG 318
60 TO 340 FTG 319
330 WRITE (6,540) ALLST FTG 320
340 CONTINUE FTG 321
IF (SUM1.EQ.O.) GO TO 360 FTG 322
SBAR=SQRT(SUM1) FTG 323
ANBAR=1.261*SUM2/SBAR FTG 324
WRITE (6,550) SBAR,ANBAR FTG 325
X=ALOG10(ANBAR) FTG 326
ALLST = (C(1)+C(2)*X4-C(3)*X**2+C(4)*X**3)*1000. FTG 327
IF (ALLST.GE.S8AR) GO TO 350 FTG 328
WRITE (6,530) ALLST FT6 329
GO To 360 FTG 330
350 WRITE (6,540) ALLST FTG 331
360 X=Aww/BWw FTG 332
X=TABLE(X»ELw»PHI»ll) FTG 333
IF (X.EQ.O.) WRITE (6,560) FTG 334
WRITE (6,570) TIMEF,EPP,AMF,OF,X FTG 335
TB=0. FTG 336
IF (QF.EQ.O.) GO TO 380 FTG 337
TB=X*AWW*12.0/(EPP*144.0/QF)**0.333 FTG 338
IF (TB.GT.HEFF) GO TO 370 FTG 339
WRITE (6,580) FTG 340
GO TO 380 FTG 341
370 WRITE (6,590) FTG 342
380 WRITE (6»600) HEFF»TB FTG 343
RETURN FTG 344
C FTG 345
390 FORMAT (1HD FTG 346
400 FORMAT (18HOY-OISTANCE ERROR=E12.4) FTG 347
1-106
410 FORMAT (27H PANEL MOMENT OF INERTIA = ,E10.3»10H INCHES***/) FTG 348
•+20 FORMAT <13H FREQUENCY = »F7.1»3H HZ/) FTG 349
«*30 FORMAT <2<*H BOUNDARY LAYER NOISE = tF6.1,21H OB - REYNOLDS NO. = ,FTG 350
1E12.4»13H» MACH NO. = »E12.4/20H DYNAMIC PRESSURE = »El2.4,l3H» VEFTG 351
2LOCITY = .£.12.4) FTG 352
440 FORMAT <i»3H ROCKET ENGINE NOISE = »F6.1t31H DB - APPARENT NOISE SOFTG 353
1URCE AT ,P6.1»3H FT) FTG 354
450 FORMAT < 1<*H ABES NOISE = »F6.1»3H DB) FTG 355
460 FORMAT (23H JET SCRUBBING NOISE = »F6.1,3H DB) FTG 356
470 FORMAT (26HOMAXIMUM BENDING STRgSS = »F10.0»4H PSI/26H MAXIMUM RMSFTG 357
1 DEFLECTION = ,F10.5»3H IN) FTG 358
H80 FORMAT <«*OH BOUNDARY LAYER NOISE CRITICAL STRESS = »E12.4.4H PSD FTG 359
490 FORMAT (39H KOCKET ENGINE NOISE CRITICAL STRESS = »El2.4,4H PSI) FTG 360
500 FORMAT «*4H JET FLYBACK ENGINE NOISE CRITICAL STRESS r »E12.4»4H PFTG 361
1SI) FTG 362
blO FORMAT (39H JET SCRUBBING NOISE CRITICAL STRESS = »Ei2.4»4H PSI) FTG 363
t>20 FORMAT (27H NO. OF STRESS REVERSALS = »E12.4) FTG 364
530 FORMAT (35H ***PANEL IS SUSCEPTIBLE TO FAILURE/39H CRITICAL STRFTG 365
lt.SS MUST BE KEDUCED TO »E12.4»2lH PSI TO AVOID FAILURE) FTG 366
boO FORMAT <d6h ***PANEL IS GOOD FOP THIS CONDITION/40H CRITICAL STFTG 367
1RESS MAY BE INCREASED TO »E12.4.4H PSI) FTG 368
b50 FORMAT (29HOCOMPOSITE CRITICAL STRESS = »Ei2.4»4H PSI/27H NO. OF SFTG 369
1TRESS REVERSALS = »Ei2.4) FTG 370
b60 FORMAT (43H AW/BW WAS OUTSIDE THE TABLE LIMITS FOR PHI) FTG 371
o70 FORMAT (H2HOPANEL FLUTTER ANALYSIS - DESIGN POINT AT ,E12.4,iSH SEFTG 372
H-ONDb OF FLl(iHT/i8H YOUNGS MODULUS = »E12.4»13H» MACH NO. = »F.12.4FTG 373
2/20H Q LOCAL/FCNCAMI) = »E12.4»8H» PHI = »E12.4) FTG 374
b80 FORMAT (31M ***PANEL IS STABLE FOR FLUTTER) FTG 373
690 FORMAT (33H ***PANEL IS UNSTABLE FOR FLUTTER) FTG 376
oOO FORMAT <J2h PANEL EFFECTIVE THICKNESS = »E12.4»4H IN./64H PAFTG 377
1NEL EFFECTIVL THICKNESS NECESSARY FOR FLUTTER STABILITY = »E12.4»4FTG 378
2H IN.) FTG 379
END FTG 380-
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FUNCTION ALL(ARR,CY) ALL 1
DIMENSION ARRU) ALL 2







FUNCTION APPISLD»CY»CYL»ARR) APR 1
COMMON/APP1/NOAPP APF 2
DIMENSION C < 3 > » ARR(4) APP 3
DATA <C<I)»I=1.3)/2.631102E-02.-2.635E-02»-4.939331E-01/ APP 4
A1U)=2./PI*ACOS<1.-PI/1.212*U.-X)) „ , App f
A2(X) = (-C<2>-SQRT(C<i>)**2-4.*C(3)*<C<l)-ALOG<X)M)/<2.*C(3)) APP 6
A3(X) = (ARRU)+ARR(2)*X+ARR<3)*X**2+ARR(4)*X**3)*1000. APP 7
PI=3.14159 APP ^
Y=CY/CYL APP 9
IF (Y.6T.0.455.AND.Y.LT.ltO) GO TO 30 APP 10
YYSY-0.0001 APP \\
IF (YY.GE.O.) GO TO 20 APP 12
YY=0. APP 13
IF (A2(Y)*SLD.GT.A3(Y)) 60 TO 10 App *•*
WRITE (6.50) APP 15
NOAPP=l APP 16
RETURN App }7a
10 NOAPP=2 APP 18
WRITE (6.60) APP J9
RETURN App 2J
20 Z=(A2(Y)-A2(YY))*10000. APP 21
APP=Z*SLD/CYL*CY App 22
RETURN APP «
30 YY=Y+O.OOOl App 2<»
IF (YY.LE.l.) GO TO 40 App 25
YYS1. APP 26
FACT=YY-Y APP 27
Z=(AKYY)-A1(Y) I/FACT APP 28
APPsZ*SLD/CYL*CY APP 29
RETURN APP 30




50 FORMAT (X//50H ***** S O N I C F A T I G U E N O T E *****/5APP 35
10H THE NUMBER OF STRESS REVERSALS IS SO LOW THAT /50H FATIGUE APP 36
2IS NOT A FACTOR FOR THIS CONFIGURATION /50H AND ALLOWABLE S-N CUAPP 37
3RVE. THE ACOUSTIC FATIGUE /50H ANALYSIS FOR THIS NOISE SOURCE IAPP 38
t»S OMITTED. /7X.35H***** END OF N O T E *****//) APP 39
60 FORMAT (47HOAPPLIED S-N CURVE EXCEEDS ALLOWABLE S-N CURVE.) APP 40
END App *1-
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FUNCTION BANDW(F) 8ND 1
C BND 2
C / THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES BANDWIDTH AS A FUNCTION BND 3
C , OF FREQUENCY BNO H
DIMENSION FTB<13)»BWTB<13) BND 5
DATA FTB/ 2.» <*.« 8., 16.. BND 6
1 31.5 »63.0 »125. »250. »500. » BND 7
2 1000. »2000. »<»000. »8000. / BND 8
DATA BWTB/1.35. 2.75» 5.5» 11.t BND 9
1 22.5 >45.0 »90.0 »180. »355. » BND 10
2 700. »l<tOO. »2800. »5600. / BND 11
IF (F.GE..65.AND.F.LE.10800.) 60 TO 10 BND 12
*»RITE <6»30) F BND 13
IF (F.LT.0.6b> BANDW=1.35 BND 14
IF (F.GT.10600.) BANOW=5600. BNO 15
KETURN : BND 16
10 1=0 BND 17
20 1=1+1 BND IB




30 FORMAT (19HOFREO, ARG. ERROR =E12.<») BND 23
END BND 2«*-
1-110
FUNCTION CURVEF(F,FSTAR> CRV 1
THIS FUNCTION IS USED TO COMPUTE OBSPL CRV 2
ITER=0 CRV 3
SUMDE.LSO. CRV <*
IF (FSTAR.GT.F) GO TO 30 CRV 5
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY is LESS THAN F CRV 6
OELUBPSU. CRV 7
FU=F CRV 8
10 FL=.b*FU CRV 9




IF (ITER.GT.100) GO TO 70 CRV 1*
60 TO 10 CRV 15
20 DELDB=(FSTAR-FL)/<FU-FL)*DELDBP+SUMDEL CRV 16
60 TO 60 CRV 17
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY is GREATER THAN F CRV is
30 DELDBP=3.5 CRV 19
FL=F CRV 20
«0 FU=2.*FL CRV 21
IF (FU.GE.FSTAR) GO TO 50 CRV 22




IF (ITER.GT.100) GO TO 70 CRV 26
60 TO <*0 CRV 27
50 UELDB=<FSTAR-FU)/(FU-FD*OELDBP+SUMDEL CRV 38
60 CURVEF=DELDB CRV 29
RETUHN CRV 30




80 FORMAT (30HOERROR IN OBSPL COMPUTATION F=E12.4»3X»6HFSTARrEi2.«») CRV 35
END CRV 36-
1-111
SUBROUTINE MININCHDI »SI_Dr CYL»CY,SCR) MNN 1
COMMON/APPl/UOAPP MNN 2
DIMENSION CU> MNN 3
DIMENSION DI<4) MNN 4








DO 10 I=L»10 MNN 13
tTA=0.999/iO.**I . MNN If
CY=ETA*CYL MNN 15
C1=APP(SLD»CY»CYL»DI) MNN 16
IF (NOAPP.NE.O) SO TO 100 MNN 17
C2=ALL(DIfCY) MNN 18
XI=C2-C1 MNN 19
IF (Xl.6t.XlU) GO TO 90 MNN 20
IF (ABS(XI/C1).LT.0.01> 60 TO 70 MNN 21
IF UI.LT.0.0) GO TO 20 MNN 22
XIUSXI MNN 23
ETAU=ETA MNN 24
10 CONTINUE MNN 25
20 XIL=XI MNN 26




IF (NOAPP.NE.O) v»0 TO 100 MNN 31
C2=ALL(DI»CY) MNN 32
XI=C2-C1 MNN 33
30 IF (ABS(Xl/Cl).LT.0.01) GO TO 70 MNN 3«*
IF (XIL.LE.XI.AND.XI.LE.XIU) GO TO J*0 MNN 35
60 TO 90 MNN 36
40 IF (XI.LT.0.0) GO TO 50 MNN 37
XIUSXI MNN 38
ETAU=ETA MNN 39
60 TO 60 MNN 40
50 XILSX1 MNN 41
ETAL=ETA MNN 42
60 ETA=0.5*(ETAL+ETAU) MNN 43
CY=£TA*CYL MNN 44
C1=APP(SLD»CY»CYL»DI) MNN 45
IF (NOAPP.NE.O) GO TO 100 MNN 46
-C2=ALL(DIfCY) MNN 47
XI=C2-C1 MNN 48
GO TO 30 MNN 49
70 Y=CY/CYL MNN 50
IF (Y.GT.0.455.AND.Y.LT.1.0) 60 TO 80 MNN 51
SCK=((-C(2)-SQRT(C(2)**2-4.*C(3)*(C(1)-AL06(Y))))/(2.*C(3)))*SLD MNN 52
GO TO 110 MNN 53
80 SCR=12./PI*ACOSU.-PI/1.212*(1.-Y)))*SLD MNN 54
60 TO 110 MNN 55
90 KRlTt (6»120) MNN 56
100 SCR=0. MNN 57
110 KETUHN MNN 5fl
1-112
MNN 59
120 FORMAT (30HOJTERATION FAILED TO CONVERGE.) MNN 60
MNN 61-
1-113



















































































































•ETA • DRV 4






































































































































































*RITE (6.200) DRV 64
C DPV 65
C *** READ wEIOHT-cOST INPUT 09V 66
C DRV 67
HEAD (5.210) KINDP,KINDS.LENGTH,WIDTH,DLPANL»DWPANL»A,8»MATLin,ICODRV 68
IS DRV 69
HEAD I5.,<>20) PINS1.PINS2.PINS3»TINS1»TINS2,TINS3 DRV 70
VnRITfc. (6.230) KlNOP»LENGT.H,wIDTH.DLPANL»DWPANL,A,B,ICOS»KlNDS.TINSDRV 71
ll»TlNS2.TINS.3.PINSl»PINS2.PINS3»MATLin DRV 72
IF (KINDP.VjT.O.ANO.KiNOP.LT.o) GO TO 30 QRV 73
WRITL (6.240) DRV 74
RETURN DRV 75
30 bO TO (40.50.60.80.80) » KINQP DRV 76
C DRV 77
C *** KINuP = 1 DRV 78
C . ORV 79
HO READ (5*^50) NRI8S.CHORD»RADIUS DRV 80
w/RITt (6»2bO) HRI8S,CHORD.RADIUS»TSKIN1,TSKIN2 DRV 81
00 TO 70 ORV 82
C ORV 83
C *** MNDP = 2 DRV 84
C DRV 85
50 READ <5»«i20) GINSRT.TCORE.TEDGE DRV «6
WRITE (b»270) GINSRT»TCORE.TEDGE.TSKIN1,TSKIN2 DRV 87
60 TO 70 DRV 88
C DRV 89
C *** KINDP =3 ORV 90
C ORV 91
60 READ (5.250) NRIbS.HRIB.TEDGE»E1RIB,E2RIB»E3RIB,T1KTB,T?RIB,TWRID DRV 92
WRITE (6.280) NRIBS.HRIB,ElRI8.E2RIB»E3Rie»TEOGE.TSKlNi,TlRlb.T2PIDRV 93
Ib.TWKIB ORV 94






00 TO 130 . DRV 101
C DRV 102
C *** KINQP = 4 OR 5 DRV 103
C DRV 104
80 READ <5»220) GJNSRT.TCORErTEDGE,TEXT.PEXT DRV 105






IF (KINDP-5) 90»100»110 DRV 112
90 M=.06528 ORV 113
60 TO 120 DRV 11*
100 Kl=.03295 DRV 115
1-115
K2=,300 ORV 116
60 TO 130 DRV 117
110 Kl=.07181 DRV 118
120 K2=,575 DRV 119
130 IF (KINDS.EG).0) GO TO 180 DRV 120
IF {KINDS.ST.0.AND.KINDS.LT.4) 60 TO 140 DRV 121
WRITE (6*300) DRV 122
RETURN DRV 123
140 60 TO (150,160,170)» KINDS DRV 124
C DRV 125
C *** KINDS = 1 DRV 126
C DRV 127
150 READ (5,220) GBOLT,GNUTPL,GWASH,TCORN,TPOST,OnPOST,LTUbE,TTuBE,TFNDRV 128
1G1» TBMLA»TBMSA,TDOUBC:TDOUBP»TPLATE,TSEAL»HBEAMA,WBEAMA DRV 129
WRITE <6»310) GBOLT»GNUTPL»GwASH»TCORN,TPOST»ODPOST»LTUeE»TfURE,TFDRV 130
1NG1»TBMLA.TBMSA,TOOUBC,TDOUBPtTPLATEfTSEALtHBEAMA,WBEAMA DRV 131
GO TO 180 ORV 132
C DRV 133
C *** KINDS = 2 DRV 134
C ORV 135
160 READ (5,220) GSOLT,GNUTPL,GWASH,GINSUL,TPOST»WPOST DRV 136
WRITE (6,320) GBOLT»GNUTPL,GWASH»GINSUL»TPOST,WPOST DRV 137
60 TO 180 DRV 138
C DRV 139
C *** KINDS =3 ORV 140
C DRV 141
170 KEAD (5,220) GBOLT,GNUTPL»GWASH,GCLAMP,TPOST,ODPOST»ODPOSR»TTUBE,TDRV 142
lFN61,TBMLC,TDMSC,W8MLC,WBMSC,TRIBL,TRlBS,WRIBL,WKlt)S D»V 143
READ (5,220) H*ING»ODRING»IDFNGl,IDFNG2»HFNG1»HFNG2'TRING1»THING2 DRV 144
WRITE (6,330) GBOLT»6NUTPL,GdASH»6CLAMP,TPOST,ODPOST»ODPOSR,TTU6E,DRV 1^5
lTFN6i,TBMLC»TBMSC,WBMLC»WBMSC,TRieL,TRIBS,WRIBL,WRlPS,HPING,OnR!NGDRV 146
2,lDFNGl,IDFNv,2,HFNGl»HFNG2,TRINGl,TPlNG2 DRV 147
180 IF (JCOS.EQ.ol GO TO 190 DRV 148
READ (5,220) AT,BT,CT,CF1,EGTH,ETA DRV 149
READ (5,220) FTH,FTS»K1,K2,K3,NPA,OS»STPS ORV 150
WRITE (6»3'*0) AT,BT»CT»CF1,EGTH,£TA,FTH»FTS,K1,K2,K3»NPA,OS,STPS DRV 151
190 WRITE (6,350) ORV 152
CALL WTTPS DRV 153
IF (KLIC.EQ.iOO) RETURN DRV 154
CALL COSTOT DRV 155
RETURN DRV 156
C DRV 157
200 FORMAT (1H1) DRV 158
210 FORMAT (2l<*»bE8.0,2I1*) DRV 159
220 FORMAT (9E6.u) ORV 160




415.3» 115) DRV 165
240 FORMAT (65HO***** KIND OF PANEL FLAG* KINDP, WAS NOT PROPERLY ENTEDRV 166
1REO. *****) DRV 167
250 FORMAT (I8,9L8.0) DRV 168
260 FORMAT (//32X»5HNRIBS,10X,5HCHORO,9X»6HRADIUS»9X»6HTSKlNl,9X»6HTSKDRV 169
UN2/30X,l7,4hl5.3) DRV 170
270 FORMAT (//31x»6HGINSRT,10X,5HTCORE,10X,5HTEDSE»9X»6HTSKIN1»9X»6HTSDRV 171
1KIN2/22X,5F1^.3) DRV 172




290 FORMAT (//16XrbH6lNSRT.10X,5HTCORE»lOX.5HTED6E»llXf*MTEXT»HX.4HPEDRV 176
1XT,9X,6HTSKIN1,9X,6HTSKIN2/7X,7F15.3> DRV 177
300 FORMAT (69MO***** KIND OF STRUCTURE FLAG* KINDS. WAS NOT PRQPF.RLY DRV 178
1ENTERED. *****) ORV 179




320 FORMAT (//25*»5HGBOLT»9X»6HGNUTPL»10X»5H6WASH»9X»6HGlNSUL»loX»5HTPDRV 184
10ST»10X,5HwPOST/15X»6F15.3) DRV 185
330 FORMAT <//l7x.5HGPOLT»9X»6HGNUTPL»10X»5HGWASH*9X»6HGCLAMp.lQX»5HTPDRV 186
lOST,9X,6HOuPOST.9X,6HODPOSR/7X,7F15.3//25X,5HTTU6E.10Xr5HTFNG1.10XDRV 187




i(*0 FORMAT <//20At2HAT.13X.2HBT»l3Xt2HCT»12X»3HCFl»llXr»HEGTH»l2X»3HETORV 192
lA,l2X.3HFTH/7X,7F15.3//19X,3HFTS.13X»2HKl»13X»2HK2tl3X,2HK3,12X»3HDRV 193
2NPA»13X,^HOS,11X»4HSTPS/7X,7F15.3) DRV 19«*





















































































































































































































































































































































C MATERIAL IS INSULATION AML 63
IF (KEY.tO.0) 60 TO 10 AML 64
C AML 65
C MATERIAL IS REUSABLE SURFACE INSULATION AML 66
IP <KEY.EQ.il> GO TO 20 AML 67
C AML 68
C MATERIAL IS ABLATIVE MATERIAL AML 69
IF <KEY.tQ.i*> GO TO 30 AML 70
C AML 71
iF <<MATLIO.UT.1).OR.(MATLID.GT.15)) RETURN AML 72
liO TO <UO»290r35o»360»370»380t390»400*4lO»420* 18Q»24u »43o»4«*0»450) AML 73
1» MATLIT AML 74
C AML 75
C AML 76
C*****MATERIAL TYPE. IS INSULATION ***** . AML 77





C*****MAT£RIAL IS REUSABLE SURFACE INSULATION AML *3
C AML 84





C*****MATEKIAL TYPE IS ABLATIVE MATERIAL AML 90
C AML 91





C*****MATERIAL TYPE IS ALUMINUM <7U75-T6) ***** AML 97
C AML 98
40 CONTINUE AML 99
IF (MATLID.tvi.l) MBASE=ALRASt AML 100
60 TO (5G»t>0»100»130»140*lbO»160»170> » KEY AML 101
C AML 102
C MATERIAL FORM IS FASTENER AML 103
C AML 104
C AML 105
50 CONTINUE AML 106
C ANALYSIS ASSUMES FASTENER IS A BOLT AML 107
AMUV=1.1 AML 108
PBASE=21.00 AML 109
IF (MATLID.GT.1) PBASE=XFACT*M8ASE AML 110
C AML 111
GO TO 47u AML 112
C MATERIAL FORM IS HONEYCOMB AML 113
C ANALYSIS IS BASED ON THE 5052 ALUMINUM ALLOY* A 3/16 INCH CELL AML 114
C SIZE* AND A .002 INCH FOIL THICKNESS AML 115






IF (QUANM.LT.600.) 60 TO 70 AML 121
IF (QUANM.GE.12000.) 60 TO 80 AML 122
P=1.43 AML 123
PSAWX=.25 AML 124
60 TO 90 AML 125
70 CONTINUE AMU i?e
P=1.72 AML 127
PSAWXS.45 AML 128
60 TO 90 AML 129
80 CONTINUE AML 130
P=1.30 AML 131
PSA«X=,22 AML 132





60 TO 460 AML 138
C AML 139
C MATERIAL FORM IS FOIL» SHEET* OR PLATE AML
C AML
C ANALYSIS IS bASED ON 7075 AND 7Q7Q ALUMINUM ALLOYS IN THE AML 142
C FOLLOWING TEMPERS -T6» -T651 AML 143
100 CONTINUE AML 144
AMUV=i.l AML 145
GUANM=QUANM*AMUV AML 146
IF (THK.6E..1875) 60 TO 110 AML 147
PBASE=-13.tt2*THK-«-1.218 AML 148
IF (THK.6E..044) PBASEs-.641*THK+.638 AML 149
l*IDTX = .0106*WlDT-.510 AML 150
IF (wIDT.Le.48.) WIDTX=0 AML 151
HBASE=PBAS£+*IDTX AML 152
PROTX=-2.162*THK-»-.187 AML 153
IF (PROTX.LT.O) PROTX=0 AML 154
TOLX=.03b AML 155
IF (THK.LT..154) TOLX=,046 AML 156
PEXTKA=PKOTX*TOLX AML 157
60 TC 120 AML 158
110 CONTINUE AML 159
PBASt=-.00642*THK+.536 AML 160
WIDTX=.00131*WIOT-.0327 AML 161
IF (WlDT.LE.*i5.) WIDTX=0 AML 162
PBASE=PBASE+wlDTX AML 163
IF (THK.»»E..<:bO) FLATX=.01 AML 164
USONX=.Ob AML 165
IF (THK.LT.1.5) USONX=.08 AML 166
IF <THK.LT..b) USONX=.025 AML 167
PEXTRA=FLATX+USONX AML 168
120 CONTINUE AML 169
QUANX=.1486*(iUANM**-. 000115 AML 170
IF (OUANM.LT.3500.) QUANX=113100.*QUANM**-1.667 AML 171




IF (GUANM.LT.4000.) PACKX=.013 AML 175
IF (<.(UANM.LT.2000.) PACKX=.025 AML 176
PEXTRASPEXTRA+QUANX+MARKX+PACKX AML 177
GO TO 460 AML 178
C AML 179
C MATERIAL FORM IS WIRE, ROD, OR BAR AML 180
C AML 181
c ANALYSIS is BASED ON 7075 ALLUMINUM ALLOY IN THE FOLLOWING AML isa
C TEMPERS -T6» -T651 AML 183





IF (UUANM.LT.5000.) QUANX=.025 AML 189
IF (UUANM.LT.100U.) QUANX=13.98*OUANM**-.742 AML 190
IF ((iUANM.LT.25.) QUANX=1.30 AML 191
PEXTKA=QuANX AML 192
00 TO 460 AML 193
C AML 194
C MATERIAL FORi* IS EXTRUSION AML 195
C AML 196
C ANALYSIS IS dASEO ON 7075 AND 7079 ALUMINUM ALLOYS IN THE AML 197
C FOLLOWING TEMPERS -T6» -T6510, -T6511 AML 198






IF (K.LE.l) P=.890 AML 205
IF (K.EQ.2.AnD.niA.LE.3.5) P=.9706*DIA**<-.05003) AML 206
IF (K.EQ.2.AND.D1A.GT.3.5) P=.910 AML 207
IF (K.EQ.3.AND.DIA.LE.4.5) P=l.074*DIA**{-.091181) ' AML 208
IF (K.EQ.3.AND.DIA.GT.4.5) P=0.8265*OIA**(.08922) AML 209
IF (K.GE.U.A.K.LE.5.AND.DIA.LE.4.5) P=l,1510*DIA**<-.07893) AML 210
IF <K.GE.4.A.K.LE.5.AND.DIA.GT.4.5> P=0.7522*DIA**(.19544) AML 211
IF (K.GE.6.A.K.LE.8.AND.DIA.LE.t*,5) P=l .2699»DI A**(-. 09497) AML 212
IF (K,GE.6.A.K.LE.8.AND.DIA.GT.^.5) P=0.6576*DIA**(.32524) AML 213
IF (K.GE.9.A.K.LE.11.AND.DIA.LE.4.5) P=1.3904*OIA**(-.10852) AML 214
IF (K.GE.9.".K.LE.11.AND.DIA.GT.4.5) P=0.8826*DIA**(.20352) AML 215
IF (K.GE.12.A.K.LE.14.AND.OIA.LE.3.5) P=1.5224*DIA**(-.14045) AML 216
IF (K.GE.12.A.K.LE.14.AND.OIA.GT.3.5) P=.9688*OIA*»(.20075) AML 217
IF (K.GE.15.A.K.LE.20.AND.OIA.LE.2.5) P=1.7219*DIA**(-.2330u) AML 218
IF (K.GE.15.A.K.LE.20.AND.DIA.GT.2.5) P=1.1685*DIA**(.17168) AML 219
IF (K.GE.21.A.K.LE.25.AND.DIA.LE.2.5) P=1.8625*DlA**(-.1256l) AML 220
IF (K.GE.21.A.K.LE.25.AND.DIA.GT.2.5) P=l.4733*01A**(.12607) AML 221
IF (K.GE.26.A.K.LE.30.AND.DIA.LE.2.5) P=2.0931*01A**<-.0999Q> AML 222
IF (K.GE.26.A.K.LE.30.AND.DIA.GT.2.5) P=l.7802*01A**<.07680) AML 223
IF (K.GE.31.A.K.LE.35.AND.DIA.LE.2.5) P=2.5361*DIA**<-.12580) AML 224
IF (K.GE.3l.A.K.LE.3b.AND.DIA.GT.2.5) P=2.0320*OIA»*(.11606) AML 225
IF (K.GT.35) P=2.500 AML 226
LENGX=0 AML 227
IF (EL.GE.300..A.EL.LT.456..ANO.WTPFT.LT..250) LENGXs.Ol AML 228
IF (EL.GE.300..A.EL.LT.456..AND.WTPFT.GE..250.A.WTPFT.LT..499) LENAML 229
16X=.005 AML 230
IF (EL.GE.300..A.EL.LT.456..AND.WTPFT.GE..499) LENGXsQ AML 231
IF (EL.GE.456..AND.WRPFT.LT..250) LENGX=.017 AML 232
1-121
IF (tL.GE.H5u..A!MD.WTPFT.GE..499) LENGX=.005 AML 233




IF (QUANM.GE.RQUAN) PDIE=0 AML 238
QUANX=-.OOOOU18*QUANM+.02U AML 239




GO TO 460 AML 244
C AML 245
C MATERIAL FORK IS TUBING AML 246
150 CONTINUE AML 247
60 TO 480 AML 248
C AML 249
C MATERIAL FORM IS FORGING AML 250
160 CONTINUE AML 251
00 TO 480 AML 252
C AML 253
C MATEKIAL FOR*. IS CASTING AML 254
'' 170 CONTINUE AML 255
GO Tw 480 AML 256
C AML 257
C*****MATEKIAL TYPE IS ALLOY STEEL (4130* 4340) ***** AML 258
C AML 259
18U CONTINUE AML 260
M8ASL=.»tU AML 261
60 TO (190»4u»20U*230»40»40*l*0»tK)) » KEY AML 262
C AML 263
C MATERIAL FORK IS FASTENER AML 264
C AML 265
C ANALYSIS ASSUMES FASTENER IS A BOLT AML 266
190 CONTINUE AML 267
AMUV=1.1 AML 268
PBASE=13.00 AML 269
60 TO 470 AML ?70
C AML 271
C MATEKIAL FORM'IS FOIL* SHEET* OR PLATE AML 272
C AML 273
C ANALYSIS IS 6ASEO ON AN AVERAGE OF HOT ROLLED NORMALIZED AND AML 274
C HOT KOLLEC ANNEALED AIRCRAFT QUALITY 4130 ALLOY STEEL* AND QN HOT AML 275
C ROLLED ANNEALED AIRCRAFT QUALITY 4340 ALLOY STEEL AML 276
200 CONTINUE AML 277
AMUV=1.1 AML 278
OUANM=QUANM*AMUV AML 279
IF (THK.6E..250) GO TO 210 AML 280
PBASt=1.00 AML 281
IF (THK.6E..010) PBASE:.071*THK**>.546 AML 282
IF (THK.CJE..050) PBASE=.0968*THK + .357 AML 283
HROTX=-2.1tt2*THK+.187 AML 284
IF (PROTX.LT.O) PROTXSQ AML 285
GO TO 220 AML 286
210 CONTINUE AML 287
PBASE=.006*THK+,439 AML 288





IF (QUANM.LT.10000. ) QUANX=.027 AML 292
IF (QUANM.LT.3UO.) QUANX=2.059*GUANM**-.5304 AML 293
IF (QUANM.LT.25.) QUANX=.50 AML 294
PEXTRA=QUANX+MARKX+PROTX AML 295
tiO TO 470 AML 296
C
 AML 297
C MATERIAL FORM IS WIRE* ROD, OR BAR AML 298
C
 AML 299
C ANALYSIS IS BASED ON AN AVERAGE PRICE FOR HOT AND C«LO ROLLED AML 300
C AIRCRAFT QUALITY 4340 ALLOY STEEL AML 301




IF (XARE.LT.o.) PBASE=.442 AML 306
QUANX=0 AML 307
IF (QUANM.LT.10000.) OUANX=.027 AML 308
IF (QUANM.LT.300.) QUANX=2.059*QUANM**-.5304 AML 309







C*****MATERIAL TYP£ IS STAINLESS STEEL <30l» 17-7PH) ***** AML 315
C
 AML 316
*UO CONTINUE AML 317
MBASE=.Qb AML 318
60 TO (2t>0.<*0»260»fO»UO»<+0»UO»«»0) » KEY AML 319
C
 AML 320
C MATERIAL FORM is FASTENER AML 321
C
 AML 322





GO 10 «*7U AML 327
C
 AML 328
C MATERIAL IS FOR* SHEET* OR PLATE AML 329
C
 AML 330
C ANALYSIS IS BASED ON AN AVERAGE PRICE FOR TYPE 301 *ND 17-7PH AML 331
C STAINLESS STtEL AML 332




IF (THK.6E..1875) GO TO 270 AML 336
PBASE=.8y2*THK**-.065«f AML 337
OUANX=0 AML 338
IF (QUANM.LT.2000.) QUANX=.939*EXP(-.00206*QUANM) AML 339
IF (QUANM.LT.100,) QUANX=-.007*QUANM+1 .475 AML 3«*0
PROTX=-2.162*THK*.187 AML 341
IF (PROTX.LT.O) PROTX=0 AML 342
PEXTKArQUANX+PROTX AML 3f3
GO TO 280 AML 344
270 CONTINUE AML 345
PBASE=.832 AML 346
IF (THK.LT..475) PBASE=-.3867*THK+.977 AML 347
WUANX=0 AML 348
1-123
JF (QUANM.LT. 10000.) QUANX=.055 AML 349
IF (UUANM.LT.1500.) GUANX=,8738*EXP(-, 0012*QUANM) AML 350






GO TO 470 AML 355
f+
C*****MATEKIAL TYPE IS TITANIUM (TI-6AL-4V) ***** AML 357
C
 AML 358
290 CONTINUE AML 359
MBASE=8.50 AML 360
oO TO (300,4C.310»340»40»40»40,40>» KEY AML 361
C MAThHIAL FORM IS FASTENER AML 363
C
 AML 364





GO TO 470 AML 369
C
 AML 370
C MATERIAL FORM IS FOIL* SHEET, OR PLATE AML 371
C AML 372
C ANALYSIS IS oASED ON THE 6AL-4V TITANIUM ALLOY AML 373
310 CONTINUE AML 374
AMUV=1.1 AML 375
UUANi*t=QUANM*AMuV AML 376
IF (THK.toE.,1875) 60 TO 320 AML 377
PBAS£=6.UO AML 378
LEN6X=.012*f*LEN6-.935 AML 379
IF (LENG.LT.76.) LEN6X=0 AML 3BO
WIOTX=«*.121*'_XP(.0056*WIDT) AML 3fll
THKX=.2l6*TH^**-.995 AML 382
IF <THK.LT..ul8) THKX=12.00 AML 383
PBASt=PBASt>i_ENGX+WlDTX+THKX
 AML
IF (QUANM.LT. 10000.) OUANX=-.00010«*OUANM+.5HO AML 386
IF (QuANM.uT.200.) QUANXS.75 AML 387
TOLX=.ilo*TMK**-.705 AML 388
IF (THK.uT.. jlo) TOLX=3.00 AML 389
HEATX=2.l02*iXP(-5.502*THK) AML 390
PEXTKA=OUAJMX + TOLX+HEATX AML 391















IF (wuANM.LT.4000.) QUANXr-.000184*QUANM+*8ll AML 4Q2








C MATERIAL FORM IS WIRE, ROD» OR BAR
C
























































































































































































































I/ l.Of 4.2f «+.2f 4.





















































































































































































































































































10 CONTINUE AST 98




20 CONTINUE AST 103
C AST 10<*
C IDENTIFICATION OF MATERIAL TYPE AND ASSIGNMENT OF AST 105




C RELATE DETAIL PART TO MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS EQUATION CALLOUT AST 110
C AST 111
IF (KK.EQ.9) GO TO 60 AST 112
IF (KK.EU.10) GO TO 70 AST 113
IF (KK.Eu.il) GO TO 80 AST 11<»
IF (KK.EQ.12) GO TO 90 AST 115
IF (KK.EQ.i5) GO TO iOO AST 116
1-128
IF (KK.EQ.20) GO TO HO AST 117
IF (KK.EQ.21) GO TO 120 AST 118
IF (KK.Ett.22) GO TO 130 AST 119
IF (KK.EQ.23) GO TO 140 AST 120
IF (KK.EQ.25) GO TO 150 AST 121
IF (KK.EQ.2b) GO TO 160 AST 122
IF (KK.EQ.27) GO TO 170 AST 123
IF (KK.EQ.29) GO TO 180 AST 124
IF (KK.EQ.30) GO TO 190 AST 125
IF (KK.EQ.31) GO TO 200 AST 126
IF (KK.EQ.32) GO TO 210 AST 127
IF (KK.EQ.33) GO TO 220 AST 128
IF (KK.EQ.40) GO TO 230 AST 129
IF (KK.EQ.41) GO TO 240 AST 130
IF (KK.EQ.42) GO TO 250 AST 131
IF (KK.EQ.43) GO TO 260 AST 132
IF (KK.EQ.50) GO TO 270 AST 133
IF (KK.EQ.51) GO TO 280 AST 134
IF (KK.EQ.52) GO TO 290 AST 135
IF (KK.EQ.53) GO TO 300 AST 136
IF (KK.EU.55) GO TO 310 AST 137
IF (KK.EQ.56) GO TO 320 AST 138
iF (KK.EQ.b7) GO TO 330 AST 139
IF (KK.EQ.60) GO TO 340 AST 140
IF (KK.EQ.61) GO TO 350 AST 141
IF (KK.EQ.b2) GO TO 360 AST 142
IF (KK.EQ.63) GO TO 370 AST 143
IF (KK.EQ.65) GO TO 380 AST 144
IF (KK.EQ.bb) GO TO 390 AST 145
IF <KK.EQ.b7j GO TO 400 AST 146
IF (KK.EQ.bB) GO TO 410 AST 147
IF (KK.EQ.69) GO TO 420 AST 148
IF (KK.EQ.70) GO TO 430 AST 149
IF (KK.EQ.75) GO TO 440 AST 150
IF (KK.EU.76) GO TO 450 AST 151
IF (KK.EQ.79) GO TO 460 AST 152
IF (KK.EQ.aO) GO TO 470 AST 153
IF (KK.EQ.61) GO TO 480 AST 154
IF (KK.EQ.82) GO TO 490 AST 155
IF <KK.Eu.a3) GO TO 500 AST 156
IF (KK.EQ.04) GO TO 510 AST 157
IF (KK.EQ.ti5) GO TO 520 AST 158
IF (KK.EQ.86) GO TO 530 AST 159
IF (KK.EQ.88) GO TO 540 AST 160
IF (KK.EQ.91) GO TO 550 AST 161
IF (KK.EQ.92) GO TO 560 AST 162
IF (KK.EQ.93) GO TO 570 AST 163
IF (KK.EU.94) GO TO 580 AST 164
IF (KK.EQ.95) GO TO 590 AST 165
IF (KK.EQ.96) GO TO 600 AST 166
IF (KK.EQ.97) GO TO 610 AST 167
IF (KK.EQ.98) GO TO 620 AST 168
IF (KK.EQ.199) GO TO 630 AST 169
EOP=1. AST
 170
GO TO 880 AST 171
AST 172
' AST 173




30 CONTINUE AST 177











GO TO (640»6iO,650*750*690,780*670*720.860*870)* NN AST 189
HO CONTINUE AST 190











GO TO <640,820»650»750»780»840»690*670»720»860*870)» NN AST 202
50 CONTINUE AST 203











GO TO <6<+0,820»650»7S>0»780,690»670»720,860»870)» NN AST 215
C AST 216
C FASTENERS AST 217
C AST 218
60 CONTINUE AST 219
ASSIGN 60 TO JJ AST 220
NNSNN+1 AST 221
KEYsl AST 222
60 TO (860*870)* NN AST 223
C AST 224
C ASSEMBLY* CORRUGATED PANEL (KINOP=1) AST 225
C AST 226
70 CONTINUE AST 227






60 TO (640*840,670,770*720,860»880)» NN AST 233
C AST 234
C UPPER SKIN, CORRUGATED PANEL . AST 235
C AST 236
80 CONTINUE AST 237
IF (KINDS.EQ.O) 60 TO 30 AST 238
IF (KINDS.EQ.l) 60 TO 30 AST 239
IF (KINDS.EQ.2) GO TO 40 AST 240
IF (KINDS.EQ.3) 60 TO 50 AST 241
60 TO 88U AST 242
C AST 243
C CORRUGATIONS* CORRUGATED PANEL AST 244
C AST 245
90 CONTINUE AST 246






LRURR=2.*CPERIM _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • A ? T 2 5 3
LSAW=2.8*NRItjS*SQRT(RADIUS**2-(CHORD/2)**2r " AST 251
GO TO (640,620*650,750*710,790,670,720,860,870), NN AST 255
C AST 256
C ASSEMBLY* RSI PANEL (KINQP = 4) AST 257
C AST 258
100 CONTINUE AST 259






GO TO (640*840,840»8UO»670»770»720»660,840,860*880)' NN AST 266
C AST 267
C ASSEMBLY. HONEYCOMB PANEL (KINDPr2) AST 268
C AST 269
110 CONTINUE AST 270






GO TO (6**0,840,810,800»670,770,720,860,880), NN AST 277
C AST 278
C UPPER SKIN, HONEYCOMB PANEL AST 279
C AST 280
120 CONTINUE AST 281
IF (KINDS.EQ.O) 60 TO 30 AST 282
IF (KINDS.EQ.l) 60 TO 30 AST 283
IF (KINDS.EO.2) GO TO 40 AST 284
IF (KINDS.EQ.3) GO TO 50 AST 285
GO TO 880 AST 286
C AST 287
C LOWER SKIN, HONEYCOMB PANEL AST 288
C AST 289
130 CONTINUE AST 290
1-131
ASSIGN 130 TO JJ . AST 291
NN=NN+1 AST 292
KEY=3 ' AST 293




GO TO (640,6,iO»6bO»7bO»670,720»8&0»870) , NN AST 298
C AST 299
C EDGE PIECES. HONEYCOMB PANEL AST 300
C AST 301
140 CONTINUE AST 302







GO TO (640»8,iO»650»7lo»670,720.860*870) » NN AST 310
C AST 311
C ASSEMBLY* ABLATIVE PANEL (KINDP r 5) AST 312
C AST 313
150 CONTINUE AST 314






60 TO (640»84p»840»800»670»770»720»770»770f770*860rS80)» NN AST 321
C AST 322
C PANEL REUSABLE SURFACE INSULATION AST 323
C AST 324
160 CONTINUE AST 325








-:' 60 TO <640»7<+0»790»670»720»8bO»870) » NN AST 334
C AST 335
C PANEL ABLATIVE MATERIAL AST 336
C AST 337
170 CONTINUE AST 338






60 TO (640»730»720»860»870)» NN AST 345
C AST 346
C HONEYCOMb CORE AST 347
C .AST 348
1-132
180 CONTINUE AST 349








GO TO <640,790,760,670,720,860,870)» NN AST 358
C AST 359
C ASSEMBLY* RIBBED PANEL <KINDP=3) AST 360
C AST 361
190 CONTINUE AST 362





GO TO (640,840,840,670*770,720,860,880), NN AST 368
C - . _ . . . _ _ AST 369
C SKIN, RIBBED PANEL AST 370
C AST 371
200 CONTINUE AST 372
IF (KINDS.EO.O) GO TO 30 AST 373
IF (KINDS.EO.l) GO TO 30 AST 374
IF (KINDS.EQ.2) 60 TO 40 AST 375
IF (KINDS.£0.3) GO TO 50 AST 376
GO TO 880 AST 377
C AST 378
C RIBS, RIBBED PANEL AST 379
C AST 380
210 CONTINUE AST 381







GO TO (640,8*0,650*750*710,670,720*860,870), NN AST 389
c
 AST 390
C EDGE PIECES, RIBBED PANEL AST 391
c
 AST 392
220 CONTINUE AST 393







GO TO (640,8^ 0,650,710,670,720,860,870), NN AST 401
c
 AST 402
C ASSEMBLY, INSULATION AST 403
c
 AST 404
230 CONTINUE AST 405


























ASSIGN 240 TO JJ
NNSNN-H
KEY=0




GO TO <640»7V0.720»860»870) . NN
INSULATION 2
250 CONTINUE







GO TO (640,7yt)»7«>0»860»870), NN
INSULATION 3
260 CONTINUE







GO TO <640»790,720, 860*870) » NN
ASSEMBLY » STRUCTURE A (KINDS=1>
270 CONTINUE
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60 TO (610.820.650,7lQ.690,670*720*860.870), NN AST 17»»
C AST 175
C BEAM DOUBLER CHANNEL. LONG A AST 176
C AST 177
290 CONTINUE AST 178











GO TO <610»820»650,710»690,670»720,860,B70), NN AST 189
C AST 190
C BEAM, SHORT A AST 191
C AST 1Q2
300 CONTINUE AST 193










GO TO (610,650,710»690»670,720»860»870), NN AST 501
C AST 505
C POST, CORNER POST A AST 506
C AST 507
310 CONTINUE AST 508









GO TO <6lO,790»650,830»670f720.860»870)» NN AST 518
C AST 519
C FLANGE* CORNER POST A AST 520
C AST 521
320 CONTINUE AST 522
1-135









GO T0,<640,790,650»830»670,720t860,870)» NN AST 532
C AST 533
C PLUG* CORNER POST A AST 534
C "- - - - - - AST 535
330 CONTINUE AST 536












GO TO (640,790,830»700»670,720,860,870), NN AST 549
C AST 550
C CORNER PIECE AST 551
C AST 552
340 CONTINUE AST 553








GO TO (640»820»650r7ao»710»670»720»860,870)f NN AST 562
C AST 563
C UPPER CORNER PLATE AST 564
C AST 565
350 CONTINUE AST 566
ASSIGN 350 TO JJ AST 567
NN=NN+1 AST 568
:








GO TO (640,820,650t690»670,720.860,870), NN AST 577
C AST 578
C LOWER CORNER PLATE AST 579
C AST 580
1-136
360 CONTINUE AST 581










60 TO <640»8,>0»650»69o»670»720»860»870)» NN AST 592
C AST 593
C CORNER DOUBLER PLATE AST 594
C AST 595
370 CONTINUE AST 596










GO TO (640»8<:0»650»690»670,720*860*870) » NN AST 607
C AST 608
C ASSEMBLY, LONG BEAM A AST 609
C AST 610
380 CONTINUE ' AST 611





GO TO (640,840,840,670*770,720*860*860)» NN AST 617
C AST 618
C ASSEMBLY, SHORT BEAM A AST 619
C AST 620
390 CONTINUE AST 621





GO TO (640,8HO,670,770*720,860,880), NN AST 627
C AST 628
C ASSEMBLY, CORNER AST 629
C AST 630
400 CONTINUE AST 631





GO TO <640,640,840,670*770,720,860,880), NN AST 637
C AST 638
1-137
C ASSEMBLY, CORNER POST A AST 639
C AST 640
410 CONTINUE AST 641





SO TO (640»640»840r840»670,770»720»860»880)» NN AST 647
C AST 648
C SEAL STRIP AST 649
C • . AST 650
420 CONTINUE . : .:- . AST 651










60 TO <640»820,6bO»6yo»710r670»720»860»870)» NN AST 662
C AST 663
C ASSEMBLY, bTnUCTURE 8 (KINDS=2) AST 664
c
 AST 665
430 CONTINUE AST 666






GO TO (640,8lO,810,660f730,680»670»800»730»860»880)» NN AST 673
C AST 674
C POSTr CORNER POST B AST 675
C AST 676
440 CONTINUE AST 677











GO TO <640f820»650»780»690»710»670»720»860»870)» NN AST 689
C AST 690
C ASSEMBLY* CORNER POST 3 AST 691
C AST 692
450 CONTINUE AST 693






GO TO (640.840,670,770*720,660,880), NN AST 699
C AST 700
C INSULATORS AST 701
C AST 702
460 CONTINUE AST 703
ASSIGN 460 TO JJ AST 704
NNSNN+1 AST 705
KEY=0 AST 706
GO TO (860,670), NN AST 707
C AST 708
C ASSEMBLY, STRUCTURE C (KINDS=3) AST 709
C AST 710
470 CONTINUE AST 711






GO TO (640,6iO,660,730,800,810,660,810,660,730,680,670,800,800»730AST 718
1,860,880)* NU AST 719
C AST 720
C BEAM, LONG C AST 721
C AST 722
480 CONTINUE AST 723







GO TO (640,8<;0,650,670,720,860,870) , NN AST 731
C AST 732
C HIB. LONG C AST 733
C AST 734
490 CONTINUE AST 735







GO TO (640,8<:0,650.670.720,860,870) . NN AST 743
C AST 744
C BEAM, SHORT C AST 745
C AST 746
500 CONTINUE AST 747








GO TO (640,8*0*650,670*720,860,870), NN AST 755
C AST 756
'C KIB, SHORT C AST 757
C AST 758
blO CONTINUE AST 759







GO TO (640,8^ 0,650,670,720,860,870) , NN AST 767
C AST 768
C POSTf CENTER POST C AST 769
C AST 770
520 CONTINUE AST 771









GO TO (640,790»650»830»670,720*860,870), NN AST 781
C AST 782
C FLANGE (LOWER), CENTER POST C AST 783
C AST 784
530 CONTINUE AST 785









GO TO (6^0»790»650»830»670f720*860*870) t NN AST 795
C AST 796
C FLANGE (UPPER), CENTER POST C AST 797
C AST 798
5UO CONTINUE AST 799












GO TO <640»790r650»830»700,670,720.860*870), NN AST 812
1-140
C AST 813
C ASSEMBLY! LONG BEAM C AST 814
C AST 815
550 CONTINUE AST 816





GO TO (640»8<+0»670,770*720,860*880), NN AST 822
C AST 823
C ASSEMBLY* SHORT BEAM C AST 824
C AST 825
560 CONTINUE AST 826





GO TO (640,840,670,770»720»860»880>, NN AST 832
C AST 833
C ASSEMBLY, CENTER POST C AST 83**
C AST 835
b70 CONTINUE AST 836





GO TO (640»840»840»67Q»770»720»860»880) » NN AST *42
C AST 843
C ASSEMBLY, CORNER POST C AST 844
C • AST 845
560 CONTINUE AST 846





GO TO (640»840»840»8«*0»fe70»770»720»8bOf880>» NN AST 852
C AST 853
C POST, CORNER POST C AST 854
C AST 855
590 CONTINUE AST 856









GO TO (640,790,650*830,670,720*860*870), NN AST 866
C AST 667
C FLANGE (LOWER), CORNER POST C AST 868
C AST 869
600 CONTINUE AST 870
1-141









GO TO <6<»0»790»650*830»670,720*860*8/0) » NN AST 880
C AST 881
C PLUG* CORNER POST C AST 882
C AST 883
610 CONTINUE AST 88<*












GO TO (6<*0»790»830.700*670*720*860*870)* NN AST 897
C AST 898
C RIN6 (UPPER)* CORNER POST C AST *99
c AST 900
620 CONTINUE AST 901









GO TO <6**0t790»650,830»670r720»860,870), NN AST 911
C AST 912
C ASSEMBLY* COMPLETE IPS SYSTEM ASSEMBLY AST 913
C AST 91«»
630 CONTINUE AST 915






GO TO (6«»0»810.660*730*680,670*800*730.860*880)» NN AST 922
'C AST 923
C AST 92*
C INITIALIZE DETAIL PART VARIABLES AST 925
C AST 926




IF (CPERIM.LT.3.) CPtRIM=3. AST 930
CLAMPrCPERIM/6. AST 931
LSCRIB=CPERIW AST 932
ATTPS=LEN*WIO . AST 933
SHPSET=1. AST 93«»
NU«P=<KT*ATTPS*SHPSET/<LEN*WlDn + .5 AST 935
SAREA=2.*<Lfc.NGT*WIDT+LENGT*HEIGHT+WIDT*HEIGHT) AST 936
FDRILL=<.0017*EXPU.16*DIA) + .0062*DHOLE**1.89)*F v AST 937
60 TO JJ AST 938
c
 > AST 939
c
 AST 940
C MANUFACTURING OPERATION EQUATIONS AST 941
C AST 942
C BURRING* EDGE AST 943
C AST 94<»




GO TO 850 AST 949c
 . . . . . . - - . - - - - . , - ^ S T 95(J
C CLAMPING AST 951
c
 AST 952




GO TO 850 AST 957
C AST 958
C CLEANING, BASKET (DEGREASE) AST 959
C AST 960




GO TO 850 AST 965
C
 , AST 966







GO TO 850 AST q73
C
 AST 974
C DISASSEMBLY AST 975
C AST 976




GO TO 850 AST 981
C AST 982
C DRILLING* SINGLE SPINDLE AST 983
AST 984




























DRILLING AND REAMING OR TAPPING* SINGLE SPINDLE













FORMING* HOT PRESS FORMING SHEET STOCK





FORMING* STRETCH FORMING EXTRUDED STOCK
















































































































LAYOUT HOLES* SHEET METAL





LAYOUT HOLES» MACHINE SHOP
















































































































































































































GO TO 850 AST1170
C
 AST1171











C SUMMATION OF STANDARD HOURS AST1181
c




GO TO 88U AST1188
860 CONTINUE AST1189
£OP=1« AST1190












1AT »8T »CT »CF1






1EOP .LARATE .MATLID ,NN
2STOHR .VRAjE
COMMON/ WT A/
IA »8 » CHORD »6lABHl
20IAPGH fDlAPTH .
30LPANL »D*PANL »EEDGE »£IRIB
4G80LT .GCLAMP .GINSRT .GINSUL
5HBEAMA »HFNQ1 »HFNG2 .HPLATE
6HRIN6 rluFNGl »IDFNG2 .KINDP
7LBMLC ,L8MSA .LBMSC »LCORN
8LPANL »LPOST »LRIBL »LRIBS
9LTUBE .NKlBS .NXA ,NYA
SOOPOSR .OQPOST .CORING »PBM
SPINS1 .P1NS2 tPINS3 .PPOST
SPSKIN1 .PSKIN2 rPTUBE .R
*TBMLA »TtJMLC »T8MSA .TBMSC
STDOUBC »TOOUBP »TEOGE .TFNG1
5TPOST »TRlBL fTRIBS »TRING1
*TTU8t fT«Rl8 »T1RIB tT2RIB
$H»BMU »WbMSA »WBMSC ,WCORN
SWDOU8R t WIDTH »WPANL »WPLATE
SWRIBS fWSEAL »WSTFNR »ZFAS
COMMON/WTCOST/
1ACWT >AMUV »AOP(7,7) » ITL
2COSWT »KT »LEN »LTUBER
3PEXT »T£XT »WID »ZZUB
COMMON/ZERO/
1LABHR »LACOST »TAC«T »TALABH
2TFCOST »TLACOS »TLBHR »TMAWT


























HEAL LTUBER rLABHR »LACOST .LARATE »MAWT .MATCOS'MUV ,LEN
DATA (ANAM(I) »I=lf8)
i/ 6HINSULA* 6HTION » 6H INSUL. 6H1
2 6H INSUL » 6H3 /
DATA (ANAM(I) »J=9»20)
I/ 6HPANEL » 6H 6H CORRU» 6HGNS
2 6H CORE » oH 6H RIBS » 6H
DATA (ANAM(I)»IS21,72)
I/ 6HSTRUCT» 6HURE 6H BEAM , 6HLN A
2 6H CORNE» bHR 6H INSER» 6HTS
3 6H SEAt » oH t>H INSUL* 6HATOR
»f 6H BEAM » oHSH C 6H POST » 6HCENT
5. 6H INS A» 6HSSY 6H PANL » 6HASSY
6 6H BEAM » oHASSY 6H RIB Lr 6HN C
7 6H CORN » bHPLT 6H CORN » 6HDOUB
t 6H INSUL* 6H2 »
6H EDGES 6H ,
6H SKIN 6H /
6H BEAM 6HSH A
6H POST 6HCORN
6H BEAM 6HLN C
6H PASTE 6HNERS
6H BEAM 6HDOUB





























































bH , 6H FLANG* 6HE
6H , 6H STR A, 6HSSY
I)'I=73»76)
6H t 6H ABLAT* &HIVE
8 6H RING .
9 6H PLUG »
DATA (ANAM(






5 6H RENE »












IF (KK.E^.l) GO TO 60
IF (KLK.EU.lOO) GO TO 150
10 CONTINUE
IF (tOP.tQ.i.) GO TO 30
CALL ASTDHK






























































IF (KLlC.Eu.iO) GO TO 110
IF (REFC1.EU.O.) STDHRSO
IF (HEFCT.tO.O.) GO TO 20
LABHR=LA8HK+ ( STOHR/REFCT )





























































































































60 CONTINUE CST 118
IF (ITL.GT.O) 60 TO 80 CST 119
TACWT=0 CST 120
XSXDST*12.0 CST 121
WRITE (6»190) X CST 122
IF (KINDP.EQ.1) WRITE (6»200) CST 123
IF (KINDP.EQ.2) WRITE (6»210) CST 124
IF (KINDP.EQ.3) WRITE (6»i;20) CST 125
IF (KINDP.EQ.4) WRITE (6»230) CST 126
IF (KINDP.E0.5) WRITE (6»240> CST 127
IF (KINDS.EG.1) WRITE (6»250) CST 128
IF (KINDS,E0.2) WRITE (6»2bO>- CST 129
IF (KINDS.EQ.3) WRITE (6»270) CST 130
WRITE (6»2flO> LEN,WID,LTUBER CST 131
IF ((KINDP.EQ.O).AND.(KINDS.EQ.O)> GO TO 70 CST 132
IF UMATLID.LT.1>.OR.(MATLID.GT.15M GO TO 70 CST 133
WRITE (6»520> MATLIDr(MTYPEtI»MATLIO)»1=1»5) CST 134
70 WRITE (6»290> CST 135
80 CONTINUE CST 136
IF (KK.EQ.l) GO TO 90 CST 137
IF (KLIC.LT.2) GO TO 100 CST 138
TACWT=TACWT+ACwT CST 139
TMAWT=TMAWT+MAwT CST
GO TO 100 CST
90 CONTINUE CST 142
WRITE (6*300) ANAM(1»N)»ANAM(2»N) CST 143
RETURN CST 144
100 WRITE (6»310) ANAM(1»N)»ANAM(2»N)»KT»ACWT»MAWT,TSTOHK,TLBHR,AVERA.CST 145
lTVRATE»COSWT»TLACOS»TVCOSTfTFCOST»MATCOS»TMFCOS CST 146














110 CONTINUE CST 161
00 140 I=l»7 CST 162
AOP(I»D=STDHR CST 163
IF (REFCT.EQ.O) SO TO 120 CST 164
AOP(I,2)=STDHR/REFCT CST 165
GO TO J3U CST 166
120 CONTINUE CST 167
AOP(Ji2)=0 CST 168















































































IF (KLIC.LT.100) WRITE <6»42U)
WRITE (6.350) TMUFAC.TUNITC
IF (KLIC.LT.100) WRITE (6.430)
WRITt (6.340) TUNWT
IF (KLIC.LT.100) WRITE (6,440)
WRITE (6»3bO) TTCOS.TAVRA
IF (KLIC.LT.100) WRITE (6.45U) (AOP<1.J),J=l.7)
WRITE (6,360) TTVRA
IF (KLIC.LT.100) WRITE (6.«*60) ( AOP(2. J), Jsl .7)
WRITE (6,370) TTRATE
IF (KLIC.LT.100) WRITE (6.470) (AOP(3.J).Jsl»7)
WRITt (6.380) TMRATE
IF (KLIC.LT.100) WRITE (6.480) (AOP(4.J),J=l.7)
WRITt (6»390) TTMFRT
IF (KLIC.LT.iOO) WRITE (6.490) (AOP(5,J),Jsi»7)
WRITE (6.400; TAVFC
IF (KLIC.LT.iOO) WRITE (6.500)
WRITE (6.41U) REL








(1H1.38X.45HTHERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMr SPACE SHUTTLE STA









































1ND FOUR CORNER POSTS )
280 FORMAT </30Xf20HNOMINAL PANEL SIZE »F4.i»3H X
1NOMINAL PANEL STANDOFF DISTANCE ,F4.1»3H IN)
290 FORMAT (/29X,102HACTUALi MATL « LABOR OVERHD
2»6X»2HQT»10X»100HWEIGHT
3 PER LB COST COST
300 FORMAT </4X»2A&)
METALLIC* HONEYCOMBKST 233
METALLIC* RIB STIFFFCST 234
CST 235
REUSABLE SURFACE INSCST 236
CST 237
ABLATIVE ) CST 238
CRUCIFORM BEAMS* SlCST 239
CST 240
FOUR INSET SHEET MECST 241
CST 242




MATL STD LABOR LABOR OV-HD CST 247
FACTORY MATERIAL FABRICAT/4X,7HDESCRIPCST 248












310 FORMAT <4X,A6»A4»I5»6Xr2F10.3,F10.4,F8.2>F6.2»F7.2»Fio.2»5F9.2) CST 252
320 FORMAT <//28H TOTAL ACTUAL WEIGHT Fl2.2,3H LB/1X»27HTOTAL MCST 253
1ATERIAL WEIGHT F12.2»3H LB/1X,27HTOTAL STANQARP HOURS FCST 254
2l2.2r3H HR/1X»27HTOTAL LABOR HOURS F12.2.3H HR/1X»27HTOTACST 255
3L LABOR COST F12.2»2H S/1X»27HTOTAL OVERHEAD COST CST 256
4 F12.2,2H $/iX,27HTOTAL FACTORY COST F12.2,2H $/lX,27HTOTACST 257
5L MATERIAL COST F12.2»2H »/lX»27HTOTAL FABRICATION COST CST 258
6 F12.2r2H S/iX,27HTOTAL ASSEMBLY COST Fl2.2»2H $) CST 259
330 FORMAT UX.27HTOTAL MANUFACTURING COST F12.2,2H S/1X»27HTPS COSTCST
1 F12.2»8H $/SO FT)
340 FORMAT U*»2?HTPS WEIGHT F12.2,9H LB/SQ FT>
350 FORMAT (iXr27HAVERAGE MATERIAL F12.2»UH 5/Ld
17HAv£RAG£ LAoOR RATE Fl2..:2»llH WHR )
360 FORMAT (1X,27HAV£RAGE OVERHEAD RATE Fl2.2fUH «/HR
370 FORMAT (1X»27HAV£RAGE FACTORY RATE F12.2,11H «/HR
380 FORMAT (1X,27HAV£RAGE MFG. RATE F12.2tliH S/HR
390 FORMAT (1X,27HAV£RAGE MFG. RATE F12.2»11H
400 FORMAT (iX,27HAV£RAGE MFG. REALIZATION F12.2)
410 FORMAT (lX»2bHAV£RAG£ ASSEMBLY REALIZATIONF11.2)
420 FORMAT (lH+,a7x,19HFlNAL ASSEMBLY COST)
TOTAL LABOR OV-HD LABOR( 52HSTD430 FORMAT
1£MBLY)
440 FORMAT < !H+,b5X»63HTASK
1 COST COST)
450 FORMAT ( 1H+»62X,10HS£TUP
460 FORMAT UH+to2X»10HCLAMP
470 FORMAT ( !H+»o2x .1QHINSPECT
480 FORMAT (lH+»62x, 10HDISASSY
490 FORMAT ( lH+,02x,10HCLEAN
500 FORMAT ( 1H+, <,2x, 10HSECURE
510 FORMAT UH+,02x,lOHINSPECT
b20 FORMAT (/30X,40HPRIMARY PANEL






















































SODPOSR .OuPOST 'OOP ING
SPINS1 *PtNS2 »PINS3




























































*PI .PEFCT , CTT 8
CTT 9
CTT 10


















1 1.3* 3.5» 3.2, 3.1* 4.0» 5.2»
2 6.0* 3.8*
3 2.1» 6.U* 4.3* 3.1' 4.7' 6.9
4 10., 4.6'
5 1.0' 3.0' 2.5* 1.9' 3.0' 4.2
6 5.0' 2.6X
IF (KINDP.LT.1.0R.KINDP.GT.5)
IF (MATLID. LT.l. OR. MATLID. GT.



















* 3.2* 19.* 1.8* 2.2*
* 4,3» 19.' ?.6* 3.0,






































































WRITE (6»20) UTFU»UEOD»UTOOL.UGTH»UFTA»UFTSRP CTT 78
*RITE (6»30) CTT 79
WRITE <6»**U) UTNTPS»UPA»UTAC CTT 80
WRITE (6»30) CTT 81
WRITE (6»50) UTRPC»U«SRP CTT 82
WRITE (6»30) CTT 83




20 FORMAT (lHl,l3Xr40HTMERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM COST SUMMARY///t8X,CTT 88
112HCOST 4/SO FT///10X»33HTHEORETICAL FIRST UNIT COST {TFU)»F8.2///CTT 89
210X»iaHNON RECURRING COST//1UX»8HED AND 0»33X»F9.2/10X»7HTOOLING»3CTT 90
34X»F9.2/10X»20HGROUNO TEST HARDWARE»21X»F9.2/10X»20HFLlGHT TEST ARCTT 91
4TICLES»21X»FV.2/10X»20HFLIGHT TEST S AND RP»21X»F9.?> CTT 92
30 FORMAT (52Xf«H ) CTT 93
HQ FORMAT (10X»«27HTOTAL NONRECURRING TPS COST, 14X,F9.2///10X»25HRECURCTT 94
1RING PRODUCTION COST//10X»50HSUSTAINING ENGINEERING - INCTT 95
2CLUDEO IN TFO/10Xf50HSUSTAINING TOOLING - INCLUDED ICTT 96
3N TFU/10X»19HPROOUCTION;ARTICLES»22X»F9.2/10X»23HTEST ARTICLE CONVCTT 97
4ERSlON»ldX»F9.2) CTT 98
50 FORMAT (10X.31HTOTAL RECURRING PRODUCTION COST»10X»F9.2///loX»25HRCTT 99
1ECURKING OPERATIONS COST//10X»22HREPLENISHMENT 5 AND RPtl9X,F9.2) CTT 100
60 FORMAT (10X»31HTOTAL RECURRING OPERATIONS COST.10X»F9.2////lOX»23HCTT 101
1TOTAL TPS PROGRAM COSTS*18X»F9.2»//////10X,26HNUMBE* OF PPODUCTIONCTT 102











































1 .102. .160. .297. ,





























































































»KK .KLIC » WTT 28





LBMLC .LBMSA .L^MSC , LCORN WTT 34
LPANL .LPOST .LRIdL »L*IBS ,LSEAL WTT 35
.LTUBER ,NXA ,
297. .298
3no/SJ \J \J r
. .306.
NYA ,MAWT





















































C INITIALIZE STRUCTURE VARIABLES WTT 70





































































C IDENIIFICATION OF MATERIAL TYPE AND ASSIGNMENT OF MATERIAL QENSITYWTT 1«*0
C FOR TPS PANEL AMD STRUCTURE WTT 1<*1
c WTT 142
(MATLID.LT.1.0R.MATLID,GT.15) G° T0 1° WTT
PSKlNtMATLlD) WTT 145
C WTT 146






























IF (RADIUS.EU.O.) ClKCUM=0 WTT 176
IF (RADIUS.EU.O.) GO TO 20 WTT 177
CIRCUM=RADIUS*ACOS(1-(CHOKO**2)/(2.*KADIUS**2M WTT 178





























*BMLA=2.*(wB£Alv;A*R-S-K (S-R)**2+HBEAMA**2)**.5) + .42 WTT 208
«BMSA=WRMLA WTT 209































C *** WTT 240
C *** LQUATIONS FOR INSULATION WTT 241
C *** WTT 242
C WTT 243
C *** LQUAtlON FOK INSUL 1 WTT 244
C WTT 245




C *** tQUATION FOR INSUL 2 WTT 250
C WTT 251




C *** LOUATION FOR INSUL 3 WTT 256
C WTT 257




C *** TOTAL INSULATION WT WTT 262
C WTT 263








IF (ACWT.GT.,.) CALL COST WTT ?72













IF (ACWT.GT.o.) CALL COST WTT 286
ACWT=WTINS3 WTT 287
.MAWT=WMINS3 WTT 288











IF (ACWT.GT.U) CALL COST WTT 299
IF ((KINDP.LT.1).OR.(KINOP.GT.5)) GO TO 210 WTT 300
C WTT 301
C WTT 302
C FORTKAN STATEMENT NUMBER ASSIGNMENTS FOR PANELS WTT 303
C WTT 304
60 CONTINUE WTT 305
GO TO (7u»80»90»100»110)> KINOP WTT 306
C WTT 307
C *** KINDP = 1» CORRUGATED METALLIC PANEL WTT 308
C WTT 309
70 CONTINUE WTT 310
J=J+1 WTT 311
60 TO (120»1/U.200)» J WTT 312
C WTT 313
C *** KINDP = <:» HONEYCOMB METALLIC PANEL WTT 311
C WTT 315
8U CONTINUE WTT 316
J=J+1 WTT 317
GO TO <130tlbO,170>180»200)» J WTT 318
C WTT 319
C *** KINUP = 3' KIB STIFFENED METALLIC PANEL WTT 320
C WTT 321
90 CONTINUE WTT 322
J=J+1 WTT 323
GO TO (1«+0,loO,170*200) » J WTT 324
C WTT 325
C *** KINDP = «*» St.USABLE SURFACE INSULATED PANEL (RSI) WTT 326
C WTT 327
100 CONTINUE WTT 328
J=J+i WTT 329
GO TO (liO»150»170»180»190»2UO)» J WTT 330
C WTT 331
C *** KINUP = o» AtiLATiVE PANEL WTT 332
C WTT 333
110 CONTINUE WTT 33«»
J=u+l WTT 335
GO TO (lbO»170»190»200)» J WTT 336
C WTT 337
C *** WTT 338
C *** EQUATIONS FOh PANELS WTT 339
C **» WTT 340
C *** EQUATION FuR CORRUGNS (CORRUGATIONS) WTT 341
C WTT 342
120 CONTINUE WTT 343
WTCOHR=LPANL*WCORR*TSKIN2*PSKlN2+wTBR2l WTT 344
WMCORft=(»_ENGTH4.1.)*(WCORR-H.)*(TSKlN2+.005)*PSKIN2 WTT 345
GO TO 60 WTT 346
C WTT 347
C *** EQUATION FOR EDGES (EDGE MEMBERS 2) WTT 348
1-160
C WTT 349
130 CONTINUE WTT 350
WTEDG2=2. * (LPANL+wPANL+4. *TEDGE-2.*E£DGE> * < TCORE+EEHGE ) *TF!DGE*PEDGWTT 351
1E+WTB&Z8 WTT 352
wMEOG2=2.MLPANL4-.5+WPANL+.5)*<TCORE+EEDGE+.25)*<TEnGF-»-.u05)*peDGf;:WTT 353
(yO TO 60 WTT 351
C WTT 355
C *** EQUATION FOR EDGES (EDGE MEMBERS 3) WTT 356
C WTT 357
140 CONTINUE WTT 358
WTEQG3=2.*wPANL*(HRIB+TEDGE+EEDGE)*TEDGE*PEOGE+WTBRlO WTT 359
WMEDG3=2.*(WpANL+l.)*<HRlBtTEDGE+EEDGE+.25)*(TEnGE+.<jOb>*PEDGF WTT 360
GO TO 60 WTT 361
C WTT 362
C *** EQUATION FOR HONEYCOMB CORE WTT 363
C WTT 364
150 CONTINUE WTT 365
WTCOKEr(LPANL-EEDG£)*(WPANL-EEDGE)*TCORE*PCORE WTT 366
IF (KINDP.EQ.5) TCORErTEXT WTT 367
IF (KINDP.EQ.5J WTCORE=(LPANL+DLPANL)*(WPANL+DWPANL>*TCORE*PCORE WTT 368
WMCOKE= (LENGTH* !.)*<* I DTH+1.>*(TCORE«-. 25 )*PCORE WTT 369
IF (PCORE.EQ.O) GO TO 60 WTT 370
VOLCORrWTCORE/PSKINl WTT 371
IF (KINDP.EQ.4) VOLCORSO WTT 372
GO TO 60 - WTT 373
C . WTT 374
C *** EQUATION FOR RIBS WTT 375
C . WTT 376




11RIB+.005)-MHRIB+.1)*<TWRIB+.005) )*PRIB ' WTT 381
GO TO 60 WTT 382
C WTT 383
C **« EQUATION FOR SKIN WTT 38**
C WTT 385
170 CONTINUE WTT 386
IF (KINDS.EQ.O) WTSKIN=(LPANL+DLPANL)*<WPANL+DWPANL>*TSKIN1*PSKIN1WTT 387
IF (KINrS.EQ.l) WTSK1N=( (LPANL*DLPANL)*(WPANL-l-DWPANL)-{NxA*PI«t*DIAWTT 388
1BH1**2))»TSKiNi*P5KINl WTT 389
IF (KINDS.£0.2) WTSKIN=((LPANL+DLPANL)*(WPANL+DWPANL)-(U.*Pn**DIAPWTT 390
1TH**2) )*TSKli>il*PSKlNl WTT 391
IF (KINDS.EQ.3) WTSKIN=((LPANL+DLPANL)*(WPANL+DWPANt)-(Pl«**DlAKGH*WTT 392
l*2))*TSKiNl*PSKINl WTT 393
WMSKIN=(LENGTH+.1)*<WIOTH+.1)*(TSKIN1+.005)*PSKIN1 WTT 391
GO TO 60 WTT 395
C WTT 396
C *** EQUATION FOR HONEYCOMB INNER SKIN WTT 397
C WTT 398
180 CONTINUE WTT 399
WTSKN2=LPANL*WPAN|_*TSKIN2*PSKIN2 WTT
WMSKN2=(LPANLn.)*(WPANL-H.)*(TSKIN2+.005)*PSKIN2 WTT
GO TO 60 WTT U02
C WTT 103
C *** EQUATION FOR EXTERNAL INSULATION OR ABLATIVE MATERIAL WTT 401
C WTT 405
190 CONTINUE WTT 106
1-161
«TEXT=( (LENGTH*WIOTH*TEXT)-VOLCOR)*PEXT+WTBOND
wMEXT=(LENtjTH+l.)*<WlDTH+l. ) * (TEXT+.25) *PEXT
60 TO 60
C .










































IF (ACWT.GT.U.) CALL COST
ACWT=WTSKIM
MA«T=WMSKIN





















































































































































































FORTRAN STATEMENT NUMBER ASSIGNMENTS STRUCTURE
J=0
210 CONTINUE
IF {(KINDS. Lt.l). OR. (KINDS. GT. 3) ) 60 TO 560
60 TO (220»230»2ifO)» KINDS
*** TYPE A CONSTRUCTION FOR STRUCTURE
220 CONTINUE
J=J*i
&0 TO (250»260»290»32o»330»3'*0»350»360f«*30»'*<*Of450»5lo»52C.5on) •
*** TYPE B CONSTRUCTION FOR STRUCTURE
230 CONTINUE
JSJ+i
60 TO (370»3yO,U60»530»550) , J
**» TYPE C CONSTRUCTION FOR STRUCTURE
2*»0 CONTINUE
J=J*1
60 TO t270»280.300»3lO»380»«*00»U10»t*20»<*70»^80»U90»5oO»5^0f550) »
***






























































































C *** EQUATION FOK BEAM DOUB (BEAM QOURLER) WTT 530
I* WTT 531
260 CONTINUE „ ^31 *«
WTDOUB=(LDOUbR*WDOUBR-PI4*DIABHl**2)*TDOUBC*PBM+WTBPZ3 WTT 533
»»MDOuB=(uDOUrjR-fl.)*(«DOyBR+l.)*(TOOuBC-«-.U05)*PBM WTT 534
GO TO 210 WTT 535
C *** tQUATION POR BEAM LN C (LONG BEAM C) WTT 536
/- WTT 537









C *** EQUATION FOR BEAM SH A (SHORT BEAM A) WTT 550
f W I T O*5 X




 G0 T0 21
" !TT III
C. *** EQUATION FOR BEAM SH C (SHORT SEAM C> WTT 557
£ WTT 558




C *** EQUATION FOR RIB SH C (SHORT RIB C) WTT 564
c WTT 565
310 CONTINUE JJJ |fj
WTSRIB=LKlBS*WRlliS*TRl8S*P8M + WTBR13 WTT 567
wMSRIB=(LRlb^+l.)*(WRl8S+l.)*(TRI^S+.005)*PBM WTT 568











C *** .EQUATION FOR CORN PLT (UPPER CORNER PLATE) WTT 578
f. WTT 579





60 TO 210 wT 583
C WTT 584
C *** EQUATION FOR CORN PLT (LOWER CORNER PLATE) WTT 585
C WTT 586
340 CONTINUE WTT 587
HTPLT2=(WPLATE**2+<*.*WPLATE*HPLATE-PI4*DIAPGH**2)*TPLATE*PBV WTT 588
WMPLT2=(WPLATE+2.*HPLATE+.5)**2*(TPLATE+.005)*PBr*> WTT 589
60 TO 210 WTT 590
C WTT 591
C *** EQUATION FOR CORN OOU (CORNER DOUBLE*) WTT 5Q2
C WT! 593
350 CONTINUE WTT 59«+
WTDOU=(WDOUBP**2-PI4*DIAPGH**2)*TDOlldP*PBM WTT 595
WMDOU=(WDOUBP+.5)**2*(TDOUBP+.005)*PBM WTT *96
60 TO 210 WTT 5«7
C WTT S98
C **# EQUATION FOR INSERTS (HONEYCOMB INSERTS A) WTT 599
C WT! 600
360 CONTINUE WTf 601





60 TO 210 WTT 605
C WTT 606








GO TO 210 WTT 613
C WTT 614
C *** EQUATION FOR INSERTS (HONEYCOMB INSERTS C) WTT 615
C WTT 616
380 CONTINUE WTT M7
IF (KINDP.NE.2) 60 TO 210 WTT 618
WTHINC=GINSPT/100. WTT 619
WMHINC=l.l*wrHINC WTT 620
60 TO 210 WTT 621
C WTT 62?
C *** EQUATION FOR INSULATOR
 WTT 6?3
C WTT 624





60 TO 210 WTT 628
C WTT 629
C *** EQUATION FOR POST CENT (CENTER POST C) WTT 630
C WTT 631
400 CONTINUE *TT 632
WTPOSR=PI*ODPOSR*LTUBER*TTUBE*PPOST WTT 633
WMPOSR=PI*ODPOSR*(LTUBER+.5)*(TTUBE+.02)*PPOST WTT 634
60 TO 210 WTT 635
C WTT 636




410 CONTINUE WTT 639
WTFNG2=Pl4*(IDFNG2**2-ODPOSR**2)*HFNG2*PTU3E+Pl4*(ODF'^fG2**2-IOFNG2WTT 640
1**2)*TFNG2*PTU6E + V»TBR15 WTT 641
WMFN62=Pi4*(ODFNG2*.(J2)**2*(HFNG2+.5)*PTUPc WTT 642
GO TO 210 WTT 643
C WTT 644
C *** EQUATION FOR RING (CENTER POST C) WTT 645
C WTT 646




GO TO 210 WTT 651
C WTT 652
C *** EQUATION FOK POST CORN (CORNER POST A) WTT 653
C WTT 654
. 430 CONTINUE WTT 655
WTPOSA=2.*PI4*(ODPOST**2-ODTUBE**2)*LPOST*PPOST WTT 656
WMPOSA=2.*PIH*((ODPOST+.02)**2-ODTUBE**2)*(LPOST+.5>*PPOST WTT 657
GO TO 210 WTT 658
C WTT 659
C *** EQUATION FOR PLUG (CORNER POST A) WTT 660
C WTT 661
«*40 CONTINUE WTT 662
WTPLGA=2.*PlH*(OOPOST**2-DIAPGH**2)*TPLUG*PPOST+WT8RZ6 WTT 663
*MPLoA=2.*PI<+*(OOPOST+.02)**2*(TPLUG-'-.25)*PPOST WTT 664
GO TO 210 WTT 665
C WTT 666
C *** EQUATION FOH FLANGE (CORNER POST A) WTT 667
C WTT 668
«+50 CONTINUE WTT 669
WTFNGA=2.*Pl*ODTUBE*TTUBE*LTUBE+PTUBE+2.*Pl4*<OOFNGl**2-ODTUrtf:**2)WTT 670
l*TFN(il*PTUbt + WTBRZ7 WTT 671
WMFNGA=2.*PI<**<ODFNGH-.02>**2*(LTUBE+.5)*PTUBE WTT 672
GO TO 210 WTT 673
C WTT 674
C *** EQUATION FOR POST CORN (CORNER POST 8) WTT 675
C WTT 676
460 CONTINUE WTT 677
WTPOS6=4 . * ( ( J. *WPOST+2. *LPOST ) *HPOST-»-4 . * (LSTFNR-WSTFNP) *wSTpNR-3.*WTT 678
1PI4*DIAPOH**«£)*TPOST*PPOST + WTBRH WTT 679
*MPOSB=(2.*l-POST+3.*WPOST + i.)*(HPOST+l.)*(TPOST+.005)*PPOST WTT 680
GO TO 210 WTT 681
C WTT 682
C *** EQUATION FOR POST CORN (CORNER POST C) WTT 683
C WTT 684
<+70 CONTINUE WTT 685
WTPObC=Pl*ODPOST*LPOST*TPOST*PPOST WTT 686
WMPOSC=PI*ODPOST*(LPOST+.5)*(TPOST+.02)*PPOST WTT 687
GO TO 210 . WTT 688
C WTT 689
C *** EQUATION FOR RING (CORNER POST C) WTT 690
C WTT 691
480 CONTINUE WTT 692
WTRNG1=PI4*(OPRING**2-ODPOST**2)*TRING1*PPOST+WTBR16 WTT 693
WMRN61=PI4*(UDRING+.02)**2*(TRING1+.25)*PPOST WTT 694
GO TO iilO WTT 695
C WTT 696
1-166
C *** EQUATION FOR FLANGE (CORNER POST C) WTT 697
C WTT 698
1*90 CONTINUE WTT 699
WTFNGC=Pl4*(ODFN61**2-ODPOST**2)*TFN61*PTUBE+PlU*(lOF?JGl**2-OnPOSTWTT 700
1**2)»(HFNG1-TFNG1)*PTU8E+WT8K17 WTT 701
WMFNGC=PI4*(ODFNGH-.02)**2*(HFNG1 + .5)*PTURE WTT 702
GO TO 210 WTT 703
c
 WTT 704
C *** EQUATION FOR PLUG (CORNER POST C) WTT 705
C WTT 706
500 CONTINUE WTT 707
NTPL6C=PI4*(ODPOST**2-DIAPGH**2)*TPLUG*PPOST+WT8KZ6 WTT 708
V»MPL6C=PI4*(ODPOST+.02)**2*(TPLUG+.25)*PPOST WTT 709
<iO TO 210 WTT 710
c
 WTT 711
C *** EQUATION FOR SEAL WTT 712
C WTT 713
510 CONTINUE WTT 714
WTSEAL=(LSEAL*(WSEAL+.03)-PI4*NYA*DIABH1**2)*TSEAL*PSPAL WTT 715
WMSEAL=(LSEAL+1.)*(WSEAL+.5>*<TSEAL+.005)*PSEAL WTT 716
60 TO 210 ~WTT 717
c
 WTT 718











GO TO 210 WTT 726
C WTT 727








GO TO 210 WTT 734
C WTT 735
C *** EQUATION FOR FASTENERS (FASTENERS C) WTT 736
C WTT 737




GO TO 210 .
 WTT
WTT 743
C *** EQUATION FOR TOTAL STRUCTURE WTT 74<*






























IF (ACWT.GT.O) CALL COST
ACWT=wTeMLA+wTDOUB
M A W T=WMBML A+WMDOUB
KLIC=1
IF ( ACWT.GT.O) CALL COST
ACWTSWTBMLC
KLIC=2




IF (ACWT.GT.U) CALL COST
ACWT=WTBMLC+*TLRIB
KLICS1


















































































































































N=2b - . . . , - „ ,
 W T T 63ti
KLIC—1 WTT 835
IF (ACWT.6T.O) CALL COST : WTT 836
ACWTsWTCORN WTT 837
MAWT=WMCORN WTT 838




















KT=1 ' WTT 859
N=30 WTT 860






































IF (ACWT.GT.O.) CALL COST
ACWTsWTRNGii
KK=86











































































































































IF (ACWT.GT.O) CALL COST WTT 931


















KLIC=2 . WTT 950





N=34 " WTT 956
KLIC=1 WTT 957





Mr 16 WTT 963
KLIC=2 WTT 964


















IF (ACWTiGT.u) CALL COST - . WTT 983







IP (ACWT.GT.O) CALL COST
N=17
KLIC=2
IF (ACWT.GT.G.) CALL COST
ACWT=WTSTR
If (KINDS. £<?.!> KK=50
IF (KINDS. k£Q. 2) KK=70




IF (ACWT.GT.v) CALL COST

















IF (ACWT.GT.U.) CALL COST
560 KLIC=10
IF (KINDP.EO.O) KLIC=100



























































1. PROGRAM 5490B is the driver which executes various links or overlays of the
computer program. These segments include (1) input, 2 two-dimensional explicit
heat transfer and discrete element stress analysis, (2) additional input and one-
dimensional, implicit ablator or RSI heat transfer analysis, (3) finite element stress
analysis for the RSI configuration, (4) the sonic fatigue and panel flutter analysis, and
(5) the weight/cost analysis. These links also handle various portions of their own
selected outputs.
2. FUNCTION TRIP LATE is a specialized linear interpolation routine for a triply
subscripted variable used for determining material properties in the stress analysis.
3. FUNCTION TABLE is a linear interpolation subroutine used for a number of
table look-ups throughout the program.
4. SUBROUTINE TPSOPT is a driver subroutine which calls the program input
routine, increments time in the trajectory, calls for atmospheric conditions, heating
rates, temperature computations, the stress analysis, the sonic fatigue analysis, and
the determination of weights and costs. The PINTI subroutine is also called from
this driver.
5. SUBROUTINE AIR computes the real gas equilibrium thermodynamic properties
of air (compressibilityfactor, density, temperature, speed of sound, and enthalpy
or entropy) in terms of pressure and/or entropy and/or enthalpy (use only two of these
three).
6. SUBROUTINE BUCKNG iteratively solves for the plasticity correction factor of
the thermal stress analysis. In the expression solved, the stress is related to the
tangent modulus and modulus of elasticity (the ratio being the plasticity correction
factor) in terms of the applied and critical stresses and the Ramberg-Osgood shape
parameter. ,
 : .
7. SUBROUTINE FLOWF solves for the flowfield properties for the six different
geometric configurations available, (e.g., cone, wedge, sphere, cylinder, etc.).
The procedure also calls subroutines SHOCK, AIR, and FMUT to solve the governing
equations of energy, momentum, and state across the shock wave, to determine the
equilibrium thermodynamic properties of air, and to calculate real; gas viscosity.
n-i
8. FUNCTION FMUT specifies real gas, equilibrium viscosity of air in terms of
pressure and temperature.
9. SUBROUTINE MSMIN compares two numbers and determines the smaller.
10. SUBROUTINE OFFCL computes off centerline heating peripherally around the
body as a ratio to bottom centerline values.
11. SUBROUTINE PANEL computes geometric properties of the discrete elements
for the thermal stress analysis from the general panel dimensions which have been
input to the program.
12. SUBROUTINE PRA63 calculates freestream atmospheric properties of temper-
ature, pressure, and density as a function of altitude using curve fits of properties of
the 1963 Patrick Reference Atmosphere. -
13. SUBROUTINE PRINT! is the main output subroutine which writes out aerothermo-
dynamic characteristics of the environment such as fluidynamic properties and vehicle
attitude as well as temperature and stress distributions of the panel cross-section.
14- SUBROUTINE SHOCK determines flowfield properties down stream of a shock :
wave of a .given angle by simultaneously solving the energy,; momentum, and state
equations. , .
15. SUBROUTINE STRESS performs the discrete element thermal stress analysis on
each of the six panel configurations depending upon which is under consideration. At
increments in the trajectory equal to the print interval, nodal temperatures are inter-
polated from the temperature distribution, and thermal stresses are determined along
with design factors and creep rates. All these values are stored in array for use at
the end of the trajectory at which time the minimum design factors are identified. If
any are negative, the panel thickness is increased and stresses recomputed. The
panel thickness is increased until all design factors are positive.
16
 • SUBROUTINE THERMO determines .the heat transfer rates for each of the six
different configurations (critical, cylinder, wedge, sphere), determines the state of
the boundary layer, and corrects both heating rates and transition for cross flow.
17. SUBROUTINE INPUT1 reads and prints out all input data except those used in the
RSI/ablator thermodynamic or the weight/cost analysis. Panel geometrical parameters,
material properties, the trajectory, and radiation interchange factors as well as indices
which specify options to be performed by the program are read and then written out for
the program user.
H-2
18. SUBROUTINE INPUT2 reads in only the thermodynamic properties needed to
perform the one-dimensional implicit heat transfer analysis for the RSI and ablator
TPS.
19
• SUBROUTINE CONDTN performs the one-or two-dimensional, explicit heat
transfer calculations and interpolates to obtain temperature distributions needed for
the stress analysis for the cover panels denoted by the values of NSECT equal to one
through six.
20. SUBROUTINE ABLATE determines the thermodynamic performance of a charring
ablator using essentially the computer code presented in NASA TN-D 3150 by Donald
M. Curry. Corrections are made to the applied heating rates either for hot wall
temperature effects or the decrease in net heating due to the blowing of pyrolysis
gases and char.
21 • SUBROUTINE COEFF calculates the coefficients of the tridiagonal matrices used
in the implicit heat transfer calculations related to SUBROUTINE ABLATE.
22. SUBROUTINE MDOT determines the mass flow rate of pyrolysis gases produced
by the charring ablator.
23. SUBROUTINE PROP calculates the physical, thermodynamic properties of the
heat shield structures which relate to NSECT = 7 and 8, the RSI and ablative TPS's.
24. SUBROUTINE QDOT computes the temperatures of the receding ablator at the
material nodal points by linear interpolation. In this manner, the same number of
nodes always describe the ablator behavior.
25. SUBROUTINE RECESS computes the front face location and the char mass re-
moval rate for the ablator.
26. SUBROUTINE SWUFT determines the forward time step temperatures by solving
the tri-diagonal matrix of the charring ablator.
27. SUBROUTINE RSICMP computes the temperature distribution in the TPS panel
using phase-change material in the backup structure. For cases when the phase-change
material is contained in a honeycomb structure, the routine computes the equivalent
thermodynamic properties of the phase-change material and the honeycomb.
II-3
APPENDIX m
PROGRAM FLOWCHART
m-i
ni-2
